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Undergradua~e

Trustee
accused in phone scam

Jackson
promotes
rally for
civil rights

•

By Kevin Chappell

phone account in Stewart's name. He
also Sa.id he did not tell Reed the account
was not in his own name.
''I had no reason to tell Kasiin," said
McGee, who is not enrolled in school
this semester. McGee said he only told
Reed how much money he owed for the
phone bill.
"Whatever he told me, I paid," Reed
said. ''I never asked to see the phone
bill.''
McGee said he had planned to pay
the phone bill for a few months in hopes
that C&P would keep the phone on for
the J<St of the year. But when C&P
turned the phone off _in April, he said be
told Kasim.
Reed said McGee told him for the
first time in June that the phone was Q1
Stewart's name. ''I didn't think it was
good judgement (by McGee) but l
didn't press it,'' Recd said.
Reed said, even when he found out
about the _ phone account, he never
thought lO tell Stewart. Reed believes
this is. a ''personal vendetta" by Stewart
against him.
''I didn 't live in Meridian. I didn't
have the phone turned on. These
allegations are directed towards me
because of the position I'm in and the
attention it draws." Reed said.

Hilltop Staft Reporter

Undergraduate Trustee Kaslln Reed
has been accused by high School frie~d
Kerry Stewart of - - placing
more than $300 in long distance calls
on a fraudulent account set-up in

By Cydney Jones
Hilrtop Staft Reporter

The Rev. Jesse Jackson urged
Howard students to rally against
President Bush's veto of the 1990 Civil
Rights Bill, which was narrowly
sustained by the Senate Wedsneday.
Although Jackson arrived to Armour
I . Blackbum C.enter more than an hour
late Thursday, students filled the West

Stewart's name.
1be telephone account was opened
in January at Meridian Hill dormitory.

.... Ballroom to hear Jackson, president of

the Rainbow Coalition and also a
candidate for U.S. Senator, speak <?lJI on

the vetoed legislation.
•

October 26, 1990

Howard University, Washington, O.C. 20059

''President Bush's veto of the Qvil
Rights Bill was an economic decision.

When people sue for discrimination,
businesses lose money," Jackson said.

11le bill, which would have reversed
or modified six recent Supreme C.ourt
rulings that made it more difficult for
women and members of minority
groups to win job discrimination suits,'
succumbed to the president's veto by
one vote.
All 55 Senate Democrats
voted in favor of the bill along with 11

Jackson apeaks to students at
Republicans. The vote was Qj..to.-34,
one short of the 67 needed for it to pass.
''Students must stand up and be
counted," Jackson said. '"This is not just

about racial justice, it's about social
justice. This ruling not only affects
blacks, but it also affects women,
disabled people and other minorities.··
Jackson, who was present in the

Stewart. who bas never lived in
. Meridian, said he was shocked when
C&P Telephone infonned him that he
had an outstanding bill of $376.46 to a
room in the off-campus dormitory .
''I have never lived in Meridian,"
Stewart said. ''I have lived in an
'
apartment in Maryland since my
'
sophomore year."
The room was as.signed to Robert
Blackbum on Th~c1a7' I"'""' McGee, who went to high school with
Senate gallery during the vote. said he Stewart and Reed.
felt all of the seats in the chamber should
Although Reed admits to placing
have been filled with black students. long distance calls to his parents in
David Duke, former klansman from Atlanta and his girlfriend at Grambling
Louisiana, was present in the arc9a University, he maintains he lhought the
during the voting.
phone was in McGee's name.
Jackson does not feel that Duke's
McGee, who transfered to Howard
presence had any effect on the vote: last semester, admitted in a letter to
Vincent Johns, dean of Special Student
see JACKSON; page 16
Services. to setting·up the phoney

•

'

Kaslm Reed: 'I didn't , know.•
Stewart maintains it is not personal
vendetta against Reed and the facts bear
him ouL "'Kasim is the only person who
would know enough infonnation about
me IQ. get a phone turned on in my name.
We were next door neighbors in high
school," Stewart said. ''He was the onlY
one who knew information about me
and my parents."
McGee said he didn't need any
information about Stewart to get the
telephone in his name. ''You will be
surprised at what li11le information you

see REED, page
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Herpes infections
soar nationwid
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PE. seizes
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Cramton
By Karen Good
Hilltop Staff Reporter

iri sexual attitudes on Hmvard's campi1s

-·
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U you couldn't stand rap music at its
absolute best-and loudest-then this
WilS not the show for you.
The electricity and anticipation was
too much to bear. A!; the lights finally
dimmed, the anxious crowd reduced
their volume to a whisper and one oould
almost hear a pin drop. Suddenly, from
behind the scenes, Terminator X
appeared.
He walked majestically to the array
of turntables and speakers situated on
stage and was now at home, ready to
show the audience why he was tabled
''the Assult Technician." His dark
shades and expresionless fac.e told the
crowd that he was ready to work it-and
you better know he was. Then. you
heard it. Loudly and without warning. a
faceless, bodyless voice boOmed
throughout the auditorium:
'"The 'bad boys' are back in town.
Would you please join me in welcoming
PUBLIC ENEMY."
That's when the TRUE 1990
Homecoming concert/party began.
But let's not get too ahead of
ourselves.
Before Public Enemy
performed, comedian Ted Carpemter,
I

" By Crystal Whaley
Hiiitop Staff Aepottar
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Public Enemy's Flavor Flav entertains the c,rowd at annual Homecoming Pop Concert.
w)¥>'s appcrared on the Apollo, warmed
the impatient crowd up, eventually
having everyone rolling in their seats
doing everything from imitating a
conversation between Martin Luther
King, Jr. and Jesse Jack.son.
Mind over Matter, a male rap duo
that stemmed from Professor Griff and
the Last Asiatic Disciples, performed a
freestyle rap that didn't go over too well
with the audiepce. The rap group, The
Afro's. who performed their hit ''Pump
It Up With the Fros'', didn't get too
Jlluch reception from the HU crowd,
either. The Howard audience for the

first show
had been waiting almost two •SlW 's, marched out in perfect
,
hours for the P.E. show to begin. and synchronation, clad in white unifonns
apparently there was no patience with and accessories, from the hats on their
any other periormers. Nevertheless. the heads to the shoes on their feet. lbeir
show began, and P.E. gave the crowd military movements were sharp,
exactly what they were looking for.
concise, and complete-and upon their
The "'Black.man Lyrical Terrorist.'', initial appearance. lhe crowd went wild.
Chuck D, and '1lle Joker'', Flavor flav,
''The ooncert was fly," said Vernon
jumped out from backstage and Harleston, a sophomore in the School. of
commenced to rock the house. Allied Health. ''From the moment P.E.
''Welcome to the Terrordome'' was the came out. you oould feel the energy in
first jam. and you could actually feel the the place. In the second concert. before
bass bouncing off the walls. The the first song was even halfway over,
Security of the First World·the
Interrgators, better known as the see CONCERT, page 13

INSIDE

Phone registration
makes way to campus
By Shauutao Brown
Hilltop Staff Repc:rtet

Last year, Robert Early, a junior
finance major, went to the SChool of
Business at 4:30 in the morning tO be
one of the first students to select his
classes. It paid off: he was third in line.
He waited outside for an hour and a half
until the building was unlocked, and
then another three hours until
registration began at 9 a.m.
''I wanted to make sure thal I got the
classes I wanted before they closed. It
seems like in the School of Business
classes go quickly," Early said.
This year, Early did not have lO do

that. He. along with several hundred
other students., registered by phone.
''I pre·registercd on my break al
work in three minutes, and got all the
classes I wanted," Early said.
The Digital Impulse Seleclion of
Courses (DISC) is used \Vith a touch·
tone phone. It is connected to the Solar
system that is currently used by
academic advisors.
Students can
reserve classes as well as add or drop
classes. DISC also directs students to
the appr<!prialc office if there is a
me.dical or academic hold.
There is a reservation worksheet that
should be completed before calling.

see PHONES, page

Cl1ib Undergrad
• More students go to the
undergraduate library to pony
than to study.
See page 2

Waiting on tl1e Metro
• Shop owners wait with baited
breath for new Metro as their
businesses continue 10 suffer.
See page 7
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Holistic Healtli

Bison Blaw it

• African health care techniques
takes the place .of traditional
medical practices.
See page Jl

• Howard Bison tum in sony
performance at Homeooming ·
game.
See page
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With AIDS domina1ing much of the
public's consciousness in recent years,
a number of sexually transmitted
diseases (STI>s) have taken a back seat
of late in the social arena But they
continue to afflict many aCJ'OS§ the
country and: right here on Howard
University's campus.,
The rapid increase in those afflicted
with the herpes simplex virus in
particular has medical re.searchers
worried.
A new report from the Centers of
Disease Control (CDC) in Atlanta
confirms that herpes now-afflicts one in
every six people, and may also be linked
to the transmittal of the AIDS virus.
According to the American Social
Health Institute, 30 million persons arc
afflicted with herpes in the United
States, a11d 500,()(X) new cases are
reponed each year.
'"The lethal implications of AIDS
have kept genital herpes out of the
public eye, " said Dr. Andrey L Lange,
of the department of Dermatology a1 the
University of California San FranciSco
Medical Center.
''About half a million new cases are
reported every year, so it is crucial that
people know the symptoms.'' Lange
said.
Despite the increase in Herpes cases
nationwide, Cassandra Burden,
assistant health educator at Howard
Udivers.ity Health Center, said students
are not as ooncemed with contracting
the STD as they should be.
''Based on the nwnber of student
visits to the health center for SID
treatment, questions from student
presentations, and re.search studies, 1
would say that students are not
changing their behavior to prevent the
spread of herpes or other STDs, "
Burden said.
''My advice for sexually active
s111i.lents is to practice ,prevention
strategies like: participating in a
monogan1ous relationship, and not
having sex with a person showing signs
or symptoms for STDs," Bunon added.
Burton said that students ooncemcd

about their sexual safety may want to
consider being tested for an STD.
"Students should ask their health
provider to test them for sms if thei{
sexual rcla1ionship involves more than
one person for either themselves or their
pa."1ner," she added.
New treahnents of genital herpes are
on the way. A new blood tes~ the
discovery of a genetic switch that keeps
the virus dormant, and a vaccine that
will be tested in humans soon, has
researchers hopeful that the disease will
soon be curable.
Herpes is characterized by small
blisters and bumps that ulcerate, crust
over and heal over the oourse of several
weeks. It is transmitted through direcl
skin·to-skin contact.
Lesions can be accompanied by
fever, body aches and swollen gland.$.
Episodes generally occur four·to-six
times a year, and tend lO be increasingly
mild. The risk of contrading the disease
iS at its grcate.st when sores arc present,
but their absence is no guarantee of
complete safety from helJ>C.'.
''One of the reasons the disease is so
widespread is that 20-to-30 percent of
caniers transmit it even when lesions
arc not present.," Lange warned.
Another cause for confusibn is that
outbreaks can vary widell from pelSOl1
to pei.on. "Only 75 percent of all those
infected ever show the typical
symptoms,'' Dr. Lange said. Experts
contend that a large segment of the _
popu18tion is infected without knowing
it, and three quarters of all cases are
pa•sed on by the gro"I'
The P"'Sibility of a herpes·AIDS
link is very llkcly, according to the
Center for Disease Control. Recent
studies conducted by CDC's AIDS
program show that homosexual men
with genital herpes have a higher risk of
getting AIDS.
'1be reason is mechanical," said
Scott D. Holmberg, of the CDC's AIDS
program. ''Even microscopic ulcers
provide a way for the AJDS virus to
enter the bloo&tream."
The herpes virus is a very tricky
disease, hiding out in nerve cells
between episodes. High levels of stross

see HERPES, page
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Law students face
financial problems
By Shawnee Smith
Hilltop Staft Reporter

-

'

M..OiM F\.l.1£R
Students create noise levels In the Undergraduate Ubrary that prevent the peraults of a higher education for othera.
Pl DI 0 IY

•

High decibels In 'Club .U ndergrad'
•
der academic productivi
~ .

Tracy L Vinson

Tiruneh stated. ''Reorganization of

Library f<lCili1ies where noise is kepi

Hilltop Staff Aeportal"

the library facilities and structure of the
s1udy area may not solve this recurring
problem nor may administrative action

to a minimum includes Founders
Library.
Founders Library is extremely
peaceful according to Dr. Ann Knight
Randall, director of University Library
Services, because most graduate
stude nts do their studying there.

•

Bcc11usc of the excessive noise in the
U11J..:rgr:1dua1e Library, many students
are s1arti11g to contplain. These students
belic\·e that the library should provide
an environment conducive to studying.
The ntajority of the noise is coming
from locations on the main level. These
areas include: the lounging area, the
group study rooms, and the reading
roont.
The complai11ing students have
suggested the following resolutions:
notification of student affairs,
restructuring of library facilities anCI the
removal of disruptive students.
Several attempts have been made to
curb the problem. Fentahun Tiruneh,
library assistant, wrote a letter to
Mohan1cd fy1ckkawi, assist&nt director
of Library Services, stating thC
grievances made by studen1s and
faculty.

provide enough deterrence.''
An attempt was also made by the

Howa rd

University

Student

Association when it JX>Stcd a notice
which read: ''The Howard University
Student Association would like to

places like the sub-levels because they
arc quiet and peaceful," Mayfield said.
Todd May, junior, public relations
major, will study at the library
depending on the particular subject that
he is studying.
''I prefer to study at home, but if I do
study in the library it's nothing serious
because you really can't concentrate
very well," May said.

•·1 think students have the attitude
express our concern over the level of that the Undergraduate Library is more
disturbance in the Undcr&raduate infonnal. Students n:,son to founders
Mekbwi and Randall look foiward
Library. Let us not hinder each other's · when they have work to do and don't to the day when stuclenrs will view the
intellectual , growth by constantly have time to waste," Randall said.
library as ·a place to concentrate on their
distracting people via unnecessary
Randall believes that students' studies. In order to reach this goal
noise in our library.'' ~
attitudes towards the library is Mekkawi 'suggests that a student
Mckawwi attributes much of the gradually changing. Randall cites the organiza1ion sponsor a program on
commotion to the atmosphere in the reduction i11 the nwnber of violations civic rcsponsibili1ics where 1hc
lounging area.
against the library's code of condl,\Ct importance of proper conduct in regards
'"The lighting in that corridor is not regarding drinking and talking. Thus to an education will be discussed.
designed for reading, yet many students far security has only had to be notified
•
come there to relix or carry on study once.
Randall believes thal in order to
groups. Also, the seating resembles a
Some students like Debra Mayfield, solve the problem there must be a
hotel lobby.
Therefore, it is an freshman print journalism major, admit unified effort of cooperation between
invitation for socialization.,'' Mekkawi to studying in the library.
•
library t8.cilities, student ai·tairs and
said.
'' Yes. I do study in the library, bu.tin student government.

loans because it is their fault that we
need it:''
The other concern of the Law
st udents is over their Academic
Assistance Program. According to the
program, designed after · last year's
student protest, professors were to have
more available office hours and hold a
course tutorial program once a month.
The school was supposed to allot funds
for student tuto~ and expand the current
Early Enrollment program. To date,
only 10 students are allowed to enroll
early. The school was also suppooed to
hire a psychomatricion to evaluate the
fairness of the school's Comprehensive
Exam (precedent for the Bar Exam) and
to help design a test that meets the
students needs.
The Comprehensive Exam was
designed to evaluate the students'
retention of knowledge, identify their
areas of weakness and identify their
defensible griding standards (grade
curve). Subsequently, in the previous
years, gr;ides have had to be curved ·
three limes in order to pass students.
According to the Student Bar
Association Executive Nonnan
Hemmings, a graduating senior, the
students need review sessions which
either haven 't been given at all or aJ
given al ":wkward times for the studen~
The Faculty Board agn:ed with thiS
measure, yet they failed to vote for it in
a faculty meeting.
Some professors have offered
review tapes which have been helpful
but they are not available to answer any

For the past seven years, the Howard
University Law School students have
protested with little! progress. Each year
the students have faced the same
financial ~id and exam preparation
problems. The Faculty Board has been
unyielding since 1983 so each year the
students are forced to protest once
agam.
This year seems to be no different.
Half the students attending law school
on Howard scholarships do not receive
their monies until this time each year.
Unlike undergraduates, their monies
come directly from within Howard's
budget; therefore, the money has
already been allotted. Thase students
receivin_g the GSL are also still waiting.
The lateness of funds.missing the
school's validation deadline, and
outside forces all cause many law
students to pack up and go home. Third
year Law Student Carlton .,Waterhouse
feels that the process ''puts students at a
disadvantage in both school and day to
day living because students arc forced
to work'' to cover expenses and it is
detrimental to their studies.
In addition, the budget for
emergency loans is not sufficient for the
students whase f10ancial aid is late.
Fizst year Law student Kofi Parris said
''the Law students should have their
own financiat aid, [apart from the
undergrads] and it should (be housed] at
the law school.'' Parris added, ''there ·
should be no interest on the emergency see l.AW, page 13
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A·Ti:can artists have no time to dream
•

By Paula M. White

''In South Africa, artists were public
figures," he said ''So even when they
1
would sculpt a sculpture, it really wasn't
art for art's sake as such."
The professor who bas taught since
1968 at variou.s universities, and at
Howard for five years, stressed the
significance of the political climate
which affects the content of his own
poetry and plays whether the issue he is
highlighting pertains to South Africa or
something else.
Langa said his poems have been
published in different journals and
magazines and his plays have been
perfonned in various cities. He is also
currently a professor of AfricanAmerican literature here at the
university.
He earned both his bachelor's and
master's degrees in economics at the
University of G.>nnecticut. He earned a
master's of fine arts in English and a
doctorate in education with a specialty

Hilltop Staff Reporter

turn in their history,
South African artists have ''been
right there trying to interpret, to
'
understand
and to recycle
information for their people,'' said
professor Bheki Langa Tuesday to
students attending a program in the
social work auditoriwn.
The
program
''Artistic
Expression: A weapon in the South
African Freedom Struggle,"
sponsored by Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority,tnc., allowed Langa, a
native of Durban, South Africa who
was exiled in the 60's because of his
political activities, to explain that in
his country, fX)litical. and artistic
circwnstances are parallel.
Langa .added that poets and other
'\"" literary figures have always been
politically conscious.
Al

~very

Massachusetts.
Langa has taught at sev~ral colleges
and univers ities, including the
University
of
Massachusetts,
Gettysburg College in Pen~ylvania,
and Springfield College in Springfield
Mas.sachusetts. His classes vary _with
creative writing, third world literature,
African-American
drama
and
philosophy.
..I look foiward to the day that I can
write about beautiful trees and beautiful
landscapes and so on, but that time for
me and many black South African
write~ and anists has not yet come,''
Langa said.
In the 1960s, African-American
writers were trying ' to grapple with a
new aesthetic, ~rding to Langa. He
said artists, such as Angela Davis
realized that since blacks had a wtique
culture, history and economic
circwnstancc, then they needed an an

that was different from the
mainstream.
Though the profesoor rea>gnized
black artists who realize their
responsibility to the oommunity, be
said that many artists have been
corrupted.
Langa referred to AfricanAmerican poet Amiri Baraka's
oonccpt of ''pimp art" which Baraka
said steals certain thing< from the
black community. But whatever is
stolen i.s not for the oommunity's
betterment.
Im;tead he said, pimp art is used
against the interests of the
community to make money .
Therefore, an artist who is working
for the benefit of the black
community, not only has to be
..black", he or she also has to have a
certain political consciousness.

see ARllST, page 13
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PEEPING-TOM SUSPECT IDENTIFIED
Howard Unive~ity Security
office~ have identified the suspect
arrested on Oct. 2 in connection
with a series of unJawful en1ries as
l4-ycar-0ld Janna! Anthony Briggs
of ''W'' Street, N.W.
A student at Lincoln Junior High
School, Briggs was seen in the
women's restroom of the ,C.Ollege of

)

I

Fine Arts the day prior to his arrest.
On pct 2, Briggs was observed
en1c:ring and leaving the Women 's
Physical Ed~cation Annex. The
observing officer notif1ed the security
office via radio and all available
office~ were dispatched to the scene.
Briggs attempted to flee the scene
by running through Greene Memorial

'

in oral literature af the University of form

Stadiwn, climbing the fence and
running south on 4th Street (adjacent
to the reservoir). He then climbed the
fence and entered the water
attempting' to swim across.
Security officers alened
Metropolitan Police, Fire · and Rescue
authorities. Briggs was then informed
of the danger of the reservoir suction

pipes and encouraged to get out of
the water.
After exiting the water, Briggs
was detained, identified by
M<tropolitan Police officers and
later released to the Youth Service
Division.

-CluisConU

ROTC cadets prove themselves a curt above the rest es they
scale . wall.

HU soldiers excel
at sununer camp
Franklyn Matthews

Wake up call 5 a.m.
March 45 miles with a minimuni 50pound Rucksack on your back.
Spend the day in the woods with
slimy snakes, creepy bugs and 100
degree heat. Lights out at 10 p.m.
''Welcome to Fort Bragg, North
Carolina, home of the famed 82nd
Airborne Division, and Camp All
American 1990." These were words
heard over the public address system on
the parade field for the opening
ceremony by 44 Howard University
Army ROTC cadets. They were about
to undertake one of the most demanding
and
important
comprehensive
examinations under some of the most
adverse environmental conditioM.
The six.week camp is a training
laboratory for leadership development.
It challenges the cadets' mental and
physical abiliti<i5 while developing their
managerial and leade~hip capabilities.
During this grueling period, 2700
Rare cadets lfrom approximately 90
colleges and universities k>cated on .the
east coast compete collectively and
individually in the practical application

•

phase of their military education and
training.
.
To compete for ratings, cadets are
organized randomly into 40-person
platoons with four, 10-person squads in
each platoon. From this organization,
cadets are evaluated through a
standardized program· called the
Leadership Assessment Program
(LAP).
The pwpose of LAP is to
develop leadership in a variety of
tra1n1ng environments and evaluate
potential to command and lead soldien.
Cade~ are assessed each time they are
placed in leadership positions. When
not leading, they ~are assessed as
followers.
Thc camp cvaJuaiors were active
duty offlCClS and sergeants from the 90
participating institutions. Using the
LAP process. cadets were evaluated in
16 different leadership dimensioos such
as problem analysis, planning, and
decision making. The cadc~· tac6ca1
and technical proficiency were also
assessed.
A cadet's fmal performance rating
encompasse~ his evaluator's net

see SOLDIERS, page 13
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Howard follows gro
trend of volunteerism

•

•

HUH
gets new.
director

•

By Shandra McDonald

'

George Daniela

H~ltop

HWtop Slaff A -

Hunger, teenage prewiancy, and
illiteracy are all problems common to
contemporary American society.
Although these problems extend around
the world, throughout the United States
and even into the Howard University
community, some people have stepped
forward to volunteer their time and
service to help those in need.
In 1983, The Volunteer National
Center published a Gallup survey
estimating that 48 percent of the 80
million people age 14 or older were
volunteers.
A 1987 Gallup poll of Americans
over the age of 18 revealed, simUarly,
that 45 percent of the people in that age
group were volunteers.
In 1989,
however, this percentage was obseived
to have decreased to approximately 42
percent in a representative sample
population of people 18 years or older.
"Sample (population) studies can

Four months after the layoff of 281
employees of the Howard University

Hospital , Howard President

Dr.

Franklyn Jenifer has named a new

director for the ~bed facility which
faces a $"-5 million deficit.
Kevin E. Lofton, executive vice
pre.sidept and chief operating officer of
the University Medical Center in
Jacksonville. Fla. will assume the post
of HUH director Nov. 5, 1990.
''Lofton comes ro Howard

New Howard Unlverrslty Hospital Director Kevin E. Lofton
off of 281 employees at the hospital expected by the end of the fiscal year
citing a multi-million dollar losses due 1990.
University Hoopital at a critical time in to uncompensated care provided to
Lofton, 36, is one of the youngest
its history," said Jenifer. ''He has a ''boarder'' babies and long-term adult chief executives of a major urban
reputation of being an outstanding patients. Howard University Hospital hospital. As executive vice president at
administrator, and he will bring an (HUH), the largest black-owned and the University Medical Center he
aggressive and energetic leadership operated hosp ital in the country, managed ~mployec development and
style. along with the experience of employs 2, 700 with an operating budget recognition programs, a reorganization
making an urban health care institution of $155 million. For the 1989 fiscal of the hospital administration as well as
financially viable."
year, HUH accumulated a $12 million
Last June, Jenifer announced the lay* deficit A $25 n1illion deficit IS see DIRECTOR, page 13
'

Staff Reporter

''

vary, but the 1990 survey will definitely
show an increase," said Kay Drake,
director of Wonnation Seiviccs for the
National Volunteer C.Cntcr.
Drake attributed the increase to the
growing desire of more people to give
more of lhcmselvcs.
''The magnitude of the (social)
~roblems · is increasing and becoming
more visible," said Dr. Oiarles Jannon,
acting chairman of the Department of
Sociology/Anthropology
when
commenting on the recent increase in
volunteer activity.
''The problems of people are more
touching to society. People are putting
forth an effort to help others so that they
can bring more meaning to their own
lives," Jannon added.
Recent statistics from the National
Vol~qteer Center indicate that the
average
volunteer
cont.~ibutes
approximately six hours of unpaid work
per month.
Other data from the Center re~eal
that more than 84 percent of all adultsin
the United States contribute time,

money or property directly to persons in
need.
Individuals affiliated with a church
or other religious institution showed a
significantly greater degree of
volunteer participation than those not
affiliated with a religious ~tution.
Drake also noted that there is
growing volunteer involvement among
the
younger
generation
and
considerably more involvement wi~
the non-white community compared to
years past.
''African-Americans arc regaining
their spirit of communalism; wanting to
do for (the) group," sai4 Dr, Albert
Roberts, Developmental Psychologist
in the Howan:i University Dcpartmenl
of Psychology.
''This (communalism) is not
universal because of the materialism.
which pushes people to 'acquire and
keeps individuals from sharing.'' he
added.
•
Many Howard students view
see VOLUNTEER, page 13
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Criminal Minded
The District of Columbia has been plagued by
vicious crimes this month. 1\vo weeks ago a spree of
, repeated murders, rapes, and robberies frightened
District

residents .

'
The

Howard

University

community, not existing in a vacuum, has also been
subject to a terrifying campaign of crime. Rapists,
burglars, and robbers have haunted almost every '

corner of this campus. It is time tl1is insanity ended.
Even though most of our cries for more
efficient security seem as if they have gone unheard,

security slowly responded. In recent weeks security
cracked down on crime. Arrests were made, and other
investigations were under way. However, most of
these arrests came from investigations that began

months ago for crimes that were committed then. This
suggests there are still inefficiencies and room for
improvement remaining in the methods of Howard
Security.
Four of the arrests made were of Howard
students. Making it not only evident that security is
focusing mosrly on crimes conmlltted on campus. but

also that members of the Howaro community are
responsible for some of the crime. \Ve can not continue
to blame an off-campus element for crimes committed
on campus. Some Howard students are criminal
minded. The stealing of books, of clothing out of
washing machines, and of other university materials
can not be blamed solely on an outside element.
Security cannot be severely faulted for crimes
that result because of a lack of respect for their efforts
to ensure our safety. By sneaking in guests and
allowing unauthorized visitors to roam the balls of
university donns and apartments, many students are

'

undermining the .measures taken to secure their own
safety, and increasing the likelihood that they would be
the next victims .
It's ironic that many of us rant and rave about
adopting African values when we continually conduct
ourselves in a manner that is contradictory to them. In
most African value systems, stealing is unacceptable.
Some of us, by stealing from others_and violating the
codes of conduct of tl1~ university, are emulating the
Europeans who stole from our ancestors in Africa
centuries ago.
Still . Howard Security has continually proved
that it cannot get the job done, as the recent burglaries
and unending waves of crime suggests. It appears .the
time has come for the university to abandon its security
setvices. Surely, a private agency with more skilled and
trained officers can offer a more efficient sezvice, and
will ensure our safety at a greater capacity. Also, there
is an need for students to establish an effective systenl
of protecting themselves. By establishing a neoneighborhood watch program, and/or by extending the
already existing escort sezvices, we could effectively
prevent crime and increase our safety.
Thus far, there have been no successful
comprehensive, or semi-comprehensive, plans to
educate th~ student body about safety precautions to be
taken. HUSA bas not !Aken adequate steps to breech ihe
gap between students and security forces, as promised.
Crime is becoming more prevalent on . our campus.
Evidently, our security problems are too great to be
taken ligh<ly. We can ill afford to continue to throw
rhetoric at this age-old problem. Tut time has come to
take decisive actions toward finding solutions.

Forgetting the
The notorious Knights of the Ku Klux Klan; a
white supremacist scourge on our precious nation, will
attempt to march on the capitol this Sunday Oct. 28
with the protection of the U.S. federal police force.
Is this a sign of what there is to come? Does
Bush's veto of the Ovil Rights Act of 1990 send a
message?
It is ironic that the same federal troops which
once protected civil rights workers in the South are
now protecting the Jqan and. their rhetoric of hatred,
intoleranc.e, and bigotry. Will they be as unsuccessful
protecting the Klan as they were protecting black
marchers in the South who were beaten and spat upon
a generation ago?
The predominantly black D.C. police force
refused to once again become a protective shield for
the anger which the Klan generates amongst D.C.
residents. Therefore, the Klan has been forced to limit
their march to areas on the Mall under the jurisdiction
of the federal police. The Hilltop is at awe that the
federal government i~ protecting these whitely.clad
buffoons from . decent -law-abiding citizens who wish
only to counter-defI10nStrate and stand up against such
a despicable display of inhumanity.
But yet the qUestion remains, should we go out
and face the hooded Klan and risk losing our precious

black lives as federal troops beat us down with the clubs
of democracy? Should we expend our resources and
energies toward more constructive endeavors to
pennanently removing the scourge of which the Klan is
merely a symbol? Or should we dedicate ourselves to
permanently removing the Klan in the immediate
physical sense?
As our nation faces depression due to crooks
like Neal Bush, who dip into our economy's pocket and
pirate away trilions of dollars; as the government cuts
social programs and creates continual tax breaks for the
rich; as President Bush invites South African leader de
Klerk to dinner and Gorbachev receives the Nobel
Peace prize ii\stead of Mande.la; as the World Bank
demands African countries to pay back debts while we
donate more and more money to Europe's
reuninification without them picking up their tab; as the
CIA supports Zaire and purposely destablizes African
countries like Angola and Congress funds millions of
dollars to the brutal war and deaths of thousands; and as
the United States has a plan by a federal agency called
FEMA to round _up and control 22 million African Americans in a time of national crisisis; we have found
ourselves facing more than the hood of a klansman. We
are facing a "hood" called hyprocrisy which this nation
has had toward blacks throughout the world.
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Letters to the Editor
•

Suspension illustrates suppression of African dialect
'
Dear Editcir,

Good greetings.

ti~e

As a political

scientist turned economist and now
turiied linguist, I am compelled to make
some comments _on your story entitled,
''Students aid Prof. fired for
'vulgarity''', which appeared in The
Hilltop of October 5, 1990, pp. 1 & 10.
I find it very difficult to believe that such
suffocation of academic freedom and
degradation of that which is Af~ican
American can occur at Howard
University in 1990.
The suspension of Prof. Anne
Detrick's teaching privileges by
Olairwoman Victoria Arana on the
claim that a paper written in ''black
dialect'' and contained ''questionable
language" which ~ormer handed out
to her students was not only ''morally
offensive" but also promoted
''vulgarity," presupposes at least two
fallacies: (1) that there is such an object
as 'English,' and (2) that AfricanAmerican English is inferior.
Challenges to these presuppositions
follow.
First, it may seem that no such object
as language exists, or that its invention
is more ingenious than useful: the only
·~anguage; real people encounter is
something like English or Mandingo.
'Language' that is not a 'language' is
obviously an abstraction. But even
' English' is not found in the concrete,
and no 'one has ever spoken it. In order
to speak 'English'', one would have to
simultaneously speak Cockney and all
. other British dialects, to talk at the same

just like Irish, Nigerian, Scottish, example, the fascination ·of whites with
Canadian1 Indian, Australian, Filipino, African-American music and lyrics has
American, etc .. ;__speakers whose carri~ m1'-ch Qf the private cOde of the
native language is 'English'. That none jazz players into 'the mainstream of
of these speakers have trouble American English.
understandiQg books the others write,
In sum, Chairwoman Arana's
ard "that most can grasp what the others l1 attempt to suffocate Prof. Detiick'~
say (given a bit of time!) would suggest academic freedom approximates what
that there is something about 'English' -· European
administrators
and
which is not identical with its concrete missionaries tried but failed to do to
manifestations.
African languages:
rid African ·
So Prof. Detrick, like a number of languages of their ''vulgarisins,"
linguists, go further than that Exposing ''uncivilized," and "heathen" lexical
her students to a piece of Mrican- .items. Those attempts, however, have
American writing assumes there are left a strain on the African psyche.
aspects of 'Language' that are common European languag~ have manifested
to any 'language', and that one stage of themselves in such a way that Africam
the study of languages ought to try to even define their own identities partly
make explicit what they are.
by reverence to those languages.
Second, African-American English Africans n~w describe . each other in
entails a nun1ber of sophisticated terms of being either angophonc or
phonological and grammatical features Francophone. The prestige of F.nglish
that have engaged the attention of many and French even among peasant •
linguists. The phonological features Africans who do not speak those
include the simplification of non- languages is so great that those who
prevocalics,simplification of 'th' and acquire the "relevant'' linguistic skills
' d' sounds, sin1plification of final also acquire special economic, political
consonant clusters, inclusion of and social privileges. Can Howard
nasalization of vowels before nasal University
professors
and
consonants and the subsequent loss of administrators afford to in&ill in our
the consonant, logical variability of the students the believe that whatever is
is
vulgar,
-s in the third-person singular, logic:al African-American
deletion of the mid-position ropula, and uncivilized and heathen? I hope we
use of ques1ion inversion, 'existential know enough by now not to encourage
it', and ' negativized auxiliary such degradation.
preposition.'
In addition, a large number of
African~American
words
and Dr. Abdul Karim Bangura
expressions have found their way inl'l Adjunct Professor
''Standard American English." For Department of Political Science
•

Internationally Conscious?
''In order for you and me to know the nature of
the struggle that you and I are involved in, we have to
know not' only the various ingredients involved at the
local level and national level, but also the ingredients
that are involved at the international level.''
'

·El Hajj Malik El Shabazz (Malcolm X), 1965
These words uttered by Malcolm X 25 years
ago ring with more truth today than ever before. As
HUSA and other student organizations attempt to
bring speakers and programs to the campus in order to
educate students about international is.sues, it is crucial
that students take advantage of every opportunity to
increase their international awareness, and
furthennore, lact upon that awareness.
There' is a long tradition of African-American
consciousness of our reality as members of an
international community which began in the PanAfrican movements of the early years of this century.
Leaders such as W .E.B. DuBois and Marcus Garvey
made ties with black people all around the globe in
order to form a strong foundation for cooperation and
international unity. During the 1960's, many black
people once again reached across the seas to their
sisters and brothers in the Diaspora and on the African
continent.
But in 1990, the need for us to gain an
international consciousness is more pressing than
ever. The importance of national boundaries all over
0
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the world is quickly diminishing as "the powers that be"
consolidate their control on an international basis. The
nations of Western Europe are coming together as a
single economic entity. Literally, within seconds, crises
•
•
are spreading around the globe, as advanci;:s in '
telecommunications, satellite, and computer
technologies shrink the global village.
What happens to our brothers and sistl.!1... in
Africa, the Caribbean, Latin America, Brazil, !..u1vpe,
and even the Far East affects our lives in a very reai way.
We cannot afford to remain ignorant to issues merely
because they happen to be occurring on another
continent. Our oppressors are well organized and aware
on an intemationar level. We must do the same.
As we see a resurgent a11ti·immigrant
nationalism contributing to a rise in racism in Europe, as
we read of high-level Japanese officials likening us to
prostitutes, as we sec black-on-black violence from
Southeast to Soweto, as we see scores of developing
black countries suffering under the oppressive policies
of the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund
(both of which are based right here in Washington,
D.C.), we can begin to re3Jize that racism is a global
phenomenon. Everything in this world is fundamentally
connected.
The task before us is to look at our situation
from an intemationa1 perspective, realize our position
•
within the international sphere and act on is.sues of
international importance. And this process starts right
here on this cainpus.
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presidential perspective: Defining Afrocentrici
•

We're reading and hearing a lot

about Afrocentricity these days. ~ut
unless we precisely define what it
means, Afrocentricity stands in danger

•

of being reduced to a buizword.

Howard is regarded as an intellectual
leader-not just in this nation, but in
many parts of the world. We, of all
institutions, have an obligation to
seriously reflect on the whole question

Dr. 'Franklyn G. Jenifer
of Afrocentricity and to share our
reflections with others. That is my
purpose in this commentary. ·
l In my view, Afrocentricity_first and
IDren1ost must be about caring and

respect, about caring aboiit people of
African descent wherever they live and
having respect for their cuJture and
contributions.
This ap~lies on the
personaJ level-the way We treat each
other-as well as the societal-the way
\.\.'C establish as a priority the betterment

of our people.
Integral to this is the qu~tion of
values. Those who arc truly Afrocentric
arc those who recognize that achieving
personal and professional success never
should be the sole end product of
education.
They know we must never forget
''we have been paid for''. through the
sacrifices and slrugglcs of our
forefathers and foremothers, as James

Baldwin has remindid us. and we have
an obligation to repay that debt. They
know ''service is the renl each of us pays
for living," said Marion Wright
Edelman
1n
her
eloquent
commencement address at Howard last
May. They know we must ''lift as we
•
climb,'' in that great tradition of those
strong ''race women'' and ''race men'' of
yore, people like W.E.B. Du Bois and
Mary Mcloud Bethune.
This is the knowledge that should
form the philosophical base of
Afrocentricity.
But what does Afrocentricity mean
within the specific context of teaching?
Educational institutions reflect
culture. They always have, and always
will. Brandeis and Yeshiva place a
strong empl1asis on the culture and
experience of the Jewish people. Notre
Dame and Georgetown acknowledge
their Catholic roots. No one accuses
these institutions of advocating cultural
separatism or being propaganda n1ills.
Yet, when black institutions of higher
learning reflect the culture of their
dominant constituencies, all too often
that's just What happens.
Infusing our teaching and learning
with cultural and intellectual emphasis
that reflects our identity as a people of
African descent-and that is the
essence of Afrocentricity-is nol
merely a way for us to ''feel good about

Give us what
you owe ·us!
Last month I participated in the
Congressional
Bla£k
Caucus
Convention, which took place at the
Washington Hilton Hotel. There were
many cnlighlening sessions offered
including: the Harrassment of Black
Poli1ical Officials, Endangered Black
M~es,
and Black Male-Female
Rela1ionships, elc. The session I was

Darryl Spencer
mosl interested in was headed b)'
Congressman John Con}'ers. II dealt
with reparations for 350 ye3rs of
slavery. Before I go any further I will
.give you a brief history of the
Congressinal Black Caucus.
In 1970, the then 13 AfricanAmerican members _of Congress
organized the CBC. \Vith the goal of
strengthening the concerns of the
African-American community, 1he
members believed that combining all
their voices into one would create a
legislative influence far greater than
their small number.
We are now at a period in history
where all of the legislative achievement
by African-American member of
Congress have been targeted for
destruction. Perhaps if we would have
been given the forty acres and a mule
that was promised us at the 'end of ''the
legislative end of slavery'', there would
be no need for set aside legisla1ion for
the 'descendents of those who slaved for
•
over 300 years, which brings us back to
reparat~ons .

._ According to 78-year-0ld historian
Chris Alston, a panelist on the
reparations session, the struggle for
reparations goes back to 1890 when
memberS of organizations like the

oun;elves.'' It's a way for us to make
major contributions to the intellectual
growJh of this natid.n and the world.
And that's why being Afrocentric has
such educational validity.
In regard to our curriculum here at
Howard, Afrocentricity means that as
many of our courses as 1s feasible
should relate to the experience of people
of African descent in some way. I'm not
talking so much about the specific
content of these courses, but about the
inclusion within them of a socially
conscious,
culturally
relevant
flerspectivc. That's easy to understand
when we're talking about courses in the
social sciences-history,... sociology,
political science and the like. That's
fairly easy to understand when it comes
to courses in the arts and the humanities.
That may seem less clear, to some, m
the scientific and tecllnological arena.
Obviously, there is no such thing as
''black physics'' or ''black electrical
engineering'' or ;'black microbiology:'
But students 1n our physics and
electrical
engineering
and
microbiology oourses need to be able to
put their studies into sOmc kind of larger
societal context.
They need to be able to address such
issues as the dismally low numbers of_
African-American scientists and
engineers in the nalion and what should
be done to attack this problem, to take'
one example. They need to know about

physicists and electrical engineers and
microbiologists of African descent who
have and are making contributions to
this nation and to the world, to lake
another example.
So, yes. it is possible to bring the
flavor of Afrocentricity to mariy, many
of our course offerings.
But I also wanl to sound a cautionary
note, for there is p.:itential for abuse in
the name of Afrocentricity. We must be
wary of sloganeering and posturing.
Never, never must we allow
Afrocentricity tO bea>me an ex~ for
a kind of strident anti-intellectualism
that we as a people-and, certainly, we
as a university can ill afford.
If an Afrocentric perspective is to be
a lastil'!g one, it must be about
scholarship, serious scholarship, and I
can't emphasize that enough. We must
examine the African heritage and the
herilage of the nations of the diaspora
with clear and unbiased eyes. That
means looking at all those things that
make us proud, of course, but also
looking at all those things that do not.
If an Afrocentric perspective is to be
a lasting one, it must be inclusionary,
not exclusionary. While concerned
with learning about our own heritage,
we must not reject learning about the
heritage:; of other peoples who have their
own stories of struggles and triumphs.
For ours, indeed, is a multicultural
world and, as educators, we would do a

disservice to our students if we failed to Howard are fortu nate. For there is a rich
prepare them for it.
tradition on this campus of looking to
Finally, if an Afrocentric perspective Africa for intellectual and spiritual
is to be a lasting one, it must not serve as sustenance, of adding to the storehouse
a smoke screen for discrimination-at of knowledge about so many aspects of
Howard or anywhere. Our aim here the experience of people of African
should be to attract and keep the best and descent, and of meshing scholarship
brightest faculty and students we can. with a concern for social justice.
In keeping with Howard's mission and
When I was a student here, I never
history, the overwhelming majority of took a course in ''Afro-Aplerican
these faculty members and students is, History''
or
"Afro-Afnerican
has been, and will be African- Ll1erature'' or anything with f similar
American. BUt some of these students tille. But in each disciplinC within
and faculty members are, have been, _which I·studied, my teachers made sure
and will be from other raciaJ groups. we knew about the contributions
And frankly, I've found that African-Americans made to the
commitment, caring and productivity discipline and the impact of the
have no racial barriers.
discipline on the lives of African
Likewise, we know that black Americans. This fits comfortably
scholars don't have an exclusive comer alongside their primary mission, and
on producing works that illuminate our that was to make sure we mastered the
heritage with sensitivity. Historian tools of tl1e discipline, thus prol(iding us .Herbert Gutman's documentation of the with a solid foundation for further
loving ties slave families managed to education and advancement.
maintain under the most horrible
These teachers let me know by word
conditions of oppression comes and.deed of my special responsibility to
immediately to mind. But there are my people. They let me know that I
couldn't just ''get by," that I had to be a
other examples as well.
•
If I were to advance a slogan of my leader. ,They
. were ''Afrocentric." But
own, then, ii mighl be: "Afrocentricity none of us had heard of the word.
So here at Howard, we don't have to
as a tool of illumination, inclusion and
li~mlion, yes. Afrocentricity as an veer off into any radical new direction in
our embrace of Afrocentricity. Perhaps,
intellectual straitjackel, no."
Let me clas;e with a reminder: In so what we need to do, simply, is to better
many ways, when it comes -w the cultivate what is already finnly rooted
question of Afrocentricity, we at in this precious soil.

•

•

National Ex-Slave Mutual Relief and
Bount}' and ,Pension Association fought
for legislation granting pensions to exslaves and their desccndents.
Having in his possession more than
1,00J records and micro film copies of
documents, Mr. Alston has discovered
details of eight bills thal were
introduced in the U.S. Congress
between 1890 and 1902. One; bill said:
If lhe ex-slave is dead, give it to his/her
child. If the child is dead, give it to his/
her grandchild.
Mr. Alston believes that the U.S.
government destrO)'ed the reparations
movement. Before the beginning of
\Vorld War I most of the reparation
leaders were arrested and jailed for mail
fraud . By the way, thal is the same
charge thal would later destroy Marcus
Garvey. The asking of reparations
would not come back into focus until the
1960's, when leaders of the Nation of
Islam began talking about reparations
and a separate state paid for and
financed by whites.
According to Ron Daniels, a panelist
on the reparations session, it was the
free labor of Africans that provided the
surplus capital ~ for America's
accelera1ion to economic development.
Thus the prospcri1y enjoyed by white
Americans today Was buill on the backs
of African slaves.
A major question is: How much
should we get?
Minisler Louis Farakhan, also a
panelist, said, ''All our suffering must
be added up, from the throwing of over
20 million Africans into th~ Atlan1ic
Ocean to the assassination of Dr. Martin
Luther King." But how could a price be
put on such suffering? How could we
even measure our pasl suffering and its
impact on our present condition, which

.
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•
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is deplorable? A bill, introduced by
Congres.sman John Conyers, will try to
answer such a mind·boggling question.
Thus far, twenty-few members of
Congress have signed the bill. The bill is
modeled after the Japanese reparations
bill and calls for the es1ablishmen1 of a
commission to engage in a one-year
study of the effects of slavery and post·
slavery discriminatiOn on African
people.
If CBC is to succeed in getting the
bill passed, or in any of its endeavors,
we must get behind them one hundred

percent.
When CBC member,
Congl'C$man Mervyn M. Dymally,
called for a ban on South African
diamonds. he was taking a righteous
stand. A man in his position would not
ask for a ban if he did not mean it. Yet
according to the WHMM television
program "South Africa Now,"
Congressman Mervyn M. Dymally,
after meeting with just one white man,
who probably doesn't vote in the
Congressman '-s district, he changed his
tune.
I do not know if many members of

! II

the CBC are as weakened as Dymally,
but if they are to stand strong we have to
get behind them, not just with words,
but with actions ""ithin the confines of
the law. Then we will get what we
demand, including reparations for over
300 years of slavery, rape, murder, and
genocide.
Just as there is no shame in getting
interest on money we save in the bank,
there is no shame in asking for
reparations. Banko; invest our savings
for a profit. Since they are our savings,
we are entitled to some of the profits in

the form of interest. America has
profited from our ancestors labor
without giving our ancestors wages.
Now our ancestors and the savings from
their free labor are gone, but the interest
is still here .
If you would like for African·
Americans to receive reparations, and
are willing to support that movement,
you can reach the National Coalition of
Blacks for Reparations in America by calling (202) 635-6262 or by writing to
them at P.O. Box #62622, Washington

In the long run, any
professors provided the philosophical weapon.
rationale for a new student conduct compromise of principles of free speech
policy that one student sponsor works to the detriment of minorities.
candidly admitted ''is not entirely in line
In addition to infringing on free
with the First Amendment.'' ABA speech, these codes may actually fuel
Journal the publication of the racism. As the recent incident with the
1
American Bar Association, quotes music group 2 Live Crew drarpatically
Stanford Law professor Mari Matsuda, demonstrates, attempts to censor
who argues that traditional views of free offensive views makes martyrs out of
speech act as a self-serving cover for the censored. Did the censoring of the
continued domination by majority album ''As Nasty as They Wanna Be''
silence the misogynist lyrics of 2 Live
elites.
•
In Orwellian fashion, advocates of Crew? Definitely not. It showered the
the code argue that speech limitations band in publicity, thereby propelling
would actually increase free speech and them to the top of the charts.
Alan Keyes, a former assistant
''vigorous debate.''
Discriminatory
speech, they reason, is meant to silence secretary of state, points out that the
codes themselves arise out of racist and
the victim.
Such arguments are not only clearly cond~cnding reasoning. In a debate
opposed to First Amendment 'with the professor who wrote the code
principles, they also threaten ~o adopted by Stanford University this
undercut the achievement of equal spring, Mr. Keyes argued against the
paternalistic
rights. Civil rights activists have always ''patronizing
relied on speech as their principle assumptions'' upon which the axle ts

founded. He expressed surprise that
''some.one would actually think that I
will actually sit in a chair and be told that
white folks have the moral character to
shrug off insults and I do not.''
Racism is a problc!'fl Y:'hich must be
addressed with more than misguided
measures like limiting . offensive
speech. Not only ·are such measures
open to abuse, they also drive racism
underground where it thrives.
An
ac3demic
environment
characterized by an unfettered pursuit
of truth and knowledge should be the ,
ideal forum to expose and defeat the
ignorance that fuels racism.

D.C. 20029-2622.

•

Stifling free speech on college camp,u ses
Free speech is under attack on
coJlege campuses, and even its
traditionally staunchest defenders have
joined in the assault.
Student jou.malists and free speech
advocates •arc concerned about a
proliferation of college speech codes so
widespread that, according to Time
magazine, ''Nowhere is the First
p

Johathan D. Karl
Amendment more imperiled than on
college campuses." As is often the case
with censorship, these codes have been
adopted with the best of intentions:
campus racism is on the rise aiid
something has to be done about it. So
token measures arc taken which
exacerbate racia1 tensions and ignore
the First Amendment.
Speech codes drafted in response to
this importanl issue arc dividing the

American· Civil Liberties Union, which
has always tended toward an ''absolufF''
position on free speech. "While the
Wiscon sin and Michigan ACLU
affiliates have sued their respective
state uni\•ersities over the codes, the
northern and southern California
affiliates adopted a resolution in July
favoring narrowly drawn policies
which prohibit harassing speech.
John Po\vell, national legal director
of the ACLU, asserts: ''My concern is
less with the strength of the First
Amendment than with the wave 'Of
racial harassment tl1at has swept the
country. The campus is not under the
threat of being silenced."
Defending their resolution, the
California affiij__ates cite the legal need
to balance the First Amendment against
'' conducl that inlerferes with the
Fourteenth Amendment right of
students to an equal education." They
argue that the resolution only advocates

a ban on speech which is clearly
harassing and that ''hostile, even
offensive speech in classroom debales
and public discourse is somelhing
students must endure ~challenge with
speech of their O\vn." .
Free speech proponents such as
writer Nat Hentoff are not buying.
Pointing out thal cases brought under
the codes will be heard by untrained
college judicial panels, not civil
libertarians or ACLU attome)'S, Mr.
Hentoff decries the inevitably vague
nature of speech codes. ''Most colleges
whose 'due process' hearing I've
covered are unshakably fond of the
British Star Oiamber model of the 171h
century," he remarks sarcas1ically.
''Just the places to deal with these broad
and vague restrictions on speech.''
Indeed, speech codes have been
defended by voices far less moderate
than those of the ACLU's California
affilia1es. At Stanford University, la,w

?• <

•

The ACLU's John PoweU forcefully
argues, ''The primary problem is that we
haven't begun to seriously discuss
racial issues." He is absolutely right.
But the speech-restricting policies he
see~ to advocate \\ill only have a
chilling effect on the needed discussion.
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If you're graduating this year. you've probably been thinki'ng about what your next step shou ld be. We'd like you to
consider starting your career with us ... Computer Sciences Corporation. With $1.5 billion in revenues, we're the
largest Independent Systems Integration company in the world. And we can help your career r~ally take off.
Openings are available in two gtoups - CSC CONSULTING GROUP, represented by CfiC Partners .a nd the
Communications & Integration Services D'i vision (CSD), ;ind _CSC SYSTEMS GROUP, represented. by the System
Sciences Division.

CSC CONSULTING.GROUP
CSC Partners
• Bo5ron • Chicago • Nett· York • Nett' }erse-;.' • St1n Francisco

• Philadel phia • Minnea polis

• \\'lashington, D.C. IVA • Orlando • Cincinnati • Kansas City
• El Seg11n,lo • 'fl.Jell' Jersey • Nett' York • Atlanta • Denver

-

CSC Partners is a young, dynamic company with a nationwide reputation for excellence in the field of' Information S.ystems Consulting. This group is seeking May
graduates to be Associate. Consultants/Proirammers.
At Partners, you'll 1·eceive intensive, hands-on instruction
in the development of' business applications Software
utilizing data base and data communication technologies.
You'll also learn the basics of Information Systems Con sulting. When your training is complete (about six
\veeks) , you'll be assigned to a Project Team and work at
various commercial client sites.

CSC Partners is committed to employee growth and
development. In your first year, you can build yo ur skills
on a ssignments which in·v olve extensive use of' COBOL
and C . After that, Partners of'fers career paths in IOur
are.as : Technical Design, Analysis, Management and
Marketing. If your degree is computer- or business!
related, let you1· career 4ccelerate at a f~ster rate than a
position in industry allows. Seek a career in consu ltin g
- with CSC Partners.

'

Communications & Integration
Services Division (CSD)
Headquartered in New Jersey, CSC Communications &
Integration Services Divisio~ i·s rapidly expanding with
field offices in ten states and an annual growth rate of
twenty percent. Today CSD is a leading provider of prof'essional services, focusing on consulting and systems

'

bL1ilding for the telecommunications, communications and
electronics industries.

At CSD, you'll be working hands-on with senior
technical staf'f on major projects such as application
development, advanced communications and distributed
data base development, and integrated voice and data
net\\•ork design. Technical platforms include large IBM
mainframe data bases ( IMS/ DB2) and Unix/C.
\Ve' re looking for December and May graduates to join
us as Programmers, Analysts, Technical Writers,
System Administrators and Human Factors Engineers.
A degr·ee in compute1· science, business or business
· engineering or related degree or experience is required.
Continuing professional development at CSD can lead to
ca1·ee1·s as Sysiem Analysts, Data Base Designers, Project Managers and Management Consultants.

•

•

•

•

•

CSC SYSTEMS GROUP
System Sciences Division
•
l~ hc

\~as h i11 g t o11

•

System Sciences Division offers college graduates ' excellent advancement op~o1·tunities, integral involvements
a11d hands-on tra~ning.
'

•

1'.1e:ropo/ itan Area

Here, the focus· is on ln(egrated Data Systems, Servicesl
and Scientific ApplicatiGns fOr government' agencies in
and around Washingto~. D.C. These ,include NASA, the
Department of Defense ,and the FAA, among others, The
System Sciences Division is also critically engaged in
providing systems engineering, analysis ·and systems/
applications programming fOr scientific, engineering and

c_·ommercial programs. Our· technical stafl' - the largest
ol' any independent_computer services company - includes engineers, computer· scientists and many other
technical pr.o lessionals.
· II' your major is in engine~ring, mathematics, physics or
computer science, the System Sciences Division can offer
a challenging and flexible environment where you can
st retch you1· c1·eat ive abilities and realize strong professional growth.

•

•
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itehead steps
into senator's race

Construction
shuts down
U-street
businesses

By Keith Bryant
HUltop Stafl' Reporter

By Quentlne Johnson
HUltop Stan -

Wings Supreme, a Howard student
owned and operated restaurant, is one
of the many businesses in the U street
corridor thal has· been forced to close its
doors in preparation of a new metro
station which is under construction.
Just stroll through the U street

t

corridor Northwest and ln passing one
would
sec boarded buildings,
constructi n debris, closed businesses
and lots o angry business owners all in

j

I

"94)10 SV KEm1 \EACBETTE.FI

(Above) construcUon work on U street, where several black owned businesses are closed.
Donnell Allston, owner of Allston Another project has not been set up," he situated in the U street vicinity, is one of
Oeaning ServiccS, which is situated said.
the few stor~ that has remained 9pen.

anticipatit n of the Shaw-Howard
University metro station.
also in the U street vicinity. Allston
'1ts bcfn a mess and has caused Jecls that he and other busin~ owners
businesses to dose down." said Daisy in the area have been given an unfair
Sewell,, a
customer
service deal .
representative· at the Industrial Bank of
''Most of us are losing out. I'm
Washington, one of the few busin~ confused, they lied to us about
that has swvived in the U str,eet vicinity completion time. They lied to us at the
since construction.
meetings. They lied to us about the
''Sometimes we get phone calls wilh loam," said Allston.
people saying, I thought you were
According to Allston, the businesses
closed," said Patrica Mitchell, a general in the area are very concerned about
manager who is also einployed at the their future . He said that they 've had
Industrial Bank of Washington.
meetings Jith rouncilman Frank Smith
Construction of the Metro stop in the and Walter Fauntroy, a Conner mayoral
area known as the corridor has taken candidate and were told that grants
place for the past six years. As a result, would be available.
small black businesses are suffering.
''Yet, we have not received any
many have closed and some struggle to {loans] up to this poinl. The City
remain open.
Council, or (I.heJ ma)'Or do not seem
''They could have done it concerned. We went to his office, he
[rompleted the ronstruction] in a timely had OK'd us to receive the loans,'' said
manner, like they did at other [metro] Allston. He said that the businesses
stations. It seemed as though Wheaton have not received the loans and added
and Forest Glenn were put up ''we have not received anything but
overnight," Mitchell added. Wheaton promises.''
and Forest Glenn are new metro
''We tried ever) thing. A project was
stations that were recently rompletely. supposed to set minority busines.scs up
''I'll stay open as long as I can," said with space, it never came through.
1

''We're 75 percent black and we
can't rontrot anything. I don't see any
rerovery for Slack businesses.
An
answer to the solution is... to gel enough
money to stay [open) and get re·
established." Allston said.
The toll that I.he ronstruction has
taken on Allston's business is an
ever)'day concern. He feels cheated
about lhe lenglh of time it has taken to
berome rompleted. ''They are waiting
us out. We should not have to wait six
years. They do it to poor black
neighborhoods hoping we can't last that
long. Its planned for us to leave."
''I've been in business for 18 years. 1
never had to go ask for loans. l never left
the U street corridor. During these six
years I've lost more money than I ever
had," Allston said. ''Whites ale moving
in and property is going up. \Ve don't
ha\•e any leaders or anyone to speak up
for us.
~
After construction is completed
businesses will benefit, yet the question
that small businesses face is: How long
will they survive?
Lees Flower ., Shop, which is also

..•

''It slowed down a bit, but we've been
keeping up with phone orders.
People have a hard time getting
here," said Stacy Lee, a Ho war•
graduate who is the general manger at
Lees Hower Shop. ''We are all hopeful
that after the romtruction is over, it will
be Ok."" said Lee. She agreed that
construction has taken a toll on other
busin~ such as Wm~ Supreme. ''I
feel kind of bad. They were doing good
but· the ~treet was closed and then I
noticed they were closed,'' Lee added.
Copy Cat Printing and Graphics,
who opened their door Tuesday believe
that the wait is insignificant
''We were in full swing. Its going to
be a long time for it to come back to what
it used to be. There were Easter parades,
people would dress up. We had a theater
and that club • pointing to the closed
down Underground Cafe- was
crowded,• said Sewell.
'This area was booming. Everybody
was surviving. Now 95 percent of the
busin~ are dosed," Allston added.
Wings Supreme could not be
reached for romrpent

Running for any political office
usually puts candidates in the limelight
But for David Whitehead, an
independent ' candidate running against
the well-known' Jesse Jackson for
shadow senator, the shadow of his
opponent is what he is trying to escape.
Whitehead, a 32-year--old na#ve of
Louisiana, is in the process of
completing his master of arts degree in
international relations ,at Howard.
In 1980, he graduated from
Southern University with a bachelor of
arts degree in political science. After
graduating, he joined the U.S. Navy,
where he was an honor student in the
communications field While in the
U.S. Navy, he was nominated for the
aviation pilot program. Due to a knee
injury, Whitehead was unable to
complete the program.
In 1983, Whitehead began a SC'<Fn
year career working fai the OA as an
intelligence analyst and a personnel
representative. During his five year
tenure as ...an intelligence analyst, he
analyzed military intelligence for the
Soviet Union. Oi.ina, Korea, and Japan.
In 1990. he received the CIA"s
exceptional performance . award
According to Whitehead, in March
of 1990, he resigned from his position as
' OA because '
a personnel analyst at the
of racial problems. He said, ''the
agency is very fascinating but
extremely racist because they only
believe in entry and lower level
positions for minorities and not higher
level decision making positiom, which
would bring sensitivity to their
decisions on Third World policies." He
added, ''I don't believe in covert
activities, but I do believe in American
competitiveness."
According 10
Whitehead, there is a pending lawsuit '

Whitehead, a HU student
against the CIA
In the early l 98a. two position.,; of
shadow senator were acated to lobby
for district statehood. In a 1980
referendum, 60 percent of district
residents voted for statehood.
Whitehead said, "rep~ntation is
fundamental" and added that his
program is looking to get immediate
representation in the U.S. House of
Representatives and the U.S. Senate.
He believes that one senator and one
congressman is necessary just in case
the war for statehood is ~ong term. This
way ''we will still have voting rights,
while we are fighting," he added
The candidate said that the major
is.sue in the race is "getting immediate
representation for D.C. '' Whitehead
contends that Jackson's presence in the
race is positive for the movement
toward statehood, ''Jackson's presence
mobilizes the push for statehood, and
brin~ substance."
,. Whitehead
acknowledges
Jacksorl.'s promincnCc but believes that
"it's time to go beyond the 'Keep Hope
Alive' slogans and rhetoric."
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Soap star returns
to act in HU play

,

. .

By Klmbefty Coleman

chief of police on the ABC soap
opera, "One Life To Live.

tilllop Staft Reporter

Freemarl believes that the play is

Though set in the year 1969,
''Ceremonies in .Dark Old Men'' a play,
oonfronts many of the same problems
faced by bli!tk families today.
The drama, which wu written by
Lonnie. Elder Ill, ~nters around the
story of a father and his three children.

some internal difficulties within the
black community, and it's because

The daughter in the story is supporting

neighborhoods,'' Freeman said.

the entire family until she finally gets
fed up and delivers an ultimatum to the
men.
The rest of the play revolves around
the men's get

rich

quick schemes

which eventually proves to be
disastrous.
Al Freeman is starring as the
patriarch of the family. Freeman is

•

important 1 because it deals with
problems in the black community.

widely known for his role as Ed Hall,

''lltls play says.that maybe there are
of our own son. of misguided
aspirations that lead to the demise of
things like the family and our
This is not the first play that

Freeman has appeared in at Howard.
He directed and performed in ''A
Soldier's Story," and

alSo directed a

play for the Spring Festival of Fine
Arts .
Frcf. man began working al
Howard in the fall of 1988 as an
•

see PLAY, page 13

-TV special ex · es
crack's affect on moms, kids
By Usa M. Miller
HWIDp Staft Reporter

A young black boy, playing with one
of the new neon click- Clackers, darts
across the busy streets of Washington
daily, looking for anyone who will give
him some spare change. His mother has
no money for him today. He has
become a beggar on the streets, because
his pro1ecter, his guardian, his mother
spent the last of the money on crack
cocaine.
The already unstable single-parent
1
1
headed household is presently falling
I
apart because .of the abuse of drugs.
WHMM-1V 32 seeks to expose the
problems and ramifications of crack use
by mothers in their hour·long special:
Mom~ Kid. & Crack.
The special will premiere on
Tuesday, Oct. 30, at 9 p.m. and is part
'
of the locally-produced
African
American Experience series. The
special will look at the ravaging effects
that crack abuse is having on mothers,
their families, hospitals and society.

''In this special we're seeking to

months of her pregnancy and she

understand what it is about crack that

discusses her rehabilitation and her

makes a mother negled her child, we let

present attempt to get her life back

women tell us what it's like and the

together.

support

mechanisms

needed

to

Thirty-one-year-old Cynthia ran a

overcome their habit," said producer

crack house and she halted this
involvement when she lost custody of

Oieryl Alexander,
There are four profiles featured in
the show of four area women who admit
using cocaine during their pregnancies.
They discus.s the difficulty of ''kicking''
the drug habit, their concerns about their
unborn childen, societal and medical
fallout from the abunduncc of babies
born addicted 10 crack, and the drug
''life ,"
Another profile, featuring Brenda
Vaughan, a 31-year-old, J collegeeducated woman, is an exclusive for the
special. She will discuss for the first
time her arrest for forging checks to
support her cocaine habit and the
sentence the judge gave her to ''save her
child," becau~ she was pregnant al the
time .
Rozlyn , 26, is another woman
profiled and is first encountered during
pregnancy. She used crack the first five

six of her eight children. She is now
trying to regain custody of her children
and gain some sense of order in her
life ..
Mom, Kids & Crack also will feature
a host of specialists and authorities on
the subject of drug abuse to balance
coverage of the problem including Dr.r
Ira Chasnoff, president of the National
Association for Perinatal Addiction i..
~easearch and Education (NAPARE);
Dr. Harry Zuckennan, MD., who is
presently conducting research on drug
exposed infants; and Davene White, a
neonatal technical coordinator at
Howard University Hospital where the
boarder baby crisis is at an all-time high.
Alexander is a seasoned reporter,
produ.cer and manager in broadcast
journalism and with her expertise in
atlen[ion grabbing interviews.
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Dr. King,
I

Malcolm X
together

• By All>haa Fuller
HUltop Staft Reporter

By AprU Sellers
Hiltop Stall Reporter

-

They came from different
backl Junds. One was Muslim. The
other was Christian. They saw the
world differently. Yet, they saw it very
similarly.
Nevenheless, there was a common
thread which knitted some of their
dreams and ideas together. One dream,
panicularly, was that their people be
free.
The dreams, ideologies and lives of
these two figures, Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. and Malcom X. are being
dramatized in Jeff Stetson's Louis B
Mayer Award-winnig play, "The
Meeting", at the Source Theatre in
c.oiffure resembles the one worn by the program, and I tried out,'' he said, after
Washington D.C.
"The Meeting'' is a one act Nobel Priz.e winner for Peace. His 'being c.ongratulatcd by a woman who
fictitional conversation between
·ng deep-sounding voice contains a tinge of had just seen his performance on this
~ Malcom X. The play explore' the exhaustion and melodrama, as though Sunday afternoon.
lives of these two African-Ame(ican it's for emphasis, as he sits backstage at
Fony-threc-year old Brown says that
men as fathers, husbands and freedom the Source Theatre just having given a he was always attracted to acting and he
fighters during a time in America 's dark Sunday perfonnancc.
cites actor James Earl Jones and actress
history w~en Jim Crow laws were
Brown was born in Marietta, Ohio, Cicely Tyson as the ones who
'
pervasive; riots, sit-ins, protests but grew up in Washington, D.C. He influenced
him creatively. ''I'm a
marches and Ku Klux Klan cross- attended UDC with a major in commercial artist and an art director,
bumings were commonplace.
advenising and design. However, he but I've always been involved in the
. aspect of things. It was just
'
Doug Brown and Ersky Freeman are got involved in acting through creative
the two main actors in this three happenstance. ''The D.C. Black something I thought I wanted lb try, so
membered cast. Brown portrays King. Repertory Theatre was my first I tried it,'' he said.
He is a bronzed-complexioned, involvement with acting. They had
With more than 10 years in theatre
~dium height, muscularly stout man, auditions for people to come out who
with a ck>sely shaven coiffure. His wanted to get involved in the training see PlAY, page 13
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Ancien·t martial arts
originated in Africa?

Play brings
.

•

<

the drum, which is it's heart beat. It lets
you know what to do. That's what
' off of."' Casel
everyone moves and plays
said. The mbira, an African <ithurnb
piano and the Kora, a string instrument
with a gou1d arc other instruments
played.
'"The lnusic tells you what you
want to do, how fast to move, how soft
to move. It guides you," Casel said.
Casel teaches Nyoko-Mapigano, the
science of the snake ground fight. This
has four levels of techniques: mambaspeed, cobra-awareness and accuracy,
viper-angles and surprise seizing, and
python-patience, endurance, and
strength. Nyoko Mapigana is a sublevel
of Kupigana Ngumi meaning "fighting
fist.''

Ancient Kernel in Africa is the
foundation and source of the martial
arts, according to Tayari Case!,
instructor of Nyika Mapigano- a
segment of the original African art
Kupigana Ngumi.
Martial arts, the practice of selfdefense training, is known as an
acclaimed sport from China, Japan, and
Korea. Yet, Casel says, ''At the temple
Beni I-Wan in ancient Egypt, there are '
recorded movements and teclmiques for
training in the martial development and
discipline. This is where it all began."
Starting from ancient Egypt, the
martial ~ traveled through India, to
Otina, to Okinawa and finally Japan
Kipigana Ngumi'~ basic techniques
with various offshoots to different arc the block, punch, and kick. It has
countries. A man from the warrior tnbe, several different levels of fighting
Kaushtritya, is noted for traveling from including Shaklehands. This enforces
India to China. lie taught the Chines<; the principle of unity. "Shaklehand..
18 basic principles in exercises, which l nvolves the· time when we were
is the foundation of the Chinese martial chained together and movement wa.s
arts system. He was called 'Tama' restricted," said Casel. "it's how we
which translated is ''The Great Black.'' moved together to ensure development
Kung·fu, Tac Kwon Do, and Karate and growth.''
are a few of the various styles of the
martial arts. The foundation of all
Overall, Kupigana Ngumi has
martial arts is the nine principles of various level!, of ranking. Ranking is a
physical conditioning that come from symbol of achievement, discipline, and
Africa. ''It is the application and focus. The lowest level moves from
interpretation of those principles that green to red to gold to and finally to
gives it flavor and style which brings black. Students have the name Mwana
about the difference," Case! said.
funzi, while black belts are entitled to
Unlike other forms of the martial the name Fundi.
Malenga and
arts, Kupigana Ngumi incorporates Mfundishi are higher levels of
traditional African music. "It utili:s Kupigana Ngumi.

POETRY CORNER
By Hoke S. Glover Ill
•

The Study: Beginning
360 degrees
always the link between the
walls
•
dark·
room
the

four comers

Northeast
Northwest
Southwest
Southeast
a vacancy in the
vein of the city
where all the sisters
· pump up and down

the bodies
death walk
the lesson:
•
weak · niggers love
themselves too much
like to hear
•
their own words
see their awn smiles
pick their awn challenges
somewhere,

a battle shattered on the
ground

and the spirits called
nighthaod
In junk Babylon
ah aid crusty book in his
hands
the pages
feathered yp
,
on the comer
the bays laughed at him

•
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he just took a sip of rotgut

and listened
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Often . the better the business school. the better your job
opportun111es.
So 10 increase your chanc:es
of gettiifg into your first-choice
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Want to Know Where
Your Liberal Arts Degree
Can Lead·?
Your bachelor's degree, combined with a Master's from the Annenberg School
for Communication, can take you into a management career in mass media,
teleoommunications, public policy, corporate communication, and mote.

DEAS' DELICATESSEN

LI Q UOR

u... ... F..::..~1•. lft<.

JUMP ST ART™ by Robb Armstrong

school. call Kaplan.
In the business of business
school prep. we have no equal.

Bethesda
770-3444
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Here's what some recent graduates of Annenberg's M.A. program are doing:

TAX SE RVICES

HOME COOKED FOODS 0 .-.I LY
M ON ·THU RS 9 AM . 9 P M

l"R IOAV 9 AM · 10 P M

SAT 9 AM · 12 M IDN IGHT

Paramount Pi!;tures
Vice-President, TV Programming

Goldman, Sachs & Co .
Senior Telecommunications Analyst

Walt Disney Co.
.
A'.nalyst, International TV Marketing

The Learning Channel
I
Vice President,
Affiliate Sales & Marketing

TEL. (2021 387·5175

E D WARD M . DEAS - PROP.

MGM / UA
Director, European Sales & Marketing
International Home Video

Susquehanna Investment Group
("SIG"), an established Wall Street
trading firm, seeks graduate and
undergraduate students from the
class of 1992 for summer 1991
internships potentially leading to
trading positions in the Fall of
1992. SIG train's and ef11ploys
floor traders in equity and index
options, futures, foreign currencies,
commodities and all associated
_derivative products.
Other
positions also available in Systems
and Quantitative Research
Departments. Offices are in New
York, Chicago, Philadelphia and
San Francisco. Please send cover
letters to:

National Cable TV Association
Director, State & Local
Regulatory Issues

J. Walter Thompson
Sr. Account Executive

TribUIJe Broadcasting
Strafegic Planning Analyst

Price Waterhouse
Senior Telecommunications Consultant

Pacific Telesis
Director, Strategic Analysis

Abbeville Press
New Projects Editor

Federal Communications Commission
Analyst, Legal Affairs

Warner Bros . Records
Coordinator, International Publicity
'

''

Capital Cities/ ABC
Research Manager

Black Entertainment Television
Director of Operations and
Business Development

American Diabetes Association
Public Affairs Director

•

Your graduate education at the Annen berg School, US€, includes a choice ainong 30 seminars in
COlTlJTlUnications management. Here are some offerings that serve different career interests :

•

Law and Public Policy; International Communications; Communications
Technologies; Diffusion of Innovations; Communication in Organizations;
Bu'siness Strategies of Communication Industries; Media in Social Services;
Arts and the New Media; Communication Research; Economics of Communication.
Scores of other courses throughout the University can also be used in completing your seven-cours.e
program.

1

Los Angeles is a world capital of communications; Annenberg's Career Development Office helps
you get internships for on-the-job learning. Supervised internships are also available in Washington,
• D.C. Extensive alumni network works in behalf of graduates.

•
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Eric Brooks
Managing Director
Susquehanna Investment
Group
Suite 600
1900 Market Street
Frhiladelphia, ·PA 19103

'

Please send me more information .

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Ci\y)State/ZiP - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- Currently Attending _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __

•

MAIL TO: The Annen berg School for Communication
3502 South Hoover Street , University of Southern California, Los Angeles, California 90089-0281
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Back to ,:basics,
Holistic health

HEALTH HINTS

!

'

something is wrong. Whether we are
not eating well, breathing polluted air,
plagued by stress. or poisoning our
syslem with drugs and alcohol, the body
Many blacks in the United States uses symptoms as a warning system.
often say the American health-care These systems, according to Dr. Afrika,
syslern has failed African-Americans. are not the problem, but the signal that
Many point to documentation that the body is in disharmony.
''For example, the body uses a
illustrates that blacks don't live as long
as whitbs, and are less likely to have warning sig_l)al such as a headache to
accesS o affordable, quality medical sho\v that it is in a toxic or imbalanced
state," explained Dr. Afrika.
attentio .
,
This may explain why a growing ''Eu ropean medicine treats the
number of African-Americans have headache with aspirin instead of using
begun to move away from the an African treatment--a cleansing diet
traditionlil practices of the American and herbal medicine."
Carol Burton, a third year law
medical instirutions and are taking their
physical and emotional well-being into student at Howard University Law
School, stripped her diet of white flour,
their own hands.
,
Whether it's called New Age, Black sugar, red meat, caffeine, and dairy
Holistic Health, or African Holistics, products to eliminate her health
many African-Americans have turned problems. ''I had hay fever, asthma, and
to a holistic fonn of health care that sinus headaches," said 26-year-old
Burton. "But I switched to grains,
integrates ancient African ideas.
''Holistic health connects spirit, vegetables, tofu, fruit and herb teas. As
mind and body for the wellness of the a result, I have no more sinus problems
whole," said Dr. Asarai Hanun, a Silyer ! or asthma."
Burton chose to change her eating
Spring doctor of naturopathy .
Naturopathy emphasizes healing \\'ith habits, and others have opted to ' tum
their lives around in search of health and
hands rather than with drugs.
''Holistic health comes straight from well-being. However, you do not have
Africa, the cream of the sacred to make such drastic changes, nor do
knowledge from Egypt," added Dr. you have to turn your back on
conventional medicine.
Hanun.
~ccording to Dr. Afrika, here are a
Dr, Uaila 0. Afrika also turned to
Africa after becoming disenchanted few ways to incorporate holistic
with what he calls the European diet and techniques into your lifestyle and
medical ccxle. In his book African improve your health :
Rid your diet of fried foods, .
Holistic Health he writes: ''European ••
medicine-the use of synthetic drugs and saturated fat, sugar and caffeine. Eat
surgery· is organized to treat S)'ITlptoms. fish and vegetables that are steamed,
African medicine was organized baked or broiled. Do not forget to plan
holistically to treat the physical, mental, meals that include brown rice, oats and
other whole grains. Instead of sweet
and spiritual causes of the disease."
Afrika believes that disease refers to fattening desserts, eal fresh , dried fruit.
an illness of the bcxly, mind and spirit A •• Get to know your body. Don't wait
dep nure from the notion that disease is until symptoms crop up before you pay
attention to your physical well-being.
onl a physical state of being.
r*a believes that we become ill Eliminate abuse from overwork,
bee use ).}1e body is trying to tell us insomnia, drugs or alcohol.

By Cryatal Whaley

Cancer Foes: Carotenoids

.,

I

Recent tesearch shows that eating foods rich in carotenoids (there arc
many, but beta-carotene is probably the only one you've heard of) can
greatly reduce risk of cancer. Other diseases may be held at bay too: A
study at Tufts University's Human Nutrition research Center on Aging
showed that those people with the lowest levels of Carotenoids were five
times more likely to develop cataracts than those with the highest levels. Top
ten sources of total carotenoids, in descending order: kale, spinach, sweet
, potatoes, .dried apricots, cantaloupe, pumpkin, carrots, tomatoes, broccoli,
winter squash. Experts advise all eating of all these foods to insure optimum
protection against cancer and aging.

Eating Tuna Is okay Again
Starting-this month, Stark.ist, Bumble Bee, and Cllicken of the Sea tuna
labels will read ''dolphin safe."'' the tuna bo).cott, protesting the deaths of
millions of dolphins in the net:s of tuna fishermen, forced major canners to
change their guidelines. That''s good for dieters as well as dolphins.
Tuna packed in water has 120 calories per I three ounces; packed in oil, it

still has only about 170 if thoroughly drained. America's favorite cap1f1
fish contains 25 grams of high-quality protein per serving, is low in
saturated fat, and is inexpensive. In addition, tuna's content of Omcga-3
fatty acids is among the highest of all fish. C.Onsumed daily, these acids
have been found to reduce the risk of cardiovascular disease by 40 percent
in middle-aged American men.
"
Some tips for preparing tuna:
.
• For salads and sandwiches, combine with equal parts reduced-caloric
mayonnaise and low-fat yogurt. Serve in a whole-wheat pita pocket,
hollowed-Out tomato, or on a plateful of big romaine lettuce leaves.
1
• Add crunch ~d fiber by mixing with any combination of the following
(finely chopi)ed): apples, zucchin~ celery, plums, tomatoes, carrots, green
onions, sreen pepper, sprouts.
• Moisten plain tuna with salsa, picantc sauce; top wi1h fresh pepper.
•Saut~ finely chopped garlic and parsley in olive oil, add tuna and capers,
serve over spaghetti.
"'
•toss with canned white kidney beans (drained), minced scallions and a
little olive oil. Garnish with chopped parsley and lemon.

•

1

I

Energized with aeor.bic metabolism
Special to the Hilltop
Chances arc everyone has heard the
word aerobic and most people think of it
as a form of exercise. In fact, aerobic is
a type of metabolism, the process by
which the body breaks down or ''burns''
stored fuel to create energy.
.
The body can create energy in one of
two ways : aerobically (with oxygen) or
anaerobically (without oxygen). For
short burst of energy, the body uses the
anae~obic pl'(,>Cess, Out for con1inuous
activity, it uses the aerdbic process.
Human bodies draW energy from the
food it takes in (which is stored in the
body as fat). The blcxx:lstream carries
oxygen to cells throughout the body,
where it transforms stored food into

energy. The more energy used up, the
more oxygen the body will need IA>
release it This process of using oxygen
to release energy is called aerobic
metabolism.
Improving the body's ability to
process and deliver oxygen may
improve stamina. To do this the heart
needs to be strengthened and
conditioned.
Like any other muscle,ithe heart can
grow stronger and more' efficient by
progressive training in which demand
(in this case, oxygen den1and) is

,,

gradually increased. The normal heart
pumps approximately 70 times a
minute, or 100,()(X) ''beats'' a day. The
well-conditioned heart can beat as few
as 40 times a minute or approximately

SO,CXX> beats a day. In short, !he wellconditioned heart conserves energy-it
can supply oxygen-rich blcxx:l to the

calculate one's TiiR, subtract one's age

from 220 and multiply the answer by 60
percent and by 80 peicenl The two

body with about half the usual effort.
Aerobic exercise is the type that
progressively
places
increased
demands on the heart, causing it to grow
stronger and more efficient These
activities involve steady, continuous
motion of the large muscle groups and
place a large and continuous energy
demand on the heart.
Aerobic
activities-walking,
running,
swimming, cycling, etc., should be
intensive enough to raise and sustain the
heartbeal to a target heart range or IBR
(60-80 percent of its maximum
capacity) for at least 20-30 minutes. To

.

figures represent the safest range of
heartbeats per minute during exercise.
For optimum benefits, one should
exercise within his or her 1HR range for
at least 20-30 minutes a minimum of
three times a week.
To1get the competitive edge in sports
and to improve overall stamina and
endurance, aerobic fitness is crucial.
Combined with anaerobic, muscle
condition exercises, aerobics are a key

part of any

toW fitness plan.

,

The more

oxygen the body can process, the more
energy one can put oul. When one
thinks of aerobics, one should think
energy.

BE A HEALTH NUT

Write for the Health page

Meeti'lgs, Tuesday at 4pm at the Hilltop
•

.. -

.

'

•
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Spot the JetPak Commuter Book!
Ten one-way tickets for a mere $379. You'll
save 36'k-lake the savings and watch 36%
more naughty foreign films.

The Pan Am Shuttle's schedule gives
flexibility of the nimblest athlete. F1ights
depart every hour on the half hour. No reser·

vations necessary.. .just show up and go.
So, getting out of town is never a hurdle.

Congratulations! You're on the scent of
the Pan Am Shuttle's low one-way student fare
of $59~ But then you've always had a nose
for a good deal.

Chew on this. Travelers with taste know
that there's no better way IA> travel between
Boston, New York and Washington than the
Pan Am Shuttle!

•
The Pan Am Shuttle low Youth Fares
•
will leave you with more dough where it oounts...
in your hand.

You always were quick on your feet! Pan Am

'

\

WorldPass~ The Richest Frequent Traveler

Program in the World~ will really get 'em
scurrying up the Matterhorn, s!A>mping out a
flamenco in sunny Spain, or dangling out of a
hanunock in Hawaii. Just dial J-8()().348-8000
and join Pan Am WorldPass today.

Your fll18"r is a wonderful digit! Use it IA>
onler your JetPak today by dialing these digits,
1-800-221-llll, or contacting your travel agent

*The $59 Youth Fare is valid Monday-Friday 10:30 AM-2:30 PM and
7:30 PM-9:30 PM, and Sunday 3:30 PM-9:30 PM. A$49 Vouth Fare is
available all day Saturday and until 2:30 PM on Sunday. Fa~ and~
ule subject to change without notice. A$1 surcharge ~ tor flights
departing Boston. Youltl fares are valid tor passengers t2-2'\ years of age
with proper 10.
'

FLIGHTS ON THE 112 HOUR BETWEEN BOSTON. NEW YORK AND WASHINGTON
•

•
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Freeman

Ronald Reagan.

continued from page 9

resounding "no! The business is so

1989 to direct "A Soldier's Story," and
joined the faculty this sc~r.
Although he is best known for his
soap opera role as Ed Hall, _which he
played for 17 ycara, FJ<Cman has been
acting since he was a student at I.m
Angeles City college. Back in the
19.SO's he appeared in a television show
called "G.E. Theatre,'' which was

different now. It's really not very
oriented towards actors, but more
towards what the producers and writers
want you to be. You have very little
artistic input intQ it.''
''Ceremonies in Dark Old Men'' will
be showing in the Ira Aldridge Theatre
through November " 3' and the ticket

by

actor-turned-politician

Director ,.

•

c.ontinued from .page 3

$50 million in construction and

•

When asked if he would like to go
baclc to playing a regular role on a
television series, Freeman gave a

artist·in-rcsidcncc. He ~ back in

hosted

THE HILLTOP

•

renovation proj~. Since 1986, when
he was appointed to the position, the
517-bed facility with an operating
budget of $150 million hu consistently
shown net positive revenue. In 1989,
the wban hospital achieved a net gain in
revenue of $4.1 million.
Lofton has served in several
pooitiom since starting at University
Medical Center in 1979 as
administrator of emergency services.
Other positions include administrator
for materials management, assistant

Law
continued from page2
questions the students may have.
In addition, the Comprehensive
Exams have been lost each year leaving
the students with no inkling of which
areas they need help in and leaving them
ill-prepared for the Bar Exam.

prices are $3 for students and $10 for

general admission.
vice president for ambulatory services
and vice president for professional
services.
Lofton wu very active in the
Jacksonville community. He most
recently served as chairman of the
minority economic development board
for the Jacksonville Chamber of
Commerce.
1bc native of Beaumont Tcxu grew
up in New York City. He received his
bachelor's degree in management from
Boston University in 1976 and a
master's
degree
in
health
administration from Georgia State
University in 1979. Lofton is married to
the former Maude Brown, M.D.. a
pediatrician, and they have two
children, ages 3 and 6.
Hemmings said the pooition of the
Faculty Board is "students need to
spend less time in organizatiom and
more time in their books." Hemmings
added that it is a fact "nationally,
minorities do poorly on the Bar exam
because it is a socially biased test but it
can be passed with help. That is why the
need for a psychomatricion is so
important.''

Volunteer

Play

continued from page 3
•
continued from page 9 volunteering as a way to getting closer
to the commWlity.
''I volunteer to find out more about
and other years in television and film,
Brown says that his acting schedule my people and obtain a well-roWlded
intederes with his personal life, as a perspective on life,'' said Robin
married man who enjoys ftshing. '"The Dewitty, a senior majoring in
psychology.
rehersals are .very demanding.
The Howard University Student
You'.re opening up to people you
don't know and you're spending huge Association (HUSA) panicipates in a
amounts of you week in.side a dark number of youth programs such as the
theatre; but once the show goes up it's Sasha Bruce Network. a multii>rogram
not too bad," he says as his wife stands agency serving homeless runaways, atwaiting for him like a high school girl risk teens, and families.
HUSA likewise provides support to
waiting for her football hero just after
a number of community outreach
playing a rough game.
In spite the long hours of rehersing programs aimed at the city's homelw
and being away form his wife, Brown population. ''C.Ommunity Action in the
says he decided to be in the play Caribbean and the West Indies'' and
''because Dr. King and Malcom X mean ''Africare'' are two of the many
a lot to me in what they stood for and in programs supported by llUSA and
what they died for. It's ann honor for me Howard University volwiteers.
Howard University volunteer
to do this,'' he said as a pictwe of Dr.
participation extends beyond the
King sat on the adjacent waJI.
''Acting is not my field of expertise," physical and cultural aspects of the
says Ersky Freeman, Brown's community into the economic and penal
counterpart, who portrays the character systems.
The HUSA-<ponsored prograrm,
of MaJcom X. ''I'm a writer," says this
tall, slender Washingtonian native who "Buy Black'' and "Divine Universal
allow
studied sign language at Galludet Brotherhood/Sisterhood''
Un'iversity, but never attended college, students to promote economic selfbecause he wanted to fight the reliance in the African·American
establishment. instead of join it. ''I was corpmunity while providing a support
network for persons in the prison
arrogant."
system.
''Our goal is to raise the level of
For the time being, however,
Washingtonians, Marylanders, and consciousness of students in relation to
Virginians can grasp a peice of history the conditions in D.C and worldwide.
at the Source Theatre now through ," said Kojo Adolfo, Community
October 27 as well as be introduced to Action Network Director for HUSA.
"IJ'e mu<;t) stop being apathetic
two upcoming local artists. For tickei
and time infonnation call (202) 462· about the black commllllity. Without it
1073. The Source Theatre is located at we would not be here, without restoring
it we cwinot go any fwther than we
1835 14 St. N.W.
already are,'' he added.
Many scholars have attempted to

Soldiers

Reed
continued from page 1
need to get a phone turned on," McGee
said.
Stewart believes McGee is "taking
the rap" for Reed. ' ''Robert has nothing
to lose. He's not even in school,''
Stewart said.
Reed said he made the calls last year
when
he
was
running
for
Undergraduate Tnl.Stee. He said he was
staying in a house with older people and
he didn't want to run-up the telephone
bill with long distance calls.
Stewart wrote a letter to Johns and
Rtesident Franklyn Jenifer last week

demanding Reed lose job as
Undergraduate Trustee in addition to
being kicked-<iut of school.
Johns said there is not enough
evidence to take any action against
Reed. ''Someone else admitted doing it
and we have to leave it at that.''
Reed said he is willing to pay twice
what he owes Stewan on the phone bill.
At pre&time, the phone bill, however
still had not been paid.

Herpes

undetectable. Clinical trial on humans
are set for the beginning 1991.
Although there is no cure for herpes
at the present time, doctors can limit the
number and severity of attacks with ,
acyclovir, a prescription drug that bas
few side effects.
But physicians warn that to be
completely safe, stick with one
uninfected partner, imisl on the use of
condoms especially if you are not
involved in a long-term' relationship
and, most importantly,avoid sex when
sores or other symptoms arc apparent.
A small percentage of Howard
University students have not forgot
about herpes. Some are just as
concerned about herpes as they arc
about the possibility of contracting
AJDS.
''The best way to avoid all STDs is to
thoroughly protect yourself,'' said
Shaunna Stevens. a senior marketing
•
OlaJOr.
''While AIDS is the most prominent
sexually transmitted disease, we cannot
forget about the herpes simplex virus; it
•
is not going anywhere," she added.
"'S1Ds arc on the rise at Howard,
remember to use condoms-don't let
love get ya," warned Jerome Williams,
a frcslunan bistoiy major.

continued fJµm page 1
to a bad sWlbum can trigger a relapse.
Scientists have pin-pointed a single
gene, or genetic switCh that may keep
the virus temporarily doimant and
which some researchers feel may
eventually make outbreaks obsolete.
"One problem with the current
herpes test is that it can only be done
during an outbreak; if the sores arc
healed , the results are usually
negative, " Holmberg e~plained .
Scientists arc working to develop a
"-blood based test that will be faster and
more accwate. Research is only in the
developmental stage.
One new diagnostic tool that is
available now is called Hcrpcbek.
Results from amcnt herpes tests can
take up to five days to get back,
''Herpchek produces results in as little
as four 'boon," said K<nqeth Z Koziak,
product manager of virology testing at
Du Pon~ the developers of the test.
ipere is also the promise of a vaccine
in the future. Researchers inoculated
mice and g~ pigs. then infected
lhcm with the"'lfcrpcs virus: their
outbreaks were either extremely mild or

I

oontinued from page 2
assessment of his behavior observed
during camp. Constructive feedback
was provided daily to each cadet on his
or her strengths and weaknesses. Final
individual ratings at the end of camp
range from a high of five to a low of two.
There is a percentage forced
distlibution of S's and 4's for caCb
platoon (10%, S's and 20%, 4's~ The
remaining 70% are l's (which is
passing), or one can cam a 2 (which is
1
failing camp). Each university is
required to have a minimum of 30% of
its cadets attending camp earn S's or 4's.
The competitiveness of camp
made it very difficult for some
universities to meet this standard.
Howard cadets, however, rose to the
occasion.

,
As a result of the touch-training

program given to Howard University
cadets, and the quality of our cadets
academically and physically to
compete, they earned collectlvely
45.4% (S 's and 4's) at Advanced Camp.
Howard Urllversity placed number
one among the Historically Black
Colleges and Universities (HBCU's~
and of the 90 universities that sent more
than 40 cadets to camp, Howard
Universily placed second. This was the
best pcdonnance rating for Our cadets
in recent histoiy.
When the finaJ grades were posted,
Howard Army R01C students stcx>d
with pride, because they had done well.
It could be said that they went, they saw
and they conqucrecf1il ·the Howard
tradition of excellence.

13
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Artist
continued fiom page 2

Langa supported Baralca's ideology
but added," PoLitical contenl to me is not
decided by individual artists. It is a
conceptual, democratic thing and
people have to decide what is in their
best interest.
''If an artist wants to write any trash
or paint any trash, it's fine," Langa saJd.
"But they shouldn't S.y that therefore
they are reflecting the aesthetic and the
values of the community if the
community says that [the art] docs not
enhance them."
The professor, who began his
presentation by allowing the audience
to listen to the soundtrack of the
Broadway play "Sarafmal" said that
musicians have traditionally been
socially conscious. He said because of

Phones
continued from page 1
Worksheets arc located in the
Admissions Building as well as
individual schools and colleges. The
worksheet instructs the student in
rmding his or her individual code. The
code is then punched into a rotary
telephone, which acts as a computer
terminal. 1bc code system ensures the
student of accuracy and enables the
student to bear tl'C course selection.
1bc work.sheet ask for the course, the
department of the course, and the
number of credits. DISC assists the
student throughout the process.
Marcus Garrett, a sophomore
'
mechanical
engineering studen~ said,

theorize about the lack of male
participation in volunteer activities.
"There i.1 a service orientation in
women that we do not raise in men. Men
are raised to get out and make
something for themselves while the
traditional role of the women is one of
provider of care and nurturing,''
Roberts said.
Many students attribute the need to
·
~' · u·on to th e •'
increase
volunteer pa1uc1pa
large number of incarcerated or
"
'lated' bl k
mcapaci
ac ma1es.
" More people arc seeing the need to
volunteer because we aren't
volunteering is contributing to the
breakdown of black males," said
Political Science major Michael
Williams.
Howard University multimedia
involvement has also helped to promote
the need to enhance volunteer
participation of members of the &ward
University community.
The program "32·Alert," is a
monthly telecast sponsored by
WHMM, channel 32 designed to
address issues relevant to the Howard
University and imniediate commmity.
"The purpose of 32·Alert is to help
prompt people who are volWtteering to
be aware of the problerm, and to issue
consciousness to those who are not
aware,"
said
Monica
Riley,
programming administrator for
WHMM.
11le trend of increased volmteer
activity has also been supported by
President George Bush, who has
annolUlCed plans to develop the Point of
Light FoundatKin.
"The Fomdation is designed to
recogniu those who arc committed to
the commWlity. A bill is oow before
Congress to provide money for the
FoWldation,'' said Marc Delegal, from
the White &use Office of National
Service.
•

Concert

circumstances, they have been forced to
focus on political issues.
. He said that when he rust heard rap
music, it reminded him of Zulu
rhythms.
.
'1 remember when I listened to the
message back at that time, it was
reactionary. I said that if only the
message was politicil, it would be veiy
bard for this oountry to contend with it,"
be said
Langa added that art has to be for the
service of human beings, but it OOcs not
have to be propagandizing. He said that
political literature tends to be the most
progressive and it is what can push
blacks ahead
He said, ''When_we are truly free, we
can then write about beautiful trcqiand
other things..,
Christia Alou, a senior broadcast
•
journalism major, said, "It was very
informative."

continued from page 1
everybody was out in the front"
Throughout the concert, Chuck D.
rapped to the crowd and preached
infonnation that the ~were more
tban willing to catch.
"Things are twning arourid in the
l~'' Clluck ~d. "We, u black
people are
need to
kno
d learnmg what
_ ..we
A •
d
W w an !you gotrybodto .,,kno,_ tt hoarounl ·
y
w w sto e
th e gotulto,, et eve
c so ·
.
.
And there it was. P.E. burst mto the
aforementioned song "Who stole the
soul'' and the crowd loved il . People
waved their hands and rocked their fists
in the air from that point and
continously throughout the event.
'
.
Chuck then began to school the
attendants anout how we, as black
people are being separated purposely by
the Wlsavory forces arowid us; using
religion and education as perfect
examples.
"Information is self-defense in this
system that works against us. We can't
say 'I got mine, forget him', no m>rc in
the 90s. We need to build educational
platforms for our children from age o..
to-19 for our own continuing self·
existence."
Shawnee Smith, a sophomore in the
School of Communications, said she
enjoyed the message Chuck wu tl)'ing
to. convey, as much as the music.
"They arc so poUtive," she said. "I
wish there was a better twnout because
people really need that cnlightcruncnt
or extra knowledge to Sl9P being so
passive."
The excitement level was taken up
about a tho"""1d notches (ju<;t when
you didn't think that was P"''iOlc)
when the , group performed "Bring the
' Noise" and those present thought tt
seemed as if every person in the place
knew all the lyrics. The crowd bum
rushed the front, while still being
courteous to the security guards, and
partied bard in the aisles. Chuck D. and
Flavor Flav rocked the grooves ''Cold
Lampin'", and ''Fight the Power",
another obvious Howard favorite, and
treated the audience to a taste of the
outrageOus Flavor Flav dance. From
that point on, not one seat was needed in
the entire place.
"911 Is A Joke" was the last song of
the evening, and evciy bil of sense the
crowd thought they bad was "going.
aoin&. GONE!" The aowd bad lost all
their cares and worries, and limply let
the beat move them. Everybody was up
dancing-from Housing to Hip~
bopping, to moving with absolutely 00
rhythm at all-:-and lhere was one
obviously undisputed fact: The 1990
Homecoming Concert featuring Public
Enemy was The Ultimate Homocoming
event, and in the end, the crowd found
that P.E. did more than rock the bousothey tore that bad boy down.

''Not only was the registration
convenient. it was very simple and sclfexplanatory. Any person with common
sense could use it"
University Registru Cecil Franklin
said, "At the time Howard was rust
approached, no other school in the
country was using phone registration,
but the lllliversity did not have the funds
to support the project."
Franklin said William Sherrill, dean
of admissions and records, was the
moving fon:e behind the project."
F<anklin added, ''The advisors still

play an important role in the registratioo
process. DISC canoot tell you if there is
a prerequisite for a class, or if a student
is taking the right dass. We don't want
anyone · comjng up short at graduation
time."
As of Tuesday, about 500 students
had used DISC to register. There are
only eight telephone lines to the system
available to students.,which hindered
many from getting tluougb.
Howard is presently tbt only school .
in the consortium that provides pbooe in
registration.
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''AnMBA
gives
The GalW.in Division of New York Unirersity ~ers
a Ma&er rt Arts degree
with a concentration in Publishing Studies.

AllJID
HEALlH
PROFISSIONAIS

Fellowships are available.

and

th1
I1

•

care
• 30 days vacation with pay per
year
find out how to qualify as an Air
Force professional. Call '

See
difference an MBA would make in your life .
Come t the free Destination MBA seminars for Black
and Hi anic college students and g_radu_ates . Check out
admiss ipn requirements and finan cial aid . Learn ~bout
career opportunities. And find out what it all means 1n the
real world from successful MBAs like Derek .
NovemberJ"

9 a.rp. to noon

followed by MBA Forums

USAF HEALTH PROFFSSIONS
301-911·7197
Stadon-T....Stallo• Colkct

Capital Hilton
16th & K Sts .. NW

Washington, DC

~~~~~~~~~~-:-::-~ '

Monday, October 29

.

•

2-7p.m.

Marvin Cent.er
Graduat.e and Professional School Fair

-

•

For frtt DM BA book I.et, . 10·rn~ W1 lhin1 E

:·

Find out about Gallatin's Publishing Studies
clllTiculum
fellow.;hips. The Director of
Admissions will be at George Wasington Unjversity
-

Ja~•. G MAC . PO Bo~ t.106 . Pr1nc~1on . NJ
08 5-lL ·6 Kl6 . for"'°"' "'"muw· 1nforimaoon.
c • ll l· llOO..Wt>-0807 . on NJ (l(l\I 24.\· 11~71 .

Des1ination MBA is sponsored by :
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Aggies ruin Homeco1ni11g

•

33-12 whipping extends HU's losing streak to two games .
carr's fumble in the endzone to give the
Aggies a 7-0 lead with 9:22 remaining
Hilltop Staff Repotter
in the second quarter.
After the Bison scored on wide
On a perfed fall Saturday afternoon \ ceiver Gary Harrell 's 20 yard ~
two Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference from carr, Howard kicker Gary Mossop
rivals took the field in a game that would attempted the e1(tra point.
go a long way in deciding the
But there was a problem between
conference champion.
the snap and the hold, so the holder
Five turnovefs and two blocked (quanerback Chris Dubose) had to try a
point attempts spelled defeat for - ~ for tho Conversion.
Howard University as they lost fheir
Dubose was hit and fumbled the ball.
Homecoming game to North Carolina Junior linebacker Oiad Armstrong for

Then
another special
team
breakdown for Howard occurred 6: 17
into the third quarter. On a Howard field
goal try, the kick was blocked and,
Armstrong again picked up the ball. and
this time ran 68 yards for the
touchdown. This gave A&T a 16-6

By Chrlll!Opher Taylor

I

.

• I

•

A&T 33-12, before a aowd of 35,123 at

A&T picked up the fumble and raced 85

Greene Stadiwn Saturday.
In losing, Howard (5·2 2-1 in the

yards for two points to give the Aggies

MEAC) again committed five
turnovers, the same as in the previous

\

I

I
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Ex-Bison adjusts to new coaching role
•
By Karen Good

Georgetown, Galludet, Catl1olic, and because tl1ey are individuals who have
George Washington
Universities. given back to the communi1y. They
They provi~ free pick up as v.•ell as free provide leadership skills and show the
Hilltop Stall Rep0rter
deliver)' service; however, don't let the younger guys what they've learned
Cl1arles Gibbs, a senior outside war& ''student'' and ''entrepreneur'' because they've been there. I really
linebacker for the Bison, is what most fool you. Proton Enterprises is one year admire them for coming back.··
people would call a ''doer." He looks for strong, and is assured to be continuing
The game of business is one of the
, a job, tack1es it with e\•erytltlng he has, the business this spring, full speed important phases Gibbs would like to
and gets the job done.
ahead.
panicipate in. He believes he has they
Coming from what . he. caJls__ a
. Presently, . Gibbs is: asisiseaut Jo U'PC of a1titude that ii talcrs 10 get a job
··football oriented famil1'ritbbs-is -£oach Tademy, WOtlfiaiQ •l'itlr•lM ,JiiSllb' done welb He has ··' uady Ctii14lrted
definitely no stranger to the game. linebackers. Contrary to what some several internships in his short span
Hailing from Montclair, N. J., he staned may believe, Gibbs' job is not that easy. here. He has interned at such places as
off in the pup and preparatory leagues He is responsible for conditioning the F\V Wool\vorth, a retail organization,
until he began playing at Montclair linebackers for 15-20 minutes before and the National Cc11ter for Housing
Improvement.
He likes to deal in
High School. Gibbs started off as an~ practice, which involves running,
tackle and was a letterman three out of passing, and calisthenics drills. And on in\•estments and sales, and when given
lhe four years he was in school.
game days, he is kno,vn as lhc defensive the ball of success, he's off and ruruting.
''I have the energy and the will to
As a senior, Gibbs received a staiician, a job in which he keeps
scholarship to play Bison football. under defensive statistics throughout the know exactly what I want out of life. I
the leadership of Coo.ch Willie Jefferies. game, as well as other important think in business, I can accomplish that.
"I love to move around, travel, and
Instead of accepting, Gibbs opted to occurrences throughout the game.
attend Olowan College, a junior college Gibbs said he fmd.s the job no problem, ..talk to different individuals. I'd like to
located in Murfeesboro, N.C. Gibbs and · enjoys what he's doing ''to the get involved with some of the top
sta}'ed there for approximately one year utmost.''
caliber sports industries, such as the
before deciding to transfer tp ''the
"Right now it's making me a student Nike
corporation,
Champion,
Mecca.''
of the game as opposed to being a player C.OOverse, and Adidas.''
''I came here in 1986 and I was of the game. I' m learning a lot of thin~
''Ambitious'' should be Gibbs'
inspired by the closeness (of the people about football that I look at more middle name, because of his lnfin.itely
on campus.) Everybody was just free. carefully now," Gibbs said. 1
high hopes and aspirations to climb the
1bat's what I was looking for; a family
Former teammates appreciates ladder of success. He says he would like
type atmosphere and Howard had it.,"he Gibbs' decision to stick with the team to try his hand in several aspects of the

•

students f+

athletes m.ly be able to better relate to.
"I feel that he can relate better to the
pla)·ers than the coaches can because he
used to be one of us," Hooper said "He
shows leadership characteristics and
seems like: he could be a good role'
model for the players.''
Coach Wilson, head of the Bison
football team, is pleased with his
decision to hire Gibbs as a part of the
coaching staff. He says that Gibbs is a
hard worker and has proven himself on
and off of the field.
''He was an out.standing player for us
lase year and a good leader for us off the
field. He has shown, in his short time
being a fOOlball assistant, that he instill
a lot of discipline in the }'Oung men.
He's not afraid of hard work.''
It seems as if every athlete has
another athlete they admire, usually a
world champion or an Olympic
contender.
Gibbs, however, has a
different outlook on the situation.
''I admiic the athletes out of Howard
University. lbe Jimmy Johnsons, the
Sean Vanhorses, the Derrick Faisons.
lbese arc all graduates of Howard
University. Coach Steve Wilson is a
retlltd Denver Bronchos player and he
graduated from Howard University
'"" ith lwnors in the School of Business.
Coach Carter, who altended Miami
University and played in the National
and professional leagues, also came
back."
'
"nlcse
are
people that I admire
Trinity Colleges, allil ·

-

.

We did what we
could to help them
•
win
.

touchdowns and a field goal for 17
points, a 33-12 lead, and win for Nortl1

Carolina A&T.
''We did what we could to help them
win, said Howard Head Coo.ch Steve
Wilson on his team's performance. ·

.
Bison look to regain winning form·
'

Towson State Tigers, Saturday at 7

touchdowns.
Jarrell Grier, a sophomore tailback,

· Md.
(59 rushes for 173 yards), sophomore
Towson State is 0-7 this year, losing fullback Kevin Howard has 31 catches
In sports. a team or person should - 30-10 last week at home to Liberty for 350 yards and one touchdown, all
never underestimate their opponents. University. The Tigers have lost 15 of are important offensive weapons .
On a cold November Sa~y in 1988, . their last 17 games. Howard is S-2,
''Towson State will be a tough game,
Howard University's football team had losers of two s1raight entering Saturday they have a quarterback that can hurt
a 21-7 lead at half-time.
Possibly games.
you, the system is built for him," Wilson
underestimating the team, or feeling
The Tigers hold a 2-0 advantage in said, at the weekly press conference.
victory was assured, a letdown the series, also winning 30-14 at
On defense for Towson Stale, senior
occurred, and the game quickly Towson in 1987.
linebacker Tom Thomson has 56
changed.
They are coached by Phil Albert tackles. and 26 assists, junior linebacker
Towson State'& Brian Meggett, now (Arizona 1966) who is in his 15th James Dutton has 49 ' tackles with 18
of the New York Giants, returned the season and has a 114-79-2 career assists.
second half kickoff for a touchdown, record.
Howard Head Coach Steve
Other defensive standouts are senior
which started a comeback for Towson Wilson, is 13-5 in twO seasons at strong safety Gary Hatcher (34 tackles,
State. 1bey threw a touChdown pass Howard.
and two interceptions), and junior
with 30 .IOCOllCls left _. , take a oogic· ~_ploycrt for the 'll _ _indQdc: ~ WQ!tbini:!on_ .. _
\1.28. .
u isen~ Ghris Goeu:--(103 of ....compiltt..tl>taddes with 16 11 · b i n
1be Bison's next opponents though 200 pas.sing for 1,061 yards, seven others.
,.
winless, should not be taken lightly.
interceptions and three touchdowns).
"Even though the seven losses in a
Howard's football team next game is Junior tailback Robbie Jackson has 97 row is the most sin<% 1972, the kids have
a non-con~encc one against the carries for 454 yards and six remained great," Albert said.
;111op Sta• Reporter 1

•

outside linebacker. Since his arrival,
Gibbs has addded several achievements
to his record
I.n his sophomore ycar1
Gibbs was tlJC Mes Valuable Pla)'er in
games against Morehouse. Virginia
State, and Norfolk State.
Nineteen
Eigh1y-nineproved to be another
oulstanding year for him. Gibbs gained
more playing time as an outside line
backer and was named All MEAC
Pla}·er Defensively. He was also one of
seven individuals chosen to represent
Howard University in the Freedom
Bowl in Houston, Texas that same year.
Gibbs had some opportunities to try
out for some professional teams, bu1
unfortunately, no deals came together.
However, Gibbs contends that deals in
professional football are still a part of
his master plan.
The game of football is not the the
only thing that keeps Gibbs going. He is
not only sports smart, but he has
business sense as well. He is one of the
founding fathers of Proton Enterprises,
a student entrepreneur storage
company. The idea ~mmed from a
disastrous incident last spring with
students and another storage company.
"We got together and believed that
students deserved a better service,
perhaps represented by the students.
\ Ve wanted to 1>romoie a Slorage scivice
nO( 'only fo1 l lt1\; Jnl U11iversit}'• bul lor
the surrour1di111: distrid."
And indeed they have.
Proton
• Enterprises services aic availabl(: to

passing for 205 yards) and Dubose (1·5·
1 for 8 yards) resulted in tw o

p.m., at Minnegan Stadium in Towson,

Aggie defense puts clamps on Gary Harrell as Howard suffers first big defeat of· season.

and help superv~ it. Anthony Hooper,
an outside lineljacker for the Bison
team, notes that after being a former
player, Gibbs is a person that the

The Aggies (6-1, 2-1 in the MEAC) •
managed to take the lead, as the game
started as a defensive struggle. Tommy
McCoy, a junior defensive back

By Chrlatophor Taylor

PHOTO BY .w.ES

said.
In the beginning of his collegiate
fOOlball career, Gibbs pla)·ed as an

Howard was able to countCr with a
12 yard touchdown run by Carr, bµt a
two point conversion pass was dropped
and the · Bisoo trailed 16-12 with 52
seconds left in the third quarter.
But the turnover bug caught up with
Howard.
Three fourth quarter
interceptions from Carr (18-31-3

.

reoovered Howard quarterback Donald

•

kid thinking that fast, said Aggies Head
Coach Bill Hayes.

they would not relinquish.

resulted in North Carolina A&T getting
nine poin5

r

''That was super, can you iplpgirle a

a 9-6 lead with 5:07 left in the seoond
quarter. That gave the Aggies a lead

game loss to Virginia State (19-14).
Also two breakdowns on special teams

...

lead.

I
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You asked for a computer
price that wouldn't turn
your pockets inside out.
,

We heard you loud and clear.

business world, such as dabbling in
sales management and eventually
holding executi\'e positions in sales,
promotions, and marketing. As far as
Gibbs is concerned, there are not and
won't ever be any und~,featable

~I
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problems blocking his way.
''I'm young, and the field is wide
open to me. 1he only way to get the job
done is to just do it . I try 001 10 find
excuses because I believe there are two
1ypes of people in ~his world-losers
and winners. Winners find a way to get
it done a11d losers constantly find
excuses of why they can't get ii done.
''I don't find excuses of why I don 't
get the job done. I let you know that Igor
it done.'·
Oiarles Jones, business partner and
teammate of Gibbs, knows what talents
Gibbs can contribute to the business
world. Jones b;elieves that whatever
Gibbs goes into, he will see nothing but
success.
''Oiark:s (Gibbs] has a keen sense for
business and a nose for how to make a
dollar. He makes it with hard work and
a smile and has that 'I want to get it
done' attilude. Olarles makes people
think about what's on his mind.''
Gibbs' future plans include going to
graduate school al Howard University
and ,getting his master's degree in
Business; he does, however, want all
people who have ever had really bad
times or have traveled a hard road in life
to remember this:
''Those . who succeed in life pass
through many heartbroaking struggles
before they arrive.•

I
ltS true. We'\lr made the IBM Personal System/2" as
l!asy 1D own as ii is to use. And our special &tudent
price pl'(MS it.• f1us, _the IBM PS/2 Loan fOI" Leaming
makes owning one e\'en easier.
The PS/2' comes preloaded .,.,·ith easy-to-use soft'tWlre including Microsoft• W~'S .. 3.0.Just turn on

And if you buy belcn: ll=rnbe.- 31, 1990. you'll
reoeiYe a rm• Certificatr entitling )OU to a roundtrip ticket for $14~• /$249.** Plus a free
,f\
I SIR Geta.,.,:ay• Student Discount Card appli- '
cation. You' ll also get a great
on the PROIJIGY• krvice.

~-

price

the PS/2 ID tJOckle yow- papen;, lab reports. graphics
and charts.
Also a<wable are special prices on 18~1 and

student price, )OU'U be able to keep a

~iett-Packard

your pocket.

printers.

1

'

Check oot the IBM PSt2. With oor
hand on your budget and a hold on

•

FOR PRODUCT AND ORDERING INFO,
CONTACT ACADEMIC COMPUTING SERVICES

•

AT 806-5566, OR CALL YOUR IBM
COLLEGIATE REPRESENTATIVE AT
301/279-6855
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HAPPENINGS
The Howard University Alumni
Cheerleaders Association Proudly
Presents
THE
EBONY
MASQUERADE BAil. Friday, Oct

26. 9

p. m.-~

a.m. Howard University

Blackburn
Center
Ballroom
\Vashington, OC Donation: $15. Wear

a cootume and bring a friend for a funfilled evening!
BYOL
For More
Infonnation Contact: Tonya 526-3174.

1'he ADvance Team, Howard 's
21dvcrtising club will n1eet Oct. 31 at
5:45 \n CBP, room C-229.

Phi Bera Sigma, Alpha Cbap<er would
like to invite the Howard community to

meets

in

UGL#41

every

Oct. 20 5 p.m.

.

volunteers arc needed to help work as

First oome first served basis.

teacher's assistants for elementary

1990 at 5:30 p.m. in the Blackbum
Lounge. The next workshop, is
Saturday, Nov. 3,1990!

Contact Tim

Gibbs 797-0496 or Robert James 3327475. BE A PART OF OUR FtmJRE
'
GENERATION.
The Black History Year Committee of
the School of Communications Student
Council invites you to attend a
screening of ''Eyes On The Prize,"
Monday, Oct 29, 1990 at 6 p.m. in
screening room west. Professors from

''Duke is not the reason we lost the
vote,'' the Reverend said, ''they had on
.black robes, not white gowns. If we .had
D.C. statehood, we could have
overriden the veto because we
would 've had two representatives. most
likely Democrats, in the Senate." Rev.

PERSONALS
To 53 DOIS, Thank you for supporting
the Lip Sync '90 oontcst. It meant a lot
to me to see you there. Love you Sands!

Skee·wee 4-A-90.

continued from page 1
•

Jackson did not say how be felt this

MISCELLANEOUS

'

Inter-denominational, inter-re Ii gious
Bible study. Monday 5 p.m. at CARP
center. Call 2654920.

I

hurirey express to New York City; Nov.

World Peace Prayer Monday's 12 noon.
Outside Rankin. Near tree. Call 265·

~I, Nov 25 Television, VCR, fOOd,
round trip to $60 Junior 1!12-797-7376.

'

4920.
Help homeless, elderly, homeless
children. Call for Volunteer Saturday
project 2654920.

JOBS

Campus Reps-- individuals or student
organization • needed to promote our
spring break packages on campus. Free

trips plus commissioo. Call campus
marketing. 1-800423-5264.

Mountain
retreat
seminar
on
Unificationism.
Oct. 26-28. Call
CARP 2654920.

International Agencv seeks "New
the 21st century.
Call CARP for
seminar intrcxluction. 265-4920.

1990 Hilltop Lounge 6 p.m.

Help WSSC give to needy in lhc Soviet
Union. Call 265-4920.

free-lance or agency represenlcd
models. If you have any questio~
please don '1 hesi1ate to call.

COMING Monday ., Oct. 29: A
··~ \VEET"'
OPPORTUNITY TO
~IlNGLE WITH PRSSA
STAY

Toasimasters Thursday, Oct. 25, 1990
6 p.m. Undergrad. Library-Lcclure
Room Power in Words!

UNIFI CATIONISM, worldview for

EARN UNLIMITED MONEY &
HAVE TIME TO STUDY! Beoorne a
Cosmetic Consultant. Work when you
want. Company will train. (800) 359·

TUNED!!

Friday Nov. 21990 3047 15th St N.W.
(3 blocks north of Meridian Hill donn)
Gas Ownber Body Box, now that you
have felt the magic of the power. Feel
the power of the magic. 10 p.m.-5 a.m.
No cover

Faces." Mich Royal Models and l 'alent
is looking for female models 5'9".0"C
and male models 6'0"-0'2". Call (301 \
341-1941 for appointment. Please no

Le Cercle Francais Presents Dr.
Sulayman S. Nyang on Senegal Oct. 29,

for kids 5-12. Gall Barbara Farringtor;I
Ralpb Fox at (202) 398-2600.

1961.

l~llpm

w(mvite

senior sociology

major, ...iced why no black leaders were

-...

Afro-American Studies will conduct
panel discussion. Refreshments will be
served.

Jackson

Matthew Hobson,

decision would effect the upcoming
elections, however, D.C. statehood,
Kolawole,
Happy 26th birthday
now more than ever, will be a major
'
sweetheart.
Our
relationship
will
M/F wanted to share a renovated 3 story
issue in the candidates forum due to this
forever
be
filled
with
love,
honesty
house 3 blocks from Howard's campus
major defeat in the fight for civil rights.
(yeab,
right),
and
friendship.,
I
love
you!
new bathrooms and IOtchen $335/mo
Jackson urged all students not
1be teenage Mutant Ninja Turtle.
including utilities. call 723-5336.
registered to vote in D.C. to get
'
registered.
"You live wherever you
To
my
good
friends,
NaraHC:)hClb.Y,;
One bedroom apt. in the basement $410
spent the last three nights," Jackson said
and large efficiency in the basement Monnie, Erica and Reebee diank you for with a smile, .. and if that place is in
being there. I love you all, TISb.
$395 (301) 681-3897.
D.C., you should be registered to vote
here." He also said that students who
· Big ''Little" Brother, How can I express
arc not registered to vote are throwing
my love for you ? I'm always here. Mc!
' at the graves of those civil rights
stones
In search of color, all television H~ Gas Otambcr Body Box Good leaders who dedicated their lives to
episndes of "Jn Living Color". Please People + Good Music = Good Party protecting these rights for African
Americans.
oonract Junior 1!J2.m.7376.

Council is announcing the 14th Annual
Business Week Conference, Nov. 9-16.
Seminars by corporate spon.sors will be
held all week. Schedules will be

JOIN PROJECT 200J Male and female

school students. There wiU be a
volunteer meeting Thursday Nov. 1,

month; $100 refundable security
deposit.

The School of Business S1udent

held on Friday Nov. 16 7 p.m.-10 p.m.
sign-yp for seating C>q. 29-Nov. 5.

'

line-safe neighborhood $400 per

Locke Room 340.

The Business Week Banquet will be

1·301·990-9577.

Private room for rent: To Graduate
StudenC/ upper classmen (preferable
Male) in private home with private bath;
share kitchen and rest of house. On bus

Spanish Club:
Spanish Film!
Discussion! Refreshments! Tuesday,

H.U.H: Otildren's Ward Wednesday
Oct. ·31 5 p.m. School of Engineering.
'

90!

general meeting of the Otarles Houston
Pre-Law Society.
All interested
students are invited.
•

Halloween Party at the

~nnual

Rooms to rent! Near campus $250 per
month! Utilities included. Avail. 11-2-

On Tuesday, Oct 30 there will be a

available in the student council office
Room 581, School of Business.

our

HOUSING

Wednesday at 6:30 p.m. in[o. 319-0806
PSM & Steve Cokely, Wednesday, Oct.
31 in Blackbum, call 319-0807.

'

Many pan-time opponunities available
immediately!
Tutors, basketball,
football and double dutch coaches. or
run a fun club on Saturday afternoons

A few of tbe students.aid they feet
disenfranChised with the current Qvil
RighlS Movement and said the reason
students arc not motivated is because
the lack of suppon from the activists.

present when the sb.ldents marched on

Virginia Beach.
Jackson responded, "Sometimes, ilS
a'catch 22'. When leaders go to the
various protests, we get blamed for
going after media attention. we have to
remember that we may be in different

placos, but we're all fighting. Bill Gray
and Ron Dcllums arc fighting on

Capitol Hill, the Harold Washington
Party in Oticago and Ben Ho&ks here in
Washington.
We're all working
together."
'
The Reverend urged stlldents to
attend two ·ra11~s, Sunday, dct. 28 and
Monday, Oct 29, in protest of Bush's
veto. Sunday's rally, scheduled for 5
p.m., will be \ held at Metropolitan

Baptist Orurch 'pn 13th and Harvard
Streets, N.W. The rally on r.jonday, a
vigil, will be beld in·front of the Wbite
House at noon.

tt/,

The forum. '-ed by
Political
Science Department,
wa~ entitled

"President Bush and

th!' Civil Rights

Also speaking were Dr. Ron
Walters, chairman of the Political
Science Dept, April Silver, HUSA
prcsiden~ and Darryl Hanis, gradu+.
student in the political science
department
Veto."

Friday,

Nov. 2, 1990 3047 15th St. N.W.
(Corner of 15th & Irving N.W.)
Keifer, Might I have a kiss?
Darkwoman.

BUSINESS NEED
A BOOST?

K.

•

Congratulations to MLK, Jr. Forensics
Society member, Theodore Snead, for
placing 5th in Poetry at American
Universily on Oct. 20 and 21 .

••

Advertise in
The Hilltop
Call 806-6866

C.Ongratulations to MLK. Jr. Forensics
Socicly members John Jackson and
James for winning at the Howard and
George Mason toumamenlS on Oct. 5

and 6.
Attention, If you've ordered pins from
the Alpha Sweetheart Court and haven't

•.

picked tbem up, call Karen. 319-9070.

-.

•

Checks for the following students are on HOLD in either the Office of Financial Aid or the Office of i:;tudent Accounts. Use the
following legend to determine the appropriate action to take in order to iDSure the timely and proper handling of your check.

OFFICE OF FINANCIAL AID
• Financial Aid Transcript
•• Certification Statement
••• Not Enrolled

OFFICE OF STUDENT ACCOUNTS

JCHECK ENDORSEMENT NEEDED

'

I 002-963

06(.,-1; 5

070-35L.

080-055

I· OJQ-359

060-179

070-627

I 037-195

061-3L.6

07 1-317

t#l#r!lj,f;I!

061-667

07 1-523

080-271
080-619
080-797

040-232

061-771

'
071-961

081-092

046-828

061-798

07 2-038

OL.8-872

062-04L.

072-042

081-367
081-374

049-743

062-207

072-102

081-587

Ot..9-8:.'0

062-262

072-116

OL.9-9i':.'

062-3L. 5

072 -138

rFffi:Ffi:.t:./i

062-449

0 72-220

082- 578
082-976
#/;#######

050- 728

072-L.33

051-139+

062- 5 ! ()
062-6QL.

**081-486

051-riSi

Otl3-03 l

081-510

052-- 05

ot-3-576

05)-6 J 5

0!';3-896

'

(No Asterisk) Entrance Interview- Report to the Oftlce of Financial
Student Employment for an appointment.
r

'

**007-657

075-939

08V-7<j7

016-823

076-237

080-93)

033-646

076-282

081-046

*0 38-306

076-333

081-059

*076-506

081-108

045-823

*076-81 5

08l f222

050-430

*076'-826

081-352

050-708

077-152

051-455

077-256

077-368

*052-768

•

and

06- -t>OS

07:.'-Q09
072 -918
074-135

065-198

0 74-:.'L.9

*081-7)4

054-747

077 ~646

081-74)

056-972

077- 749

082-080

057-196

077- 785

"08 2-377

0 55-053

062-666

077-ESJ

082-578

055-775

074-311

078-L. i 2

082-880

('55-876

07.!i -L.38

078-738

05 tJ-t:>08

....VI- ... _.::,,
._. .,

***063-49 3

083-004

*065-866

078- 764

0 59-198

071.-897

061-266

078-832

068-481

078-997

068-651

079- l 9.':'

•

•

063-0.!.3

'

..

077-618

'

'.

072-51 1
,...,.,_- - ;)i),

OSL.-073

062-873
•

081-456

.Aid

066-L.69

075-3L.5

067-408

0'.""5-936

067-698

076-327

'

'

0 76-55L.

06 7-370

*070-024
***070-114

079-519

070-833

***0 79-582
079-717
•

***071-888
072-078
072-979

080-056

073-002

080-349

073-125

080-395

rti'6-693

06E'-4 7f.
, ..r..a_ .).,.,
.,.,.,
VI..'

0 76-771

(lt:)O- ., ]i'

['176-786

060-781

--;-- -Ui6

(•09 -81:;

077 -750
077-796
078-842
078-89L.

079-180

073-371
074-149

080-553

074-979

080-573
'

•

079-629

079- 763
13~11#111

'

--

-.-'-'

-·

--: ..

.

- . . . . . . . . . -.:--- -

-· . -

-

--
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Japanese buy ailing U.S. schools

Smart art

By Doug Lowery

AU. of Washington sculpture student
hopes to shed some light on campus
assaults with her $800 portable art
form.
Page2

• The Green and White

Salem-Telkyo U.

Salem College students returning
to school this fall noticed physical
changes and visible improvements in
facilities on their Salem, W.Va., campus,
but the most significant change took
place in April when about 200 Japanese
students arrived to take classes.
It's not a foreign exchange program, but
an "east meets west" business and education
merger that began when Japan's Teikyo U.
spent $20 million to pay off all of Salem
College's debts and mortgage. Teikyo now
owns the entire 150-acre, private liberal arts
college and is leasing it back to the school
on a long-term basis, said Ronald E. Ohl,
former president of Salem College and
president of the newly named Salem·
Teikyo U.
The merger is a result of negotiations that
began in October 1988 after Salem College began to
experience financial problems that almost closed the
college bookstore and threatened to shut down the
entire campus, Ohl said.
The first Japanese student arrivals took English classes dur-

O PINIONS

A touchy topic
Campus street preachers are touching as many nerves as ever. But this
columnist says the brothers' charades
are nothing but entertainment.
Pages
, L IFE AND ART

A sticky existence
College students nationwide submit
to contests requiring them to submerge
themselves in substances from the four
basic food groups.
Page 10
DOLLARS AND SENSE

The swap shop
An on-campus trading post catering
to Michigan State U.'s international
students affords them an opportunity
to exchange clothing, toys and stories.
Page 14

Loan agency

STUDENT BODY

•

1n

Banking on sperm
Male college students give details
on what it's like to exchange their
genes for cash by donating at sperm
banks.
Page 20

ing the summer. Special classes for
the students were added this fall
to help them adjust to their
new environment, and the
spring 1991 semester will
begin the scheduling of regular classes in which Japanese
and American students will
learn side by side.
University officials have
expressed optimism that students are excited about the
change, but there is some opposition. Junko Ijiima, a foreign
exchange student from 'lbkyo
who attended high school in
West Virginia and applied to
STU when it was still Salem
College, is apprehensive.
"The reason most
Japanese students come
to the United States to go to
school is because we want to learn
with Americans," Ijiima said. "Going
here will be like going to college in Japan
for me. I think they'll have some tough times getting students
to agree to come here. I'm planning on transferring next
See BUY, Page 3

By Wayne Nealis
• The Minnesota Daily

U. of Minnesota

Student loans in states that rely heavily on the
financially ailing Higher Education Assistance
Foundation have been guaranteed by U.S. education
officials despite the agency's uncertain future. HEAF

I

See LOANS, Page 3

Domestic partners inhabit family housing
By Daralyn Trappe
• Oregon Daily Emerald

U. of Oregon

A single parent at the U. of Oregon is
allowed to live with another adult in family housing according to a new family
housing policy established this summer.

I

The new policy includes unmarried
couples and gay or lesbian couples with
children. Previously, only married couples, with or without children, and single
parents living alone were eligible for
housing.
UO President Myles Brand said the
change in policy Caine out of concern for

I esblPafind le.gal marriage alterlatt\e

%.1~
U.fll ............ Alftlt111l

"one of the most at-risk groups - single
parents. We want to help facilitate their
education."
The university began considering a~•
change in policy last year when the tenant councils oftwo ofthe UO's three family housing areas requested a revision.
The eligibility issue became the focus
for the tenant councils after Natasha
Brady and Robert Fuehrer, two students
living together with Brady's son in an
on-campus apartment, were served an
eviction notice becaus\ they were not
married.
·
They were asked by University
Housing to get married or move out.
Instead, they pJOluced a domestic partnership agreement, a legal contract
between two individuals that defines the
role of each partner in the relationship.
Bfidy and Fuehrer then were told thex
could remain in the apartment.
"I think it's a fair decision," Fuehrer
said. "It's long overdue. I'm glad they did
implement this policy. We were wrapped
..

See HOUSING, Page 4
I
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Loans

I
i

•

lost nearly $90 million in the past two
years after accumulating a large share
of high-risk loans in its $9.6 billion
portfolio.
·
Congressional testilp..ony resulted in a
debate over whether the cause of the crisis was HEAF's marketing policy, lender
greed, inflexible legislation or the U.S.
Department of Education's interpret.ations of the law regarding student ~oans.
Negotiations to solve the agency's
financial problems shouldn't affect the
estimated 10,000 U. of Minnesota student loaos this fall, 90 percent of which
are HEAF-backed. Other regions that
use HEAF as the designated guarantor
of their student loan programs are
Kansas, Nebraska, West Virginia ,
Wyoming and the District of Columbia.
Guarantors like HE.AF act as interme-

Sculpture project 'illuminates' view of assault .
By Stephanie Dunnewini:t
• The Daily

U. of Washington

The frightening experience of walk·
ing across campus alone at night
inspired a U. of Washington graduate
student to spend $800 aod a year's
worth of free time to create an interactive "sculptural event•
Her sculpture, titled "Scary Places
ID11minated," consists of30 small black
boxes with flashlights and whistles
attached. The boxes are placed at sites
where serious or aggravated assaults
have occurred during the last two
years, said artist Eleanor Jones. If
viewers open the boxes, they will find
"mailers" that define assault aod state
the purpose of her project.
"It is my intent that this sculpture
event serve as an educational tool about
assault that results in positive change,"
Jones said. 'Td like to see the pi~ act
as a tool for people to learn how bi deal

"Assault itself is about control, par- of one another,• she said. ~
By keeping the boxes in public circuticularly violence as a JJW1ns of control
in human relationships," she said. lation, Jones waots to stimulate discus"Unless people are willing to be respon· sion of assault.
"People should not consider assault
sible for their actions on an individual
hands."
level, the tendency in our society as an issue which only affects other peoWhile investigating assault through toward surveillance, censorship and ple," she said. "We need to discuss the
the Police Crime
fear ofeach other issue and realize that the problem is not
Prevention Unit,
will increase." going to go away unless each person
"We ne<d to discuss (a••ault)
Jones discovered
The boxes, all accepts responsibility for solving it."
and realize that the problem is
that many of her not going to go away unless each
built by Jones,
In offering her work to the public, she
own thoughts about person aooepts 1espor.sibility
are placed in said she is going against a general trend
assaults
were for solving it."
unobtrusive in art toward permanent collectible
incorrect. In most
-EleanorJones locations near pieces that emphasize the economic
cases, the assailant
assault sites value of the art.
is not a ''boogeywhere they will
The concept behind social sculpture,
man• who jumps out of the bushes, but not interfere with pedestrian traffic she explained, is the ordering process
someone ki;iown to the victim, she said. patterns.
that leads to the creation of a solution
She added that many ofthe 69 reported
Jones said she hopes the boxes will be for a problem.
assaults last year occurred at parties moved fro.m their original positions to
"The actual art is the personal expeand sporting events and often involved other •scazy places" by viewers, rather rience, not the boxes,• Jones said -rhe
alcohol.
thao kept as personal property.
object is the vehicle and carrier of the
"All the security precautions will be
"My underlying premise is that there meaning, but the meaning is when the
useless unless people have a sense of are no scary places, only instances of viewer actually responds. The art is up
b11mans being sensitive and respectful to the viewer."
~~for each other," she said.
with fear in a viable way.•
Mailers inside explain that the boxes
are "public tool(s) for marking scary
places. (They) can be moved, ignored or
destroyed. What happens is in your

Officials limit circulatiorr-of lab newspaper
By Candice Driver
• The Daily Texan
U. of Texas, Austin

•

Officials at the U. of Texas, Austin, are allowing a statefunded, student-run Mexican-American newspaper, known
for its criticism of the school's administration, to continue
being published, but barely circulated.
Tejas, a newspaper produced by an independent-study class
and published quarterly for more than a year, now may be distributed only in the school's College of Communication building, said Robert Jeffery, communication dean.
Jeffezy said because Tujas is officially a product of a journalism laboratory class, it may not be distributed beyond the
building and still receive state mo.Die~. as it has in tb.e_past.
'This is a policy that applies to all publications created as
the result of a class project," Jeffery said. The goals of the class
are "to teach reporting, writing and editing and publication."
But distribution, he said, "is not one of the objectives and
cannot be paid for as one of the educational objectives."'
Tujas was brought under scrutiny when a UT organization,
Students Advocating Valid Education, charged that the
paper violated state law by using state funds to influence

public policy and affect st.ate workers.
An example they cited appeared in the last issue of Tujas.
An associate dean was accused of causing campus racial tensions. And an editorial iii the paper called for his resignation.
Jeffery said he will allow the class to direct the content and
coverage of Thjas.while using UT funds, as long as the paper
keeps its low-circulation profile.
But Amie Montemayor, a Tujas staff member, said confinement to the communication building will limit the paper's
goals, so the paper is searching for other sources of funding.
"It just undermines the whole function of an alternative
newspaper to have it stay in the classroom," he said. "How are
we supposed to get editorial experience? Are people in the class
going to send letterS to the editor to each other?"
Tujas could turn to Texas Student Publications - the publisher of The Daily Texan, UT's traditional student paper in order to continue operating as it did.
But students involved with Tuja.s are not in favorofthatoption
because they say "conservative"' TSP members would then
choose the Thjas editor-in-chief and managing editor, exerting
control over the "non-conservative"' publication. Tejas staffers
say the publication was created t.o offer Mexican-American students news, views and a forum that The Daily Thxan does not.

Desks for mom and dad set up at U. of Alabama
By Angela Kamburls
• The Crimson White

U. of Alabama

JOE CEPUIA. TME DAILY FORTY-filNER. CALIFORNIA STATI u.. LOlfG BEACH

Parents of U. of Alabama students
went back to school for a week last spring
for a lesson in modern college academics.
The first Parents' College provided
special interest class lectures on topics
ranging from "The Agony of Gorbachev"
to "Modern Finance: More Than Just the
Stock Market."
More than 250 parents registered for
the event, designed to allow parents to
see some of the things their children
must face in college, said University
Relations Editor Janet Griffith.
Thompson Pettway said his parents
drove almost 200 miles from Chattanooga,
Thnn. w'Tusraloosa to attend.
"I feel it is a good way for my parents
togettoknowsomeofmyteachers. They
pay the bill, and something like this is
just what parents need," Pettway said.

School employees
asked to donate
part of paychecks
By Jose Novoa
• The Daily Calif?mian
~U. of C.IHom1a, Berkeley

Buy
Continued from page 1

1
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Most colleges and universities
l that have a hard ti.me making ends
meet ask their state governments
for increased funding.
But at the U. of California,
Berkeley, Chancellor I. Michael
Heyman asked school employees to
pick up the slack.
In anticipation ofdeep budget cuts
during this fiscal year, Heyman published a brochure-style appeal to
faculty and staff members that asks
them to donate part of their checks
to the university.
In the brochure, Heyman
explained that because of diminishing state and federal funding, "voluntary support has become critical
in fulfilling Berkeley's commitments.• His solution is an outright
cash donation from anyone getting
a check from the school, or a $10per-month minimum , automatic
payroll deduction.
Heyman also sent a memo to all
deaos, directors, department chairs
and administrative officers in late
June, asking that, whenever possible, hiring be postponed aod "non·
salary support expenditures," like
overtime and equipment purchases,
be limited.
Uncertainties about the budget
aod the possibility of failure for a
higher education bond issue were
behind the belt-tightening measures.
Support for Heyman's payroll
deduction
request
wasn't
widespread among employees,"" yet
his appeal has not been met by
protest.
·

Continued from page 1

I

semester. If I had wanted to go to a
Japanese college I could have stayed in
Japan."
Despite those reservations, 600
Japanese students passed a qualifying
test seeking admission to STU. From
that group, 200 students were selected
for enrollment this year. The university's
goal is to have 500 American studen~
and 500 foreign students, Japanese and
others, in several years.
STU Public Relations Director Percy
Ashcraft said involving new students in
social aspects of American college life
should be done with little difficulty.
"I don't expect they will have any trouble mixing socially with the rest of the
student body,"' Ashcraft said. "When the
Japanese students first anived we had
an International Student Mentor program in effect. A resident student would
'adopt' two or three Japanese students
and-·show them around campus and get
them accustomed to what they might
expect .... We plan to expanQ that program in coming months."
Salem's agreement with Teikyo was
the second of four such mergers with
the Japanese university in the United
States. Teikyo sent letters to dozens of
small U.S. schools that were having
financial difficulties similar to
Salem's.
The first merger was at one ofDenver's
Regis College campuses, renamed
Teikyo Loretto Heights. Westmar
College in Le Mars , Iowa, and Post
College in Connecticut also were purchased by Teikyo U.
Shocihi Okinaga, chairman of the
board of trustees and president ofTeikyo
U., said the merger of Salem College and
Teikyo will "further the understanding
and partnership ofJapan and the United
States.n .•'
But residents of the Salem community
have mixed reactions to the Japanese.
Roger Bowen, 51, has lived in the town
his entire life. "I'm afraid we're going to
have 500 Japanese and no Americans,•
he said.
But Salem Mayor l)onna Stewart said
she helped to field rumors and arranged
town meetings with college officials to
clear the air.
"I'm a progressive, not a regressive,
and I'm prepared to welcome these kids
with open arms,"' Stewart said. "Besides,
the school (was) in deep financial straits,
·a nd its closing would have hurt the
town, financially for...sure, but most of all
morally."
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diaries by insuring loans issued by commercial banks and savings and loan
institutions, and reimbursing them for
defaulted loans. Without guarantees,
few banks would.make loaos to students,
who are a high-risk credit group.
llEAFs trouble began when high-risk
loans from· students attending
proprietary schools - private, for-profi~
colleges and trade schools - grew w 59
percent ofl!EAFs $8.8 billion portfolio in .
1989. Those loaos now are defaulting at a
rate of nearly 50 percent compared to the
four-year college rate of 10 percent
Critics chttrge HEAF's problems were
brought on by aggressive marketing of
high-risk proprietary loans so HEAF
could generate additional administrative fees.
But HEAF Chairman Richard Hawk
denied these allegations at a hearing this
s11mmer by the Senate subcommittee on
education, which oversees the guaranteed student loan program.

"It would have made no sense whatsoever to deliberately seek to increase. our
fee income by guaranteeiµg high-risk
loans," Hawk said.
Still, critics return to HEAFs marketing policy as the main reason for the crisis.
"It is widely known that what HEAF
di din the 1980s is thatitvezy agressively
marketed their guarantees to the proprietary schools," said Dan Parker, public
information chief for the California
Student Aid Commission, also a guarantee agency. "Even with that, HEAF marl
keted to the very worst (schools), to put
it bluntly," Parker added.
But HEAF spokesman Scott Hoober
said the blame has been .misplaced on
l:IEAF's marketing.
..Such criticism is unfair because there
wete very limited things HE.AF could
do,"Hoober said. "HEAFwas going along
with the federal mandate, to be evenhanded."
Federal law prohibits HEAF, one of 53

3

such agencies nationwide, from discriminating against any one kind of post-secondary institution. Once lenders became
acquainted with HEAF's fast service,
coupled with its long-standing reputation for equal access, a larger portion of
proprietary school loans came in than
anticipat.ed, Booher said.
By the time HEAF was able to determine what was occurring ih early 1987,
nearly 70 percent of HEAF's portfoliowas in high-risk loans. Although HEAF
acted to reverse the situation, the
Department of Education ruled their
actions violated ..equal acces!." provisions in the law by treating students at
proprietary schools differently than students at other schools and that HEAF
was discriminating against certain lending institutions.
While HEAF's future is uncertain the
agency still will have to pay Q.ut gudantees on past loans, estimated to be about
$2 billion.

There's an
IB P /2 ma e or

When you said you wanted an affordable computer,
we listened.
And we responded. So, as a college student, mem ber of the faculty or staff you can now get an IBM
~rsonal System/2® Selected Academic Solution at a
special price.*
You'll find that all the PS/2 Selected Academic Solutions have preloaded DOS 4.0 and Microsoft Windows'"
3.0, a color display and a mouse. Some selr.cted models
are preloaded with Microsoft Word for Windows'"** and
Excel'"** to help you create impressive papers, graphics
and spreadsheets. Also, great tools like a notepad, ca lendar and cardfile are provided.
- ·
"· .
-· - WhatS more, the IBM PS/2 Loan for Learning is also
available to help make 'paying for your PS/2® easier.
If you purchase a PS/2 Selected A_!.!ademic Solution
0

before December 31, 1990, you'll receive a "'""
Certificate entitling you to a round-trip ticket for
$149t/ $249.t Plus a free 1 llM Getaway• Student
Discount Card application. You'll also get a great low
price on the PRODIGY®service.
With the special price for college students, faculty
and staff, there's never been a better time to buy a PS/2.
Visit your campus outlet to find
·
out more about the IBM PS/2
Selected Academic Solutions.
Or call IBM at l 800 222-7257,
and we'll respond promptly
with our information kit,
or the location of the
1r.e."~~

"IBM=~·~·
~:··=~··~·~!E~=-• •

nearest participating
Authorized PC Dealer.
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~rotestors

rally against fee,
work to give students avoice

•

By Karen Emerson
and B rian D. Bell ~
• Central Michigan Life

Cent ral Michigan U.

·-

More than 200 Central Michigan U.
students participated in a sit-in rally to
protest a mandatory user fee approved
·-- by the CMU Board of Trustees to cover
operational costs of a new $13.9 million
physical education and recreation center that opened in September.
Students upset about the $90 to $112
fee, determined by whether the student
lives on or off campus, displayed signs,
one dubbing CMU as '' Club Med
University," addressed students and
urged others to attend the sit-in.
Sophomore Quinn Auten Said
protesters told a tour of high school students and parents who passed through
a campus building where the rally was
held to consider other universities.
Followingtheday·longprotest, 20students locked themselves in Warriner
Hall, which houses the president's and
vice presidents' offices.
r
Three students were suspended from
classes for five days after they refused to
move from blocking the doorway of
President Edward B. Jakubauskas'
officethenextmorning. Theywerefound
guilty of charges including the disrupting of university activity, bl~ a uni.. versity facility and refusal to~ at the
·request of safety officers.
The$90userfeeistargetedtoo:f:f-campus students because on-campus students already pay for the Student
Activity Center in an annual fee of $112
included in their room and board, said

CALIFORNIA

1

Allen, a 38-year-old inmate at Blackburn Correctional
Complex in Lexington, Ky., is serving a 31-year sentence
for check and credit-card fraud. For more than a year he
has been attending UK on Blackburn's study-release program, working toward a political science undergraduate
degree and taking classes in the Honors Program.
He will be eligible for parole in October 1991, and if he
continues taking classes during the s11mmer and regular
sessions, he could complete his degree by then. But last
spring the state qJ:;continued its study-rel~e program
and prison officials told Allen that would be his final
semester at UK
Some UK professors called state officials on his behalf,
and Student Government President Sean Lohman said he
t.alked to officials in support of Allen because his progress
"is the perfect example of our Kentucky jails rehabilitating people."
.
Arrangements were made between UK and state officials to allow Allen to complete his degree, and Allen said
he was surprised and touched by the university's support.

Housing
Cootinuecf from -

1

up in it for awhile ... and rm glad it was

'

finally settled."
"'It's a foot in the door for gays and lesbians," said Jennifer Bills of the UO Gay
and_Lesbian Alliance. But she also
expressed concern that Brand's decision
excludes unmarried and gay and lesbian
couples without children.
Brand defended the exclusion. "The
university is not, nor should it be, in the
business of looking into relationships
between two people," he said.

Allen, who dropped out of high school after his sophomore year, earned his General Educational Development
certificate while in prison and was trained as a legal aid,
studying law books, cases and procedures and working for
prisoners' rights.
·
But that wasn\ enough for him."! realized ... I could
be more effective, and I could protect my own rights and
help other people and develop my h11manity if I ~came
more educated; Allen said.
"When I was a criminal I had low self-esteem; he said. "I
was insecure and I wanted to see if I could hack it. I knew
that the (UK) Honors Program was the best program in
the state , .. and I said, This is what I want to do.'"
Instructor Jane Vance said Allen is "a kind of student
that I like most to see. He takes everything he \earns and
turns it in all angles to see how it fits in his life. He savors
every opportunity he has."
Allen said he plans to go to law school and eventually
establish his own practice. He said the words of the spiritual song have motivated him to turn-his life around and
to serve the society from which his former actions imprisoned him.
"You've got to take risks," he said. "You've got to be willing to stand up for what you believe in."

If unmarried, child.less couples were
considered eligible for housj.ng, "then
any two people could be cohsidered,n
Brand said. "It would not be possible to
say who would be eligible. We have a
scarce resource and we need to maximize
the use of it.
Marjorie Ramey, directorofUniversity
Housing, said the new policy wil~ not
affect priority arrangements for family
housing. Graduate students, either
11nmarriedwithchildrenormarried
.
' still
will have top priority. All others will be
considered on a first-eome, first-served
basis, Ramey said.
. Brand called the decision "precedent11

setting." He said other colleges and universities in the state are rethinkiniftheir
family ho11sing policies, but added he
was not sure whether UO's new policy
wouldaffecttheirdecisions. New York U.
approved a similar policy last sp_ring. _
Sheila Stickel, ASUO co-president,
said she was pleased with Brand's decision, but still had some concerns about
the status of unmarried couples and gay
and lesbian couples without clilildren.
"We're really pleased to see him Uilcing
a st.and and setting a precedent," she
said. "We would like to see (the policy)
broadened, but we assume they're taking things one step at a time."

Legal
Cootinued from 1
separate us," Kroeplin said. "I don't ever
want that t.o happen."'
So, Kroeplin and Povinelli decided this
year to execute a durable power of attor'ney contract and an affidavit ofdomestic
partnership. Sheila Kelley, assistant
director of the school's Lega1 Services
Office, said the documents they've filed
will solve their problem.
"(The) document assigns a particular
person to express medical decisions
regarding types of life-sustaining treatment in the event that the person who
executed the document were to become
incapacitated," Kelley explained.
An affidavit of domestic partnership
certifies the validity of a couple that is
"not married, not related by blood,
shares the common necessities of life
and has been living together for at least
six months."
Unmarried homosexual and heterosexual couples can register as domestic
partners in Massachusetts.
- -.f\lthough Kroeplin and Povinelli now
are legally responsible for one another
under circumstances such as Kawolslri's,
they are not entirely satiafied.
"! don\ feel particularly free because
I don't have to get married,' Kroeplin
said. •it's that rm not allowed t.ogetmar~
ried - there's a big difference."
But for now, they realize, filing those
documents
is the. next best thing to mar.
nage.
"It may sound technical, but if you
don't file for those powers, you may
never see your lover again if anything
ever happens t.o you,"' Kroeplin said.

NEW HAMPSHIRE

for illiteracy. Lee said if SONG succeeds
at Dartmouth, students from such
schools as Cornell U., Amherst College
and Claremont College may be interested in founding chapters. • Noah Levine,
The Dartmouth, Dartmouth College
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Gays go Greek, homosexual community Who ya' gonna call? ... There is a new- . R•venge of the nerds and geeks . . . They
protests · · · Less than a month after the club for Fort Hays State U. students wear tape around their Coke-bottle
opening of a gay and bisexuaJ men's fra- interested in ghosts, goblins and the glasses and carry pens guarded by the
ternity at the U. of California, Berkeley, paranormal. Richard Atkinson, assis- infamous pocket protectors. And now,
members of the nOithern California tant professor of psychology and the those who suffer from such stereotypes
homosexual community criticized the ParapsychologyClub'sadviser,saidthey are bandin'g together to form a 'Elevator surling' ends in death . . . A
addition to the Greek system. Delta will investigate such things as haunt- Dartmouth Co ll ege chapte r of the freshman at the U. of Massachusetts,
Lambda Phi, which President Brian ings, ghosts and poltergeists. "We will Society of Nerds and Geeks. The first Amherst, fell to his death down an eleMuller said should attract 15. to 20 discuss anything that does not appear to chapter of SONG was formed last year vator shaft last spring. The student was
brothers by the time it reaches full have 8. natural explanatiori or is beyond at Harvard U. to lobby for extended trying what has become known on colcapacity, gained status in August as a the bounds of established scientific hours at the library. In its revised nerd lege campuses as "elevator surfing.n A
regular fraternity, lacking only a house. knowledge," he said. Interests of mem- manifesto, Dartmouth's SONG states its senior at the U. of New Hampshire said
However, some gays, lesbians and bi sex- hers include "survival of bodily death, purpose is to "make people more recep- that he has "surfedn with two friends.
uals say that people like themselves who out-of-body experiences, near-death tive to the shy person whose interest lies He said they were drinking when they
join the Greek system are submitting to experiences, mediumistic communica- not with 'Monday Night Football'... , but decided to climb up on top of the elevator
assimilation into the dominant U.S. cul- tions and deathbed visions," Atkinson rather... Thomas Pynchon's latestbook." and ride it up and down the shaft. "!fit
ture. "Agayfraternityiscounterproduc- said. Activities so far have included SONG President Andrea Lee said, "We wasn't illegal and we weren't drunk, it
tive because the (Greek) system encour- extrasensory perception demonstra- want to promote education." She added would have been boring," he said.
ages hegemonic masculinity," said Liam tions under hypnosis, and future plans that they also want to petition t.o keep Looking back, he said elevator surfing
Kernell, a member of the UC Berkeley include field trips to "haunted" houses . the library open on a 24-hour basis. was "funny at the time,n but isn't anyMulticultural Bisexual, Lesbian and • Dawn Hansen, The University Leader, Otherplansincludea24-houreateryand more. • Sean McCarthy, The New
Gay Alliance. However, Muller said he Fort Hays State U.
a "studyfest"duringfina1s to raise money Hampshire, U. of New Hampshire
doesn't think the fraternity system is a - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - "hotbed of homophobia." .UC Berkeley
Inter-Fraternity Council officials say
they welcome Delta Lambda Phi to the
43-house system and will support its
quest for a house.• Ralph Jennings, The
Daily Californian, U. of California,
Berkeley
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James Hill, vice president for stUaen.t
affairs. The reason for the.difference in
fees lies in "statistics (that) prove oncampus students utilize an on-catnpus
recreation center more: he said.
Hill said the money generated from
charging off-campus students a user fee
-will go toward the $1.1 million in annual
operational costs of the facility, which
houses six racquetball courts, a threelane· jogging track, a 12-lane bowling
alley, six multi-purf>ose gymnasiums, a
spa and sauna area, a pool, and weightlifting equipment.
"It works out to less than $8 a month,
and students aren't going to find that
kind of an opportunity anywhere (for a
fitness center)," Hill said. "Nobody's
•
totally happy about having to assess a
user fee, but once students are in and
•
using the center, I think they'll see
they're getting the best deal of all."
The controversy syrrounding the user
fee spurred a group called Students For
a Voice at CMU and three other
Michigan universities to protest the lack
of student representation on governing
boards and to suggest that Michigan's
constitution allow for student representation on the governing boards at all
Michigan universities.
irwe are the shareholders of the university, but we have no say in how the
Board allocates our money, and how they
charge us," saidjunior Elizabeth Tunney. ·
She said the group's short-term goal is
to pressure the Board ofTrust.ees into
rescinding its decision on the user fee so
studentshavetheopportunitytoformulate alternative methods of raising the
Jiii FWlllGEll, CENTRAL MICHtGAN Ult. CElfT1W. MICHIGAN u
required revenues for the facility.
Susan Green and Dan Kraeger protest a mandatory reaeation center fee.

Inmate

'

GEORGIA

Solving a messy situation . . . Students
who are tired of hearing their roommates' stereos blasting at all hours of
the night and finding laundry scatte1'ed
all over the floor should fret no longer.
Two U. ofGeorgia students have created
the Bulldog Roommate Referral
Service. Steve Massicott and Mike
Courson charge $30 to match room--~
mates on the basis of a two-part compatibility test.4'hefirst seCtiOYf1fsK!l.- ·
basic questions about religious preferences and organization memberships.
The second half is a psychological test,
in which customers a1·e asked to
~ respond to a hypothetical situation,
such as coming home to a messy apartment. No computers are used in the
matching process, Massicott sa id .
Males and females can be paired off, as
long as they agree to the !lfrangement.
"The hardest thing to do is get people to
trust us to place them with a good roommate in an apartment," Courson said.
oErik Schmidt. The Red and Black, U. I
of Georgia

I•

IN DIANA

The cult track . . . A'. recent brochure published by the Offic;e of the Dean of
Students at Purdue U. reported that
the most vulnerable people for recruitment to cults are usually between the
ages of 18 and 24. It also said college
freshmen and seniors are more easily
recruited because they are uncertain
and anxious about the future as they
' ''search for answers ." Bill Whalen ,
director of publications, said, "Cult
recruiters niake .a special effort to
reach people at a vulnerable point."
According to the brochure, people who
have been reCently hurt or disoriented
because of personal crises such as
death, divorce, or long separation from
family or friends are easily susceptible.
Whalen said students should be suspicious of groups that demand their total
allegiance. "They ought to investigate
the organization very carefully," he
said. • Carol McNally, The Purdue
Exponent, Purdue U.

Plan
your future
with• •
precrs1on.

When it comes to planning your
future, Air Forte ROTC lets you
plan it with precisioo.
•
First, you can plan on applying
for an academi: scholarship
and monthly allowance.
'You can plan oo developing leadership abilities. You11
learn effective, advanced management skills. You11 be taking the
first step into an exciting, challenging career with a promising
future.
And on graduation, you can plan
on wearing the gold bars that command the respect, responsibility
and recognition due an officer in
the worlds best Air Force.
Air Force ROTC gives you the
opportunity to design your own
career path. To travel. To serve
your country. To enjoy the benefits
of good pay with nontaxable housing allowances. Plus - 30 days of
vacation with pay e:rlJ year and
complei£ medical and dental care.
Take the guesswork out of
your tomorrows. Talk with
guidance counselor
your
toda~ Or write:
~,'
Air Force ROTC, HQ 11.11.f

MaxweU AFB, AL
36112-6663.
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Mark Kalashian describes himseH as an "ordinary, hardworking student.• which is an extraordinary statement in itself.
What is ordinary about a 21-year-old "'A" student, entering his senior
year, who is a teaching assist.ant and tutor, a Golden Key National Honor
Society and Alpha I ambda Delta member, a singer and organist, an
equestrian, a radio show host and disc jockey, a food-drive volunteer and
campus organization leader who, incidentally, has been blind since birth?
No, Mark Kalashian is not ordinary. He takes his place among outstanding college students across America who, in addition to their academic and personal achievements, are extraordinary people. These are

AMERICAN EXPRESS
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Scholarship in Marketing

Scholarship in
the Humanities

Tina M. Ruth
Westminster College
New Wili11ington,
Pennsylvania
Senior
Marketing

Stanford Uni\1 ersiry
Stanford, califomia
Senior
English Honors

Achievement
Award
John C. Payne

Scholarship in
Business Adm inistration

Scholarship in
Education

Shelly R. Shultz

Melissa A. Schmitz

Uni,1ersit)1 of North Texas
Bedford, Texas
junior
Marketing

Cornell College
Mount Vernon. lO\'\'a
junior ·
Buslness Administratio11

Staie Uni, ersiry of Ne\v l 'ork
•
Geneseo, Ne''; l 7 ork
Ju11ior
r
Matl1e1natics

..

GMAC FINANCIAL SERVICES

Scholarship in
Finance

Scholarship Award
Kelvan P. Howard
Universit}· of Florida
Gainesville, Florida
junior
lnciustrial Engineering

•

HEWLETT-PACKARD

lgorSinyak

Colorado State University
Fort Collins, Colorado
Senior
Finance

Drexel Universit)·
Pl1iladelpl1ia, Pennsyl\'a nia
Se11ior
•
Electrical Engineering

MARINES

Platoon Leaders
Award

Marketing
Award

Traci M. Tuley
Oregon State Universit}'
Con1 allis, Oregon
Senior
Business .>\dministration

Rudolph R. Pyle m

Jamee w. Kellogg

Anderson Universit)1
Anderson, Indiana
Junior
History, Political Science

Uni,•ersicy of Georgi<!
Atl1ens, Geo rg ia
Senio,c
Marketing

Social Sciences
Scholarship
Joel D. Hornstein
Harvard Universicy
Can1bridge, MassachLtsens
Senior
Econo1nics

•..,l• .
....~
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OLDSMOBILE

PANASONIC

Liberal Arts
Schdlarship

Scholarship Award

Amina Khattak
University of Maryland
~n1or~ County, Maryland
Senior
English

St. Mary's U11i,rersit)'
San Antonio, Texas
junio1·
Con1puter Information
Systems
·

POST GRAPE-NUTS

Carlos A. Garcia _

SMITH CORONA

Business Scholarship
Ronald]. Triche
McNeese State University
Lake Cl1arles, Louisiana
Senior
Business-Management

,

•

I

MEMOREX

Business Administration
Award

MILLER BREWING COMPANY

Bowling Green State U.

I

Engineering Excellence
Award

TOYOTA

Communication Arts
Scholafship

Scholarship
Award

Seth Kantner

Cynthia B. Pham

Universiry of Montana
Missoula , Montana
. Senior
journalism

University of Oklal1on1a
Norman, Oklal101na
)UJliOr
Chen1ical Engineering
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By Brenda Vansise

1

Robert P. Woodward

JEEP

New lease protects
off-campus tenants
with housing advice

CmBANK STUDENT LOANS

Thomas}. •Meyer

DENNISON STATIONERY
PRODUCTS COMPANY

THE

MARK KAlASHIAN

University of California
Sanra Barbarc1, California
junior
History of Pt1blic Policy·

CmBANK CLASSIC CARD

Excellence in
Marketing Award

The U. CollegeJoW'Ilalistofthe Year finalists have
Kathy A. O'Brien, senior, The Daily Reueille, ' The U. F0undation will announce the 1990 U.
been announced by the U. Foundation for Excellence, Louisiana State U., Baton Rouge, wrote stories on the College Journalist of the Year at the annual fall con·
Achievement and Leadership. The 10 finalists re'pre- possible abolishment of her. university !llld faculty vention of the Associated Collegiate Press and the
sen~ the best in journalism as published in student exodus; Robert Allen Ridenour, senior, The Daily
College Media. Advisers in Washington, D.C., on
newspapers.
O'Collegian, Oklahoma State U., submitted a series November4.
The finalists are: Eugene Ahn, senior, .The Daily on the reinstatement of seven football players after
The winner will receive a $2,000 cash prize. The 1st
Bruin, U. of California, Los Angeles, for a series of they were suspended for low grades.
and 2nd runners-up will reCeive $1,000 and $500 cash
stories on the Letters & Science funding controversy
pnzes.
at UCLA; Adam Benson, graduate, The Michigan
Judges for the third annual U. College Journalist .
Daily, U. of Michigan, for an in-depth story on blacks
of the Year award are Tom Rolnicki, Associated
in the athletic department; and Nicole Carroll, senior,
Collegiate Press; Jack Loftis, Th£ Houston Chronick;
The State Press; Arizona State U-., for a year-long
Everett Dennis ~ The Gannett Media Center,
series on the Danforth Cros.s.
Excellence • Achievement • Leadership Columbia U.; Chris Carroll, CMA, Tulane. U.; Ron
0
Julie lnglebret and Patrick Mack, both seniors, Th£
Johnson, CMA, Kansas State U. and Dr. Keith
Minnesota Daily, U. of Minnesota; co-wrote a series of
Berwick, U. Foundation.
stories on the university's computer science departThomas J . Rutherfortl, graduate, The Daily fllin~ U.
Application forms for the 1991 U. College
ment; Chris McGuire, senior, The Arizona Daily of Illinois, Champaign-Urbana, wrote a series on Journalist of the Year competition, co-sponsored by
Wildcat, U. of Arizona. wrote a year-long series on the Medicaid; and David A. Zinczenko, senior, The the ACP and CMA, will be available at the ACP/CMA
Mount Graham controversy; and Mark Nardone, Comenian,}{O!§Y:ian College, and 2nd runner-up in the fall convention.
senior, The Reuil!w, U. ofDelaware, Newark, submitted 1989CollegeJournalistofthe Year competition, submitDeadline for the fourth annual U. College
a series on racist charges against a Pioneer F\ind donor. ted a series on the Moravian College evaluation process. Journalist of the Year competition is May 31, 1991.

ARMY ROTC

-

David P.C. Wong

AT&T

J OURNALIST O F T HE Y EAR FINALISTS A NNOUNCED

the students that the U. Foundation, in partnership with 18 corporate
sponsors, sought to honor in its inaugural scholarship program.
Aft.er reviewing more than 2,600 applications, the trustees of the
Foundation selected 19 finalists for the 18 scholarships. "The happy solution to our dilemma was the decision to create a special award t.o honor
an extraordinary young man," said Foundation President Keith Berwick.
The U. Foundation Award for Special Achievement goes to Mark
Kalashian of the University of Massachusetts, Amherst.
Congratulations to Mark and the other U. Foundation scholarship,winners listed below.
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Confusion and misunderstandings
between landlords and student tenants
may be reduced by a new "standardized
lease'' made available this fall by
Bowling Green State U.
The new form, provided by the school's
Student Legal Services office, also may
give students more leverage 'vb.en
searching for a place to live, said Greg
Bakies, managing attorney of service.
Bakies said the lease may aid students
\vho normally would sign a rental agreement without ha:y;ing a full understanding of it.
"We want to develop a standardized
document that is fair," he said. "There
currently are a lot of unenforceable and
slanted clauses in leases."
The lease will be more understandable and readable for students than the
leases many landlords use.
For example, many housing leases
signed by university students state
"joint and several" liability - in reference to the students' rental payment
responsibility.
The new standardized lease explains
in easy-to-understand terms that every
tenant is individually responsible for
the full amount of rent if their roommRtes fail to pay.
Bak.ies said he hopes most Bowling
Green landlords will adopt the standardized lease.
"I think the students will be more
i·eluctant to reach an agre€ment with a
landlord not using the standardized
lease and therefore cause a downturn in
the landlord's business,n the attorney
said.
"Students, if properly organized, can
be a very powerful union," Bakies said.
"They can affect and make changes by
collective bargaining."
Representatives _f!om two area real '
estate management firms both said they
are willing to consider using the standardized least>.
'
AreordingtoBaki.es,astudentconswnerrights advocacy group on campus during
the '80s called the Student Consumer
Union developed the model lease.
Student Legal Services offers seminars to explain the lease., and students
have the option of t.aking a copy of the
lease home to share with their parents.
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DUS LINE IN WRmNG.

From portable electronic typewriters to peoonal word processors to high quality
office systems, Smith Corona has become synonymous with the newest features, the
latest advances, and the highest quality.
That's why more people choose Smith Corona than any other brand-and why
you should, too.
' 1111111'" SMITl-1
Just think, with a Smith Corona and a few clever
~CO~ONlll.
lines of your own, you could bec:ome famous yowr"l(

For~ informilion on these pmduc1S. write to Sm11h Corona
•40Ta~t Rmd.5=boro1cll.. Onwio..Canada MlB IY• .

Corpontoon. 65 l.QalS1 ~- New Ca rw n. CT 06840 or Smith CorUN Canada.
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Preachers, it's not judgement day
TH E NATIONAL cot!.LEGE
NEWSPAPER"'

B y Lyn n Vavreck
• State Press

Arizona State U.

By presenting a wide range of opinionslnd ideas
reprinted from hwidreds of campus newsjl8pers, we
hope to enhance the quality of campus life as 1ve inform,
entertain and engage the national student body. \Ve
acknowled~ the commitment of student journalists
across the nation, !upported by their media advisers a.od
journalism professors, to report the activities, issues and
roncerns of their fellow students.

There are a few things that even good friends don
talk about.
Religion, sex and politics have been making enemies
of friends for a long time. Maybe it's because these three .
topics are rooted in ll;Onnative moral values, the values that
comment on how you think the world should be.
And subjecting your moral values to the scrutiny of others,
even friends, is risky. After all, you will be challenged to defend
)'Our values. That can be unpleasant.
But this is what has been happening for yearS on the streets
of Arizona State U. and probably every campus in the nation.
During the busy noon hours, maneuvering around Cady
Mall, a student-gathering point at ASU, can be challenging
physically and morally.
Well-known campus eva.Ilgelists - Brothers Jed and Rick
atASU, Brothers Max and Jim at many otherG.Qlleges-return
THOMAS STARGARDTfll. 1l'C tlAILY ~- U OF KANSAS
every year to save the sinners ai;id stop fornication on our devilish campuses.
Brother Jim, who travels the nation preaching to college students,
At least that's what they would like people to believe their singles out an "immoral " passerby while giving a street sermon at
purpose is.
)
the U. of Kansas.
But it seems their purpose is pure entertainment, say the
students who have been listening to their informal sermons
Surely, these evangelists must know students will lash back
lately; the crowds that have been gathering around Brother at them. Surely they must understand th~t their insults do
Jed and Brother Rick have been doing a little more than lis- not apply to all ASU stuc\ents. Sutely they know that tbeirtening.
behavior is not always benevolent; their words can sting.
Audience participation has become the norm during these
And all this is in the name of Christianity.
noontime sermons.
Yes, this is the paradox. Here we...have twa_men calling a
One day last spring, a student jumped up onto ttie concrete . bunch of young people sinners and telling them they will go t.o
bench next to Brother Rick and started to mimic hiS actions hell if they" don't change their lives. This, they believe, is someand tone of voice. As Brother Rick sang out against sex, the thing any good Christian would do for a fiiend.
student demonstrated gesturally exactly what actions Brother
But Ghristianity also demands tolerance of others and their
Rick was denouncing.
'
rights. It is called respect, and it's a good virtue to have.
Other students took it upon themselves to yell and lash out
Itis beautiful that Brothers Jed and Rick believe so strongly
at the evangelists. Hecl\Jers and jokers emerged spontaneously in their faith. It is unsightly what they have let happen to that
as the topics of conversation moved to more personal levels.
belief, what students do to that belief and how the whole chaFinally, when the evangelists began insinuatingthatall fra· rade becomes humorous and obnoxious entertainment.
ternity men were sinners because they fornicate regularly, the
If your values include those of Christianity, like Brothers
crowd responded with catcalls and other signs ofdisagreement, Jed's and Rick's must, then you believe that God sent his only
both gestural and verbal.
begotten Son to save the sinners of the w6rld. GQd also makes
So, the question arises: Does anybody take these guys seri- it very clear to Christians that someday he will come again to
ously?
judge the living and the dead.
Are there any students out there,_among the raucous crowds,
Note that he said he would come. He didn't say he'd send his
who listen and think about what is being said, and then change Brothers Rick and Jed - or Max and Jim.
their moral values? Is it possible to lash out at a group of people,
Thanks for the entertainment guys, but today's not judgment
let alone students, and hope t.o have a lasting impact on thei1· day.
1
lives?
A.nd )'Ou'1·e not the judges.
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MIAMl·OADE COMMUNITY COLLEGE

To the editor:
.
As a Marine Corps Vietnam veteran,
I read with interest the articles and
editorials that have been appearing in
the press lately concerning women
going into combat. However, I have
some problems with what I have read.
The first is that most people giving
their opinions on this issue have not
experienced war, fortunately. But their
images. of "going into combat" have
been shaped by movies and television.
One of the reasons veterans react
negatively tO Vice President Qan
Quayle is his hawkish stance on mili.tary f!latters without any war experience.-I would like to think that whoever sends men, or women, into combat
has a clear understanding of what
"going into combat" means.
•
Second, some opinions
I have read
are wrapped in the emotionalism of
women's rights issues rather than in
the characteristics of battle--and
whether women can succeed in combat.
Obviously, 'when a nation goes int.o
battle, it fights to win. We want the

STUDENT
OPINION POLL
1-800-662-5511

Should the U. S. military
services allow women to
participate in combat?
best combatants available. We do not'
want t.o send women into battle for
ulterior motives, nor do we want to
send them in t.o prove anything.
Thei:efore, the only question we
should be asking ourselves is whether
there are_any combat assignments that
women are capable of successfully han·
dling.
If the answer is that there are then
'
we should give themfhose-assignments; if the answer is no, then we
should not.
See WOMEN, Page 19
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Siren sounders

Michigan State U. student acts as
a "pet bro_ker" in trying to find campus homes for stray animals.

Two Kansas State U. students work
as emergency medical technicians ...
when they're not in school, that is.

Adoption service finds campus homes for strays

To promote awareness of racism, a

R1IH11 1111 IWlltllll • . • A

•

wh111ch1ir ia llOt liated in the

student and professor team up to
produce a full-scale musical.

. COIUM

People get into the strangest things

l·

•

By Katie Good
• The Auburn Plainsman

,

Auburn U.

COLUMN

Over the hill
atage21?
~y

Sharon Gurfield

• The Daily Targum

'

Rutgers U.
Old age i.s knocking al the door,
lurking behind every corner. It's
there, waiting to get me. A recent

-

-

•

ipcide_n t prompted the realization
that I, a few days from my 21st
birthda.Y, might be over the hill:
· · f.had acce~ a job as a substitute teacher 1 my old grammar
school.It was then that I noticed I
had sprouted two gray-hair§,. I
quickly y~ked them.out, unf~ed .
I made it to the school at exactly ·
8:30 a.m., signed in and took my
place on the other side of the desk.
Out of the corner of my eye, I
notiCed two little kids~ peeking
through the window. Donning the
coveted safety patrol belts, the two
were pointing at me, laughing. I
checked my shirt to see if maybe
my bra strap was hanging out and
checked my backside for a "kick

me" sign. It appeared that all was
normal. The bell finally rang and a .
pack of kids filed into the room ,

•

'. I

'\ .

Watch ii wiggle ...
Some might call Auburn q. students
crazy for participating in the school's
annual Jel\-0 Splash, but students are
IWIDY URDY . THE DAllY lOWAN. U. Of IOWA
actually finding their marbles , not los- Students Paul Carlson, Tim Clyne and Scott L3ckmann horse around in the oats at U. of Iowa 's
ing them. ~
"Oatmeal Odyssey."
~
The qbject ofthe Jell·O Splash is to pull [
marbles out of a large tub filled \vith 1 Sowing their oats ...
few people usually participate in the
orange gelatin. The catch i;; that stu,- · •oatmeal Od)'Ssey" provided a twist to Oatmeal Odyssey becaqse it is so messy,
·dents have to use their ~s to get them. the us'ual rare offered at the U. of Jo,va's sai d Eve Pellettiere. a Recreation
"lStudents) can use their hands, but Riverfest '90 festival. For the event. Committee member for the festival . ~1
I'm encouraging people to pull them out Quaker Oats donated 50 50-pound sacks , am glad that someone did it because a
\vith their feet. It's more fun: that way," of oatmeal. \vhich \Vas cooked and mixed lot of People looked at the dumpster realsaid Julie Johnston, publicity director into a dumpster. For a dollar. people ly funny."
•
for the school's eighth anftual Splash could S\vim around and find hidden golf
inio Spring festival.
.
Doin' the mashed potato . ..
balls redeemable for prizes.
·'I do it every year," senior Derick
Dripping from head to toe with oatA ne\v style of Olympics was brought
Sutton said. "People always 'valk by and meal, freshman Richard McLain said to Emporia State U. last spring - the
say it's gross, bqt I think it's fun."
that the S\vim in the stick)• breakfast , Potato Olympics .
Sutton encouraged his friend, senior food was definitely \yorth it.
E\•ents in the Potaro Olympics includStephen Craft, to try his luck.
"A·lotof peop(e \Vere urging me on, so ed a potato treasure hunt. potaro track
•It seems to add to my tan," Craft said, I ft.ad to do it," said McClain. \Vho 'vas relays. potaro head decorating, french fry
while admiring his legs covered in the second person of the day ro be bold eating, and the messier mashed potato
orange Jell-0.
·
el}ough to jump into the oatmeal.
See CONTESTS, Pall" 11
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Continued from page 10
'

staring, laughing and
.plo(ti'ilg
. .
.
•
their next move.
'
.
I thihk my lack of experj~nce \VaS
evident, even to those littl.e fiftbgraders. "How old are you?" one of
the little de,riants asked before I
By OJaristine Paugh
much my mom started
•
could pick up the chalk to wnte my
• Sun)l6wer
buying me things."
name. •can we go outside?" ariothWichita Stflte U.
Furan's Oz collection
er one inquired, raising his eyeincludes coloring books.
brows devilishly. u.Are. you fIUlrTraci Furan loves it ·
cardboard curouts, jigsaw
tied?" "Do you have a boyfrie1td?"
whendepartmentstores
puzzles, records, por'CeM\Vhat kind of car do you drive?"
gc;ioutofbu.Siness. When
lain figurines, doll figures
''Do you like New Kids ori the
and...se \•e.ral books by
Block?" A barrage of questions hit _ Henry's and Dillards
each closed a store in
· author L. Frank Baurii,
me in the face, leaving me :;tunned
Wichita, Kan. , Furan
"' \Vho \VrOfet.he original
and dizzy. Sensing my insecurity,
went on the shopping
storyandahostofsequels.
the little demons proceeded to
\varpath.
She started her other
climb on their desks, run around
Butshewasn'tthereto
.colle<:tion, pantyhose, at
the room, and yes, throw paper airbuy clothes or home fur.
·
age 1"4 when she went to
•
planes at one another.
nishings. Furan \vent to
England for;the first time.
Then it came, like a voice from
buy mannequins.
Furan said she wa~ fasciheaven·:"SitDownln YourSeatsOr
"I don't buy a lot of
nated ·by the ti:nique
Get DETENTION!" The room was
clothes, I buy man·
designs an.cl styles there.
silent. All eyes, inclqding~my own,
nequip s," sai d the
"I have.one pair !hat is
were riveted on the teacher from
Wichit·a State U."art
metallic blue with deroga~
next door. While her name escapes
history ·sophomore. In
tory sayings on them, and
me, her voice still tings.in my ears
addition to half and
ROii llROElltll&.SUHA.DWEll.\VICHJTASTATEU
a white pair with black
like fingers screeching down . a
whole mannequins, her Wichita State U. sophQmore Traci Fu ran poses with a few of hl!r collectibles. cartoons on them that is '
chalkboard. Slowly rising from my
collection includ~s
·
..
.·
about going shopping, and
· seat where I had promptly pldpped
1
"varioUs .hands and one weird-shaped head. I also have one th.enSome plaid and gingham ones," she said.
mpelf, I mouthed a meek "thank
with a really long neck that they must have shown scarves on. ,,. Rer favorite pair has "big~ swirJy flowers, in really bright .. . •
you· and wa~~ hero~.
I
_All of them are female." - _
~
· oranges, reds and greens," Furan said. "People always say my
Throughout the day, 'I found
Aside from mannequins, Fur'an also collecU;·two other out- legs loOk tattooed ....
•- •
myself saying things like, "Boys
of-the-ordinary
things
pantyhose
and
"Wizard
of
Oz"
i
~uran admits that when peOple hear of her collections, 'they •
and girls, if you are nOt in your
memorabilia.
, · ~ Sometimes perceive her hobbies QS·being a little strange.
See OLO AGE, Pall" 11
1'he first time I saw 'The Wizard of Oz' mavie was before I .j ~ut it's cool," she said. "My friends just kind of accept it for
could talk - around 3 years old," Furan said. "I loved it so the simple fact that it's a part-of me and al\vays will be."

Mannequins, pantyhose among collector's loot

.

Old Age ·
.

By·Kelly MacDonell
• The State News
Michigan State U.

.'Lori Hough is a pet broker of sortii.
With the help of amend who houses
hard-lo-place-and stray animals in her
Middleville, Mich., home, the Michigan
mull IW uey a bail+l••c on•a•••p+11
State U. zoology junior "adopts Out"
while ridina in a wh11lch•ir in
dogs and cats to MSU faculty, staff and
1
,Oidtrtobee • •awawefdJen31ds
students.
.ol'M""""PPld""d •Ill Slncfenlll
Since starting the service at MSU last
muat lint .t ab a '"'!!ring tour of
November, Hough has adoptesi out 12
the bnllctin1 they will lat.er auney
dOgs and one cat.
in Iha wir. "!'bey ..... hock and
'!Marge(Miller, partner in the adoption
they 111110 ~. th I e lr8 DO probservice) keeps the animals at her house
lema," QJaon oaid "Allm1 suc!Aen . while I try to find people here that will
they pt int.a the wh1slchair and
take the pets," Hough said.
t.hey say, 'That water fountain
Millef and Hough met last s11mmer
doe -~ wo4 at oil, and th&\ bathwhile Hough was working at an animal
room is tenible. 1 • 'lbdd-King, a stushelter. ,
,
dent who Jiu complelAld
Iha
hour,
•
said thal it pft him I DOW perspective on the acceolibility of
thinp to the h•ndietpped. Kina
critiqued the library. "Anybody
that will be d1nig11jrag atndures
for all people Mon!d haft to do (the
wbe1lclwirhour):Kina11icl. -i\e
studenlll come bod< and they've
learned a lot,• Olaon said. • Jaoon
Abraham, 7le Reporter, Mankato
Slate u.

Contests call for students
to swim in squishy edibles

In addition to immersing themselves
in biology, English and other subjects_,
students- across the nation are getting
into stranger things - food.
Literally.
[
Students at different schools are participating in contests that require them
to slosh around in dumpsters full of food
and look for hidden objects amid the goo.
Prizes are awarded to those who find the
"treasure."

calaJos U a loo! for Iha

iDdUltriaJ. dl'ip de= &tV.nbtn
.. --···---· ;.. ·-·State U:;Dut Profe1aor Floyd
Olal. hae mffe a •• e boar ride
mondaloiy far hio ""d •IL M
po;t atifi8 ~· 'ihldenlll
:.
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Singing out against racism

Free to good home

'

.

seats when the bell rings, you will not be
permitted to leave: Even worse, when I
walked into the faculty room, no one
asked me for a pass; no one even told me
to spit out my chewing gum ..Teachers
introduced themselves to me by their
first names. I was given the power to give
detention (a method of shaping the
behavior of our youth that I find absolutely repulsive).
As the day progressed I began to get a
grip, although I did make my share of
mistakes. I let it slip that I refused to
give detention, much to the joy of the
yowig monsters, and I ~d "shit• onCe
and,was jeered by a disapproving chorus
of"ooooh!"
When the bell rang at the end of the
day, I sighed in relief, thinking that I was
the biggest moron and all the kids hated
me. I was startled out of my self-pity by
one of the little girls tapping me on the
shoulder. "Would you be ·our sub every
day?" she asked.
·
•
I left the school beaming. On the way
to my car, I spied the slide that J.had slid
down so many times as a kid. I climbed
to the top and slid down. It was even
more fun than I rei;nembered .

Contests
Continued from page 10
dig and mashed potato slide.
In the mashed potato dig, contestants
stepped into a vat of mashed potatoes
and dug for poker chips worth points in
the overall competition.
The mashed potato slide involved 44
reet of mashed potatoes spread out on
wrestling mats, melted down with butter. Contestants each tried to slide the
farthest down the slide.
Contestants received Potato Olympics
T-shirts and competed for nearly $3,000
Y'/Orth,of prizes.
• Brenda Mobile, The Daily Iowan, U.
oflowo and Annie Foot<, The Bulletin,
Emporia State U. contributed to this
story.

"She t.akeS in the problem animal~_that ooiiverted the garage int.o a 'cattery:•
Icanifindhomesforrightaway,"Hough
"!have great friends and a really good
said.
support group," Miller $aid. ''And, ·
In an attempt to save cats and dogs 'although I do have a large vet bill, there
from research - or death - Hough is a vet that comes out to help me for
spent the s11mmer working to find own- free."
ers for the animals brought into the
Miller also purchases her dog food for
shelter. Her efforts resulted. in finding a special price-$10 for a 50-pound bag.'
homes for more than 100 dogs and cats,
But Miller said she still needs more
she said.
financial help since she only takes dona"People always say, 'I'd love to keep tions and does not charge people to adopt
strays,' but doing it is something else," the pets.
Hough said. "Marge's patience ·is phe"There are a lot of good people out
nomenal. She's taught me a lot."
there who maybe cannot afford a fee,"
Miller, who lives with about 26 dogs Miller said.
and32cats,saidhavingsomanyanimals
To combat the rising costs, Miller and
to contend with can be trying at times.
Hough are trying to berome registered
"Sometimes the only place to get away as a nonprofit organiration.
from them is in the bathroom," Miller
"If I could become a nonprofit organisaid. "! had about 30 cats in the house zation, tb.e businesses I go to could write
~ti! they trashed the furniture, then I
off the sfiifrthey give t.o me," she said.
•

- .

• •
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MSU 'Nintendo-haulics'
confess their addictions
J. The State News

•

Michigan State U.

Ehren Gonzales is addicted.
But mind-altering substances are not
his downfall. The business freshman is
addicted to his Nintendo video game set.
Tired of borrowing his friend's set,
Gonzales invested in his own. Life in his
donn room hasn't been the same since.
''I've definitely gotten my money's
worth so far," he said. "I've been playing
it all the time."
Gonzales, who plays Nintendo four
hours a day, said he does not believe his
grades have slipped since buyingthe·set.
Conversely, he thinks Nint.endo helps
him with his academic game plan.
"You need a stress reliever sometimes.
It's good to play a lot in between studying," he said. "I think it actually helps
me get my homework done earlier,
because I know when fm done, I can play
Nintendo."
A popular Nintendo game is Punch
Out!, a boxing game in which players
work up to fight the champ Mike Tyson.
"I might add that Bust.er Douglas isn't
the only one who's beaten Mike Tyson,"
Gonzales said.
·•
In addition, the game's fanatics are
ptoo.e to friendly disagreements about
who reigns as the Nintendo champion.

'' I have conquered every game,"
Gonzales said. "(My roommate) anCi I
just got int.o a big argument last night
about who won and who's the best."
Freshman Dave Carrier also stakes
his claim as the top Nintendo player.
"They think they're the best, but you
all know I'm the best," Carrier said, as
he introduced rookie Nintendo player
Brian Dickinson to a new football game
for the sxstem.
"I just started. I guess you could call
me an addict," Dickinson admitted. "This
is only the third day I've been playing it.
"What time is it now? Three? I thought
·it was one," he said, discovering his afternoon dwindling away. "Time flies when
yOu play Nintendo. Tt'sjust like watching
TY, and since you're sitting around doing
nothing already, you might as well play
Nintenqo."
"It's the computer age. As computers
have gotten really hot, Nintendo is
looked at as a type of computer as well,"
said Rob Yuergens, manager at Circus
World toy store in East Lansing, Mich.
"It's a toy in the sense that it is fun to do,
but people can get away with playing
with it."
But toy or not, Gonzales will continue
playing his Nintendo.
"You can get emotional with the game.
It's very easy to get addicted to," he said.
"It can make you start to lose your mind."

1991-92

Editorial
•

'

Fe~lo'lN"ships

THE NATIONAL COLLEGE NEWSPAPER

U. The National College Nei.uspaper seeks applicants for its
_ 1991-92 editorial fellowship program, scheduled for July
1991 to March 1992.

u. editors select news, features and opinion articles, plus
photos ~art from more than 350 college newspapers
in the American Collegiate Network. They edit, write
headlines and design pages, and write and edit special
reports about significant student issues.
The editors work at U.' s headquarters in Santa Monica,
California. The paper provides a $200 weekly stipena,
free housing ne~r the beach and round-trip transportation.
Fellows are selected for their reporting, writing, editing
and design skills. They must have a minimum of two
years student newspaper experience, including one year
as an editor or section editor; and senior status or a bachelor's degree as of July 1991.
•
*
I

'

Applications are available from newspaper advisers, or.
from Jacki Hampton, managing editor, U. The National
College Newspaper, 3110 Main St., Suite 104,Santa Monica,
Calif. 90405 (213) 450-2921.
The deadline for applications is .Feb. 11, 1991.

U. THE NATIONAL C~~GE NEWSPAPER

Music of today_
can't compare
to the 'classics'

•

By Richard G. Epps

\ \
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music:

By Gregory K. Mciver
• Indiana Daily Student

U. ol lndlana

•
What has happened to today's
music? Not since the oh-so-golden
age of disco have the leaders of the
music indusby needed to be lined
up and sho~ shot again, and then
have their lifeless bodies dragged
up and down the streets of town by
a team of horses.
I can't take it anymore. Milli
Vanilli, New Kids on the Block,
Paula Abdul, Tune LOc, 2Live Crew
... the list of musical ineptitude
could go on forever. These people
can't wri~ music. Their songs lack
anysoul.anydepth,anyinnerquality that makes me want to listen to
them over and over.
It seems the prerequisites for success in today's music market are ,
merely an ability to dance and to
look good while doing it. Paula
Abdul is not a songwriter. She
gyrates to a Casio. She does it
remarkably well, but she's not a
musician. She's an MTV viewer's
dream.
Where are the classics? Where
are the songs, such as •American
Pie• or "Stairway to Heaven; that
can stop a bar full of patrons from
doing whatever they are doing and

BAIAll W. KAATZEll , KANSAS STATE COLLEGIAN. KANSAS STATE U.

Kansas Slate U. students Terry Broadbent (left) and Jim Hart, both emergency medical
technicians, inventory equipment in one of their ambulances.

Kansas students supplement classes
by working as emergency technicians
By Monica Marcotte
• Kansas State Collegian

Kansas State U.

Jim Hart and Terry Broadbent
spend their Friday and Saturday
nights trying to get people out of
trouble.
Hart and Broadbent are Kansas
State U. students who work part time
as Emergency Medical Services technicians. They work between 15 and
QO hours a week, in addition to being
on call.
Hart, a senior in pre-medicine, completed a six-month EMS course. He
said he believes his work with EMS
is giving him valuable hands-on
training dealing with patients.
Broadbent, a junior in pre-nursing,
has been a part-time EMS technician
for the past six years but decided he
needed to look more to the future.
"I would like t.o put my emergency
training to use in a hospital emergency roonr, and there is more money in
it," Broadbent said.
Both men have seen their share of
gruesome sights, including a head-on

collision near Wamego, Kan., in which
three people were killed.
"You have to get a little calloused to
·be able to handle the situations all the
ti.me," Broadbent said.
Not all of the job involves tending
to gruesome accidents;"EMS technicians also stand by at sporting events.
"We pretty much get to stand by and
watch football games," Broadbent
said. "It can get boring at times."
Two people are assigned to each
ambulance, with five people remaining at the station at one time, they
said. Both men said it was hard to pinpoint any particular time when there
was a higher incidence of calls, but
they said people tend to be more active
when the weather gets wanner. The
average number of calls is seven per
day, but Hart said he has seen as
many as 18 in a day.
When the technicians are not out on
a call, they are co_nstantly practicing
with their equipment, which includes
splints, cervical collars, spine boards,
and the "jaws of life," a device used to
safely ~xtract victims from wrecked
vehicles.

COllMENTARY

~

Campus radio station sponsors
'world's largest trivia contest'
By Molly Bernas
• The Pointer
U. of Wisconsin, Stevens P9int
Question: Who recently hosted the
world's largest trivia contest? Answer:
90FM, ·the student-run radio station at
the U. of Wisconsin, Stevens Point.
According to Jim Oliva, a coordinator
of the annual event, 370 teams and more
than 9,000 people from coast to coast participated in "Earth Games Are Easy,• the
theme of the 1990 trivia showdown.
The competition, in its 21st year, ran
for 54 straight hours late in April, beginning on a Friday at6 p.m. and ending at

midnight on Sunday. The contest contained more than 400 questions asked on
the air in between the station's "golden
oldies" music.
'Trivia is an enlightening experience,"
said station volunteer Jennifer Bugni.
"Anyone who stays up for 54 hours to
play trivia, or to work the contest itself,
definitely has to be dedicated or simply
crazy."
~
The team calling themselves
"Network" won the contest for the sev~
enth year straight. "Network" is led by
Don Chesboro, a legal researchef at
Harvard U. and Thom Aylesworth, a
high school English teacher.

I

)

join together in song? In order to be
a classic, a song, like a good llottle
of wine, must go through an aging
process. One can't wri.te a song
today and have it be a classic tomorrow. But has anyone heard a song
lately that even has the potential to
be a classic?
During the '6-0s and '70s, songs
that eventually became classics
were in abundance. These decades
had songwriters wqo wrote lyrics
that meant as much as the melody.
Songi; of yesterday also reflected
the attitudes of the day and were
representative ofthe social changes
goingonatthetime. Who is writing
these socially conscious songs
today?
Does this mean all music must
probe int.o the inner reaches of our
gray ma~r and cause us to critically analyze the world in which we
live? No, that would be asking too
much ofthe youth ofthiscounby. If
they can't find China on the map,
they sure don't need the added burden of having to think when list.ening to music. Besides, music oft.en
can and should be pure, 11ninhihited, dance-the-night-away fun. But
is it asking too much that the lyrics
contain more than the teen-age
panty-w,etter musical themes of
unrequited love?
Maybe the music scene is not that
bleak. Maybe there exist some
musical talents out there who are
ready to pounce on the music scene
·an-a devoUr the limited-talent
masses that dominate today's airwaves. And maybe rm just not paying attention and there's alotof ter-rific music being playea today.
Like what?
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Student's musical·examines
racial tensions on campuses
By Julia Ferrara
• The Amherst Student

of traditional theater, Marshall said.
While the band is traditionally below the
Amherst College
stage and out of sight to the audience, in
"Whitewash" the guitar, bass, percus-'
Interested in the recently reported sion, synthesizer and saxophone band is
wave of racism at small liberal arts col- onstage throughout the play. Almost all
leges, an Amherst College senior com- of the 15-member cast perform several
pleted a rock musical based on actual roles, he said.
racist occurrences.
"The line between band mP-mber and
"Whitewash• is the joint project of stu- actor is blurred, as the band members
dent Tum Marshall and theater profes- also serve to inform the cast," Marshall
sor Doug Anderson. Fusing an original said.
musical score and script, the musical
A professional musician for 10 years,
depicts the way racism becomes institu- Marshall toured the country with varitionalized at the fictitious "Moreau ous groups before Qecidilig to go back to
College." The story - - - - - - - - - - - - - college. Creating
line and dialogue
the
ficticious
"The play affirms that racism
were drawn from not only exists, but that it is
Moreau College
actual racial inci- institutionalized."
and its various tradents and their subditions was a trying
sequent responses
-Tom Marshall, experience in realat such schools as
Playwright izing the racism
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_ _ _ _ within college comStanford, Smith,
Middlebury and
munities, he said.
Oberlin.
"The play affirms that racism not only
"It's a rock 'n' roU concert telling a story,• exists, but that it isinstitutionalized,"he
Marshall said. "It's frightening in terms ·said.
of the political context, and the dangers
"What (the authors 'are) interested in
of this being misinterpreted are huge."
is making theatre accessible and drawMarshall wrote about 20 songs on the ing the audience into it," said Herschel
topic of racism, 12 of which he used in Farbman, a cast member. "It's a way to
''Whitewash." He then approached shock the audience by fusing rock 'n' roll
Anderson, who was very interested in and dialogue."
>
the project. as he taught.at Middlebury
Although the authors present the
when racial problems were occurring.
explosive racial issues in a relatively
"'Ibis is truly a collaborative effort," non-threatening style, Marsliall warns
said Marshall.-"We contacted several against the play being construed as lightcampus organizatibli:s that dealt directly hearted entertainment.
with racism , attended meetings and
"I want the audience to come 3way feelthen held auditions for the show." The ing like something happened to them,"
script was created in part from dialogue he said. "'I don't want people t.o leave sayand responses heard at the meetings.
ing, 'That was a good play,' or 'That was
The play's style directly counters that entertaining.' "
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Jon Bon Jovi's latest is a bomb ...
Western-themed 'Blaze of Glory' goes up in smoke
By Jane Bostwick
• The· Ball State Daily News

Ball Stale U.

PHOTO ctlURTUY OF POLYGAAM RECOl\OS

Jon Bon Jovl llzzles- not sizzles -with ~is
' - - - : - - - - - - - - - - = = =:_:__ latest, "Blaze-of Glory."
-

I didn't go into this review looking for
blood, Really.
Although I don't personally own any of
Mr. Bon Jovi's albums, I can appreciate
the way he has carved such a successful
niche in the pop marketplace. The man
from Jersey (so far) has had no problem
giving his audience exactly what it
wants. Light on the metal and heavy on
the catchy choruses- the fonnula at its
best creates some crisp, unpretentious
high school pop anthems.
Well, pardners, it appears the fun may
be over sooner than we thought. It seems
our boy Jon has decided to get serious
and .take a solo turn. He's got a new
album of music from and inspired by a
gen-u-wine Western, "Young Guns II."
On "'Blaze of Glory," lyrical cliches are
bustin' out all over: "I'm a loner on the
run/I'm just looking for tomorrow/Andl
ain't gonna hurt anyone• from "~ustice
in the Barrel" is representative of ilielot.
"Justice in the Barrel" also featureS'the

album's biggest cringe point - real,
authentic Indian war whoops'. Right.
Sixties' cheesefest ·mdiin Reservation
{Cherokee People)" suddenly sounds a
lot better now.
.Santa Fe, N.M, gets its (overlong)
musical moment with Jon. Like several
tracks, ''Santa Fe'' could have been
trimmed and tightened. Jon's got a lot of
big names helping him out on this album,
ALBUf.1 REVIE\"I

including Jeff Beck and Elton John, but
sometimes it gets too crowded in the studio. The organ riffs on "Sant.a .Fe" and
"Dyi.n' Ain't Much of a Livin''' really
should hit the road.
If Jon and record label Polygram are
smart, they'll release "Billy Get Your
Guns~ as the next single. It's got the Bon
Jovi pumped.up chorus for a hook, and
it cuts it relati ely short ii.4;48.
Let's hope t at n s cameo in the
"Young_GuGs" · sates his Western
appetite. Then he can go back to his
Jersey roots and make the airwaves safe
for pop consumption once more.

•
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ENTREPRENEUR

WORKPLACE
•

Students join food stamp line

Trial and tribulation
AU. of North Carolina student faces a potentially
b!UJ]crupting lawsuit, filed by Anheuser-Busch, claiming be
is guilty of tredemark infringement.

......

Approximately JOO U. of Georgia students receive federal food stamps, commonly thought to be for welfare mothers and destitute families only.
Page19
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r/IC CAN HELP PUT YOU IN.
181 FORWARD wnH '600 OFF A
'EW GM CAR OR LIGHT-DUTY TRUCK!

By La uren Carignan
• The State News

Michigan State U.

here do you get a pair of
Japanese pajamas with a
5-foot waist?
You might try looking in the mall or
department stores, but if you're a
Michigan State U. studen~ your best
bet would be the swap shop. Officially
named the Give or Take Center, the
swap shop is a small store that distributes items donated by the residents
of three universiy apartment complexes.
Located in a small, white room in the
basement of one of the complexes, the
store holds a wide assortment of clothing, household items and other goods,
which are offered free to other students
w'"ho live in the complexes.
·Denise Cowdery, the store's manager,
said the Give or Take Center exists to
help financially pressed students.

W
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&a1,W~101:
A needed course
By Erin Martin
• The Daily Collegian

U. of Massachusetts, Amherst

.•

'

- 1

I wish my university would offer
a course entitled Real World 101. I
could use some serious instruction
and guidance these days.
After all, we are attending classes to learn what it takes to make it
in the real world. like how to get a
good job, how to raise a family and
how to be successful.
But there are no courses that
teach us these things, and I need to
know how to do a few things right
now! How do I pay my bills (the
water, electricity, phone, rent. groceries) on a very limited budget?
It is so easy for me to get caught
up in more immediate things. That
my overdue bills don'tmattermuch
- until my phone gets shut off.
I want someone to teach me how
to balance my checkbook and bow
to get the most out of double
coupons. I could also use some
lessons in buying a car.
My dad offered some insight into
the used car industry. When I was
looking for a car, he told me when
the car was too old, if it bad too
many miles, and when I was being
ripped off. Finally, I picked one for
myself. The old man who sold it to
me promised it was a dream. But a
day after I picked up the car, I found
it was lacking something I had
hoped for: brakes. I took the car to
a mechanic who proceeded to tell
me I needed $1,100 in repairs~
I returned the car to the dealer
and demanded a refund. But the
salesman refused to take the car
back, so I went home crying - to
my dad.
That same day, my father went to
the dealer and was successful in
ob+.aining a refuna. I was so proud
of him for the way he was able to
stand up for me and make a diffefence,. especially since I couldn't
help myself.
Still, I can't help but wonder why
no one ever taught me how t.o handle these kinds ofsituations. I won·
der if the only way to learn is with
age and experience, or if some of
these "life lessons" could be taught
- at least discussed-in the classroom?
Life would be much easier if we
could learn how to handle real
world problems before we have- to
face them on our own.

JEORGElTA DOIJGlAS, TliE STATE PRESS. ARIZONA STATE U.

An Arizona Slate U. student tries on a beaded blouse at a thrift store similar to the swap shop.

with direct, practical applications for

their careers.
U. of Minnesota, Minneapolis
Jim Buchanan, education manager of
a company based in Rochester, Minn. ,
Ifyou tbin.kyouU never pick up anoth- said, "I think you're seeing an increase
er textbook after you graduate from col- on the focus of the importance of education and how to apply it to your career
lege, think again.
In fact, many job seekers are now rather than just taking it because it's
looking at what educational opportuni- there."
Lynn Warne is one such student. She's
ties a company offers employees - at
the company's expense-before accept· working toward her master's degree in
business communication at Minnesota's
ing positions.
''Education has almost become as College of St. Thomas, thanks to
important as dollars in taking a new job," Honeywell.
"I might have waited for many more
said Dick Ulland, an IBM spokesman.
IBM spends about $1.5 billion a year years to get a master's," she said. "If
offering employees college opportuni- there wasn't this program, I probably
couldn't do it because it's just so expenties.
. "
s1ve.
Effect on schools, students
Warne, whose tuition is $650 each
Continuing education is widely viewed semester, said when-<::she was offered the
as one reason why today's colleges are Honeywell job, she thought of the edUcanow more populated by non-traditionai- - tional perks "right away."
.s tudents, characteristically an older
"I think it really weighs in Honeywell's
group geared to"Yiard taking only classes favor," she said.
··
Management developprograms, both exter·
Graduation •• an en d to your ment
nalandin-house havebeen
It Is becoming more the norm to
education? on the rise sine~ the early
be ~uired by you•
take extra training classes.
' 60s . Internal training
is a look at what le to come.
refers to education on the
company's policies and
This chlltl oepo ase.'i1$ ll'H!l
DI wotl<days
technology, compared to
'P'"1 Pf< year by a ma"*9IK ., • ~
me"1 ~pr~. Cll"9<11ty and
external training, in which
;,, 1oyeara.
Workdays
employees are .sent to colCurrently
10 years
~
lege at the company's
0
1%
ekpense.
1-2
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9%
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Put Your Life And Career In High Gear
With This Special Offer From GMAC.

(
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JOE GAGIE. THE MINNESOT,41 OIJLY. u. Of MINHESOTA. MIHHEAPOL!S'= -

Companies

See PRO

STUDENTS, Page 16
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If you're a graduating two- or four-year degree
student, a graduating registered nurse or a
graduate student, you may qualify. And that
would make you eligi~ to receive $600 off
the purchase or lease of any new Chevrolet,
Geo, Pontiac, Oldsmobile, Buick or GMC
Truck when you finance with GMAC.

•

But that's not all. How about no previous
credit necessary, a low down payment, the
opportunity to defer payment for 90 days~
and even the chance to enjoy financing
options such as SMARTLEASE"" by GMAC
and GMAC's Buyer's Choice Plan.

•

I

Participating GM dealers in your hometown
- or near your college can give you complete
details about the GMAC College Graduate
Finance Plan. So put yourself in fast forward
today.

·-•

' Choice Plan, SMARTLEA.SE by
·Not available through GMAC 's Buyers

'protect ilr•esb.....,11,ent'

And as managers are
required to have more
sophisticated training,
including knowledge of the
international business
world, the popularity of

:J

GMAC could give you a big push in the right
direction with our College Graduate Finance
Plan.
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See SWAP, Page 16

Jobs tumin·gemployees
into pro ional studentS
By Julie lnglebret
• The Minnesota Daily

•

GMAC, or when purchasing in Michigan, or in New Jersey on
vehicles with a cash selling price of $10,000 or less. Finance charges
accrue from date of purchase.
·
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Pro Students

the typical master's degree: non-degree executive man-
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agement programs.
Although th~ programs do not carry the same clout

Continued from page 14

these programs will continue to increase, Ulland pre.
diets.
But only certain types of in-house training have
seen increased use during the last few years, said
John Fossum, director of Minnesota's industrial relations.
Some companies are becoming reluctant to pay for
external training because it can be used outside the
company, making it more of 'a _bonus for the employee
than a benefit for the company.
"They can just pick up and leave with the training,"
Fossum said. "Organizations are reluct.ant to pay for
general training.
"The only time they'll do it is when it will help attract
and retain employees."
IBM is an e.'<ample of a firm moving toward in-house,
company-specific training. One of its plants in
Minnesota contains its own two-floor ''classroom"
devoted to IBM training.
And many universities are offering an alternative to
•

U. THE NATIONAL COLLEG E NEWSPAPER

as a degree, William Scheurer, director of Minnesota's
Executive Development Center, said most managersin-training - and employers- don't seem t.o care.
"Typically, they don't need another degree," he said,

fill1JCaf,io1iaJ

education possible.
"They want education. They care less about the credentials that go with it."
But for those who do care about the credentials, IBM
still will Pay for its employees' undergraduate or graduate tuition - with the agreement that the employees
pay the company back.
And the courses the employee-students take usually
must be work-related. "Chocolate-dipping classes"
wouldn't qualify, IBM's illland said.
Other companies "protect their investment" by waiting several years to see if an employee has company
loyalty before sending him to college. Honeywell's
Warne has been with the company five years.
"People tend to leave sooner rather than later," reasons Fossum.

FOR (C)l 1 ECjlF

·WITHIN lOUR

Fact is, we offer over $18,000 for college if you qualify for.the Montgomery GI Bill and add
that to your Resetve pay during a standard enlistment:
We can help you pay off some or all of a qualified student loan, too, through the Student
Loan Repayment Program. And offer you the chance to train in a useful skill .
You serve pan-time, iJsually one weekend a month plus two weeks a year at a nearby Anny
Reserve unit. So· ~ can continue to pursue your education while participating in the Reserve,
where your time ca!T'mean valuable college money.
·
Think about it.
Then think about us.
See your Army Reserve recruiter today. Or call 1-800-USA-ARMY.
•

See Castles
in the Air
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STUDY ABROAD
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Scholarships. American
Universities International
Program. International
Office..Aylesworth
Colorado State
University,
Ft. Collins, CO 80523

Uni\lersity of WiKonsin

RUTGERS

Inexpensive.
P1esllglous
Universities.
Umltod Space.

THE NATIONAL CO! I EGE NEWSPAPER
S TUDIE S /\llROAD

THE STAIE UNIVERSITY OF NEW JERSEY

Semester or yearCoursn transfer.

try ·.

adding that student managers want the most efficient

WE CAN ALSO PUT

OVERSEAS STUDY
' SCOTLAND
AUSTRALIA
NEW ZEALAND

Efl<lLA:fl!l •FRANCE •GERMANY• IRELAND

ISRAEL• 1.T..U.y. mex1co • SPAIN

'

SEE TilE WORLD AND TAKE a.ASSES
, AT TilE SAME TIME

(303) 491-591 7

SEMESlER • SUMMER • YEAR LONG
AFFORDABLE ACADEMIC PROGRAMS

•
ClrdeNo..05

And learn your way around
the world

-

ulf you h.ave built ca.sues in the air,

Noie: 2 years of college level language is required for study in
France, Germany, Italy, Mexico, and Spain

•
RUTGERS STUDY ABROAD
THE BEST KEPT SECRET AROUND

now put the foundations under
them."
- H....,. O•..;.i n.o,. ..

Shirt

Semester omd full-yeu prognm.s at
Ealing College in London
Sp.11.nU:h·Amt'ritlJ\ Institute in
S<vill•
U bn;al uts omd inlun.ationill business.
Ho01e-st.ys with IJ!tals. Field trips. "No fo~ign la.ngu;age proficiency ~quired.

Continued from page 14

While living at the beach during the
s11mmer, he finalized a T-shirt design
and consulted a patent and trademark
specialist who said it was safe to print.
The following spring, Berard formed a
company, Venture Inc., and started making the shirts in Jarge quantities. "I
thought it was all right to sell them. I
dido't hide anything," Berard said. "It
was all out in the 'Open. It wasn't like
bootlegging or anything."
The T-shirt Berard designed featured
a drawing ofa can printed in red and blue
that said "Nags Head - the King of
Beaches," a slogan and design similar to
Budweiser's "The King of Beers."
A si.Qgle line on the back of the shirt
said ''This Beach is for You ," which
Anheuser apparently thought was too
similar to "This Bud's For You."
Wmgs, a chain store with more than
25 locations along the East Coast and a
store in Myrtle Beach, was one place that
bought the shirts, Berard said. Wings
alone sold a large quantity of the shirts,
and at the end of the summer the store
sent him a check for $27,000.
Payment on the check was stopped
soon after Berard received it, although
he did not know why. He later learned
that representatives from Anheuser
came to the store, seized about 4,000
shirts, stopping payment on the check.
Two months later, Berard's mother
was visited in her office by a U.S.
Marshal, an Anheuser lawyer and a private investigator, he said. They proceeded to raid her office and seize 200 shirts.
It was at this time he learned he was
being sued for trademark infringement.
Because Venture is incorporated, Berard
has some protection. A corporation will
shield shareholders from liability, meaning only the corporation can be sued.
But Anheuser is trying to get past the
protection of the corporation in order to
sue the corporate directors, Berard said.
"A motion has been made by the prosection to pierce the corporate veil."
Robert Reeves, Berard's lawyer, said:
"Our position is that tbe design was
intended to be an amusing parody ~.. In
order for a parody to be effective, it must
necessarily bring to mind the slogan or
the symbol being parodied. Otherwise, it
.would not be an effective parody."
Because more than 80 percent of the
shirts were sold in South Carolina, the
case against Berard will be tried in a federal court in Florence, S.C.
•
Berard said he was optimistic about
his upcoming trial. "I will be happy when
it's over so I can get on with my life."

-
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Contact; lnttitute for Study Ab told Programs
308 Wuntr Hall, Univtrsity of W"uconsin·Plattevillt, 1 UnivttSity Plau.
Plalttvillt, WllCOMin 53818-3099 (608) 3'2-1726
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Semester in Spain, Ltd.
()I Fall Term: Sept. I lo Dec. 22 or Spring Tenn: Jan. 3010 May 29
• Program localed in SMe, SpU1
• Uw wilh a Spanish Family

I

,

• Study Spanish Only - 4 Hours a Day. for 4 t.lonlhs
• Eamtlp 10 16 Cre<l4:s Per Semesier
• FuUy Accredited through Tlility Christian College, Palos l-leighrs.. lllnois
• Begmer through Advanced Courses Olleied
e Gcwtmment Loans and Pell Grants Available 10 Eligil1e Appticants
• Total Cosl ol 55.250 Per Semester lrQMjfs·
e ~ Transponaton from New York 10 Span
Circle No. 03
• Room & Board wrth a Spanish Family
e Tuition
• Ten Year HiS!ory
• Two Weeks Allowed tor PMSOOal Travel
Conlact: SEMESTER IN SPAIN, 2065 Laraway Lake Or. SE. U·21 , Grand
Rapids, Ml 49546
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INTERNATIONAL

Want to reach millions of
college students?

Call Jennifer 1or details an how you
can read\ millions of college sh.KlenlS
with each issue ol U. The NabOnal
College Nrwspaptr. For career n
Edicatm flQl.lrie$. cal tier at (213)
450-2921.
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STUDY JN SPAIN
THE CENTER FOR
CROSS.CULTURAL
STUDY
SEVILLE, SPAIN

• Business Administration

•

NON a:IECIT mAVEL OPTIONS

lnquiries:THE AMERICAN
UNIVERSITY OF ROME
Via Man:he S4, Dept. 107
Rome. 00187. Italy
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Earn fully transferable
Credits while Siudying a
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An Overseas Program of Trinity Christian College

ACADEMIC Y£AR, SEMESTER,
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ENGLAND: London and
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-

GERMANY: Heidelberg
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FRANCT: Paris and Strasbourg
SPAIN: Midrid
SWITZERLAND: Engleberg

.

) Um cmlit to1,·ard ~'Our dtgrtt at any oi our umpuSf'S
) All clasSf'S are taught in English
) Graduate programs in lntttn.ational Businrss,
Lntnnationa! Hott! and Tourism MM1agement,
Lntmwtional Relations and Dip~·. and ITIOfe.
) t:ndergraduate programs in Businrss. Hotrl
~!an.igement. lnttmational Rtl.ations and Diplomac:-·.
Euraptan Studirs, Libera! Arts. Ps~'Chol~·,
Llngu.agl!S. Computer S~'Stems Man.igement,
Commnrial Art. and morr.
]Spanish and German Language lnstitutrs.
]Summer, Semrster, Year and Degree programs.
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STUDY IN EUROPE
EuroCollege International Study Centers offer European language and cul·
tural studies programs in Paris, Cannes, Cambridge, Salzburg, Florence, Siena,
Barcelona and others. Courses last three to twelve weeks and include Foreign
Language Studies, English Theatre & History, Applied Arts &.Art History,
Archaeology, etc. Classes ar~ held in summer & throughout the year. Programs
are enhanced by numerous excursions and cultural activities. On/off campus
accommodations and full board are provided.
For detailed information, please contact EuroCollege International at:
EuroCollea:e U.S. Office
P.O. Box 8707
Ne~rt Buch, CA 92658
Tel. (71•1722-1900
Fu: (71•1722-9198 ,

EuroCollere International

Moose:trute 106,
A·S020 Saltburc, Austria
Tel (662) 824817
Fu: (662) 842555
Clrelo
No. 10

For the same cost as study in the U.S., you can study
for a year or semester 1n Cheltenham, England;

Marburg,

Germany,

•

Barcelona,

I

Spain;

Strasbourg, France; Sapporo, Japan; Dalian, China.
'

for information, contact:
BRETHREN COLLEGES ABROAD
Box 184, Manchester College
North manchester. IN 46962-0365
(219) 982-5238 oc 982-5000

Clrc.. No. 11
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In line for food stamps

EDUCATION

..

Selnes
At: Se
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Washington Semester and
World CapitaJs Progra1ns

A VOYAGE OF DISCOVERY

Is your education preparing
you completely for tfie glob.
al community in which we
,..~>411i...
live? Consider seriously
tnternauonai1z1ng your course 01 stuay oy spending a semester studying .
and traveling around the world on the University of Pitt.sburgh-sponsored Semester At Sea program.
Each fall and spring, undergraduates from across the U.S. and abroad
live and learn together aboard the S.S. Universe, an 18,000 ton ship
equipped as a floating campus. During this 100 day voyage, you can earn
12-15 transferable credits choosing from more than 50 lower and upper
division liberal arts courses. Experience an itinerary as culturally diverse
as Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Malaysia, India, Turkey, the Soviet
Union, Yugoslavia and Morocco.
For full information and application call 800-854-0195 / 412-648-7490
in PA, or write Semester At Sea, University of Pittsburgh, 8th Floor
William Pitt Union, Pittsburgh PA 15260. Apply now, then prepare for
the learning adventure of your life.

·-

SUMMER SEMINAR FOR
EX< :EPI10NAL UNDERGRADUATES
MAKE TillSONE OF TIIE MOST CHAU.ENGING SUMMERS EVER

•

•
•
•
•
•

For college and university undergradua1es in any academic major.
Fearuring na1ionally and in1emationally renowned guest lecturers
2,0CO first prize in the Ari1..ona Honors Academy essay con1est.
Fellowships available for studenis with demonstra1ed financial need.
Hosi:ed by Northern Arizona univm;ity, just 75 miles from lhe Grand Canyon!

Sid Jessup of the Clarke County
Department of Family and Children
Services said students are "classic" can-

For more informarion and application material write to: The Arizona Honors
Ac..i.den1y. P.O. Box 15033, Northern Arizona University, Flagstaff, AZ. 86011.
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Cllllfll£ &llUUAm - Earn the nursing degree
you need to start an exciting new career!

ANGOLA
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Teach Street Kids

1lWISFel S1UllBITs - Apply credns from your
current major to a B.S. degree program in nursing.

An equal opportuni[)•/affirm.::1tive action university.
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We'd like to show you apath ··- ~· ·
that often holds tie greatest reward.

c.nir.i Ameta
For tree brochn and

applicallOll:

llCO, Box 103-Y,
WIUlamatown, MA.01267

(413) 451 912S

T1ERAPEllT1C """"'"""' CAMP

'Year-l'Oll'ld lh!rapeutic Yltlei1 : SS Gamj)
r. sast Texas: needs counselors 10 work with

Clrcle No. 16

troubled yoiAh. Degree~ 516.000.
Exe911en! Beneli\S. SALESMANSHtP
Cl.US YOUTH CAlilPS, Flot.I e l. Box Xl5
Haw'•ilS, Texas 75765 {214) 769-2500
WASHINGTON INTERNSHIPS!
HURRY! ACT NOW FOR SUMMER
l ACADEMIC YEAR INTERNSHIPS
IN WASllNGTON, DC
Fol" an insider's guide to 1OOS al !)aid
arid vc:Mun!eer in!emstlips .., goYerrment
&'Id busness send $7 to: Washf\1lon
~11et11S1 ~. Boa 123S1U, Aringlon. VA
22209

WHAT 1b DO WHEN
YOUR UNDERGRADUATE
DEGREE I EAVES You
UNDER ur11 .1zE:o AND
UNDERPAID.

•
to others and to their profession.

who care. .
Down the road a few years from
now, you're going to be glad you chose
a career path today that's right in the
heart of Boston. It's Northeastern
University's Boston-Sauve College of
Human Development Professions the smart choice that leads to a
greater reward for people who
really care.
The graduate programs offered by
Boston-Sauve College provide you
with a wide range of career opportunities in health, sport, fllld leisure
studies, rehabilitation, counseling,
communication disOrders, and
education.
Our faculty have received national
and international recognition for
their research, teaching and service

•

Boston-Bouve College has wellestablished clinical affiliations with
some of Boston's leading medical,
educational and research facilities.
Study may lead to a master's
degree, certificate of advanced graduate study (CAGS), or doctoral
degree. Most programs are offered
on apart-time as well as full-time
basis, combining classroom theory
- with practical hands-on experience.
Courses meet in the"late afternoon
and early evening, so students can
continue to work.
Graduate programs are offered in
the following areas:
Audiology
Clinical EX.erdse Physiology

College Student Personnel Work
& Counseling
Conaulting Teacher o!Reading
CoWl8eling Psychology
Cnrrlcolwn ill.lnstruction
Educational Research
Human Development
•
Human Resource Counseling
Human Services Specialist
Recreation, Sport & Fitness
Management
Rehabilitation Counseling
School Counseling
School Adjustment Counseling
School Psychology
Speech-Language Pathology

Special EcJucation

; Teacher Preparation
Call (617) 437-2708, or write Graduate School, Boston-Bouve College
of Human Development Professions,
107 Dockser Hall, Northeastern University, Boston, MA 02115. Because
some of life's greatest rewards come
to those who care.

•

Boston-Bouve
College
Northeastern
University

To get ahead~· you need the ~er of ~n
centralion. And thats exactly what you11 find m a
master's degree_prograril at The Graduate School
at Bentley College. We offer highly focused.
~ed degire programs ;,, the followlllg
areasoAccoontancy · Cmnputer Information Sys·
fems· Fina.nt:i! • Business Economics · Tamtion
· Business Administration. And our MBA Program
provides ten areas of roncentration. fQr mor.e_
infonnation about putting the ~wer r;,ncentration to work for you, call (617)891-2108 or
1-8004424723 today.

or

(
'
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w
W.Jtham, MA 0!15'-4705
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each month (before taxes) and has

resources 0~$2 ,000 or less to qualify for
food stamps.
Income includes wages, social security
benefits and student financial aid.
· Resources include cash , checking and
savings accounts, property and cars.
Eligibility is determined by case work-

applicants at the local DFCS.
"Students might find everything too
much to handle financially," Chakmanian
said. "If they meet one of the six special
requirements, they may be eligibte for
food stamps."

1991.
y~ar

In

-Eur--e

The requirements include: having a
paid job, participating in a work-study
program, receiving a welfare check., having been placed in school by the J ob

Training Partnership Act. having a child
younger than 6 living at home and caring
for a child between 6 and 12 when no
other adequate care is available.
Chakmanian said that proving eligibility is not an easy process. Receipts,
paycheck stubs, income tax returns and
l~!+knlf.<1tatements must be shown to the
case worker. The interview process is

•

thorough, personal and sometimes
"embarrassing."
"It lowers self-esteem incredibly," she

- Complete your education with a
semester or a year in Europe while
fulfilling university requirements.
Live in a dynamic seaside or mountain setting in Spain or France, or in
one of Italy's most exciting economic
centers.

said. "It's difficult to say 1 need help.'•

Women
Continuod from page 8

- Fully accredited courses transfer to
your university.
- International business and
economics program - Italy.
- Intensive language courses Spanish, French, Italian, Basque
- Anthropology, history, political
science, education, economics,
art ... and more.
- Experienced AmeriCan and
European faculty.
- Financial aid .
-Spring, summer, or fall semesters.

In my opinion there are, indeed, some
forms of combat that q11alified women

could be assigned. The operating word
here is "q11alified."
If a woman has the right personality
traits for this type of combat-the abil·
ity and motivation t.o kill another human
being with hand weapons-she could be
as successful as a man.
Women could be combat helicopter
pilots. Courage was the overiding characteristic I witnessed in helicopter pilots,
and certainly courage does not reside .:only in men's souls.
I think women could also be door gunners on helicopters.
Couldn't women be snipers as well?
There is no reason why a man should be
better at picking off an enemy soldier ~t
great distances.
There are, however, some types ofcom·
bat assignments that should be restrictto men: the M-60 machine gunner and
his partners the ammunition canier, the
radio operator with his gear on his back,
the grenade launcher, flame throwers,
combat bulldozer operators and artillery
and mortar units.
There is another combat unit to which
w.omen should not be assigned: the
ground troops.
How do I describe battle scenes with
mud and rain, searing 130-degree heat,
40-degree below-zero cold, no sleep or
food for days on end, heavy gear, long
marches and your friends dying in front
of you?
Do women have what it takes for this
particular type of combat? I think not.

Make 1991 your year
in Europe,

DON'T llSS OUT!
•Meet aid ill!! oie• an sE., AT&T,
E.aslfNfl Kcclelk. General Mis, Gl!nel'al

---.

Mo1ors, General Foods, Procter &
Gmrtie. Samal Blt#lels, Font EDS,
3M. General Eleetrie, J&J, Boeing,
Pepsi, Andersen Consultilg, Philip
MorTB, Gctma'l $adl$, f'«'.11 and Oo'flf
160cftrQJ a14*ifeis II Ccnecs '91,
The Natm's 11 College Racrumwi
Conferences (New York, Atlanta.
~).
owr 2,500
dns .... hirldl To be tQ lliidtdcl.
1*1as9 send '(QI ' ~ • L L 1 lesun9 bi/
Oec. 10E:C..S '91 _Dept Box
1852, New H1Wri. CT 06508

I.alt.,_

*"

u.

Write or call now
for your information packet:
University Studies Abroad Consortium
Unlversity of Nevada, Reno
Reno, Nevada 89557-0012

ea

(702) 784-6569
USAC Consorti uni
A pro,ect of 9even universities

Mid-Year Grads

Circle No. 17

GotAJob · In

The power of concentration.

Silicon V•lleyl
Job Hunton

Your PC!
•

INTERESTED IN WORKING IN JAPAN?
c1rc1•No.14

didates for food stamps because of their
low incomes and few resources.

Your

CAREERS

Contact : Washing1on Semester and World Capitals Programs
The American University, 4400 Massachusetts Avenue
\Vashingcon. D.c.· 20016-8083
1·800424-2600

Rewarding careers for people

son between 18and59whoisn'tdisahled
and who is enrolled in college at least
half-time.
Every single-person household must
prove it receives less than $648 in income

THE A}lIZONA HONORS ACADEMY

BACCALAUREATE DEGREE

Circle No. 13

The DFCS defines a student as a per-

Roughly 100 U. of Georgia students
receive federal food stamps-commonly
thought to be for welfare mothers and
destitute fami lies only - ·estimates the
local food stamp supervisor. ••

• learn valuable work skills in an internship you choose
• interact wi£h leaders :ind c!ecision m~1kers in sn1;1Jl-group se111inars

,

h11rnan consumption.

ers during in-depth interviews with

In our programs you will :

ClreleNo.12

By M a ry 0 . R atcliffe
U. of Georgia

Cln:le No. 15

Or, travel to a European, Asian or South American world
capital and gain valuable international experience while
you immerse yourself in the culture and language of
another country. Choose from programs in: Vienna,
Bn1svls, Madrid, London, Rome, Buenos Aires, Beijing, and Poland.

The coupons may be used in participating retail stores to buy any food for

a The Red and Black

Sc 111inar Topic:
"Seelidlfg National Security in an Iruecure World•

Spend your semester getting ·real world" experience by
participating in the Washington Semester Program.
Enroll in one of eight specialized programs including
National Government, Fo reign Policy, justice, journalism,
Art and Architecrure , Peace and Conflict Resolution, and Economics.

Many students qualifying

'I

Japan Network Services, a bonded Cali1()rnia Employment Agency and
consulting hrm. ()f!ers JAPAN PLAN KIT, Authored by WilHam Blacli:,
MA Ed. A Once In A Lifetime Adventu re in Japan will enhance both Grad
School as well as career opportunities. J apane~ language abihti'5 not
necessary. Subscription includes booklet plus newsletter tvery two
months tor a year. Send $24 .50 by check/money order to:
Japan Netwol1c S!rvices, 2049 Century Park East 12th Floor.
Los Angeles, CA 90067

"TM Slllcan Ylley Prallr • f
T.ct!o liihifllaf-.1: N Pre

0av.1600 Company ~olilM.
Prlnls Cover Lltt9Jl/la.I&.
0 Auns on IBM KT/ At1.
0

OnlM" by llnll tDdsy flum:

m·

lnfoDiscs s 38.95
. . , . ,......... +•i.11
,_-.,CA
111;' I
.

419
D12
&p.:fy:"~ I
415 R'1111 1"AIQ oiaf&FCJtNI;

Robert Spear,
Staff Member,
Ruqen; U. Housing Department
r
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A CHIEVEMENT

Chronicle of a generation

-----'

Two female activists are putting together a book
about how this~ genera'tion views reproductive rights.

Eating disorder e:ramined
A U. of 'Thnnessee researcher is testing the ability of a
drug to stop the binge and purge cycle ofb11limics.
Page21

• The Daily Nexus

U. of California,
Santa Barbara

COLUl.IN

-

.

-

Love of a sport:

ShouUl playeT"S

risk their lives?
By Andy Skoogman
• The Minn 11 Clla Daily

U.ofMllN111DQ

On Oct. 30, 1988, Mark Seay, top
widereceiveratCaliforniaState U.,
Long Beach, made a mistake that
nearly C08t him his football career.
As Seaypaosed a teen-age boy riding his bicycle, he said, "Whafs happening, blood?" Sounds harmless,
right? Wrong. A California street
gang known as the Crips has arch
rivals known as the Bloods.
The teen waa ao agitated .he
returned later with aloeded gun and
opened fire. Seay tried deoparately
to IJbield bis Deice '1Bshawnda.
She WB8 not hit. Her uncle was.
A .38 "'Hber bullet !me through
Seay'srightkidney,stoppinganinch
fr om his heert. He lost his kidney.
His season was over.
However, Seay's desire to play
football remained. He even participated in spring drills six months
later, but university officials said he
no longer could play. They said the
risk of injury to his remaining kidney wa.e too great
But Seay said he'd take the risk.
Should """ools allow athletes to
risk their lives over a sport?
Seay, a ai•••inaljwitke TMjor who
atlen cnmse)s te=s against joining
meet ganga, thinks 80. He mied the
univenlityinAugust 1989,sayingthe
decisioo to play should be his own.
They settled out of court in
September 1989, allowing Seay to
play ifhe signed a waiveraheolving
Long Beach State of liability and
wore a flak jacket to protect his
remaining kidney.
Seay agreed to both snd is hack in
a Long Beach State 49er unifurm
this foothall season.
But eome people think an at.hlete
with high ·potential fo t serious
injury should not be playing, waiver

or no waiver. Forinstaru:e, Rick.Bay,
M;nneaota'a men's athletics director, said, "Our policy here is that
medical cloctors have the final -d.
Signing a relea·e doesn't change
anything.Ba my mind
Hlhad1t1 rruloctorwbosaidan
athlete m~dn\ play, andbe want
out and got hurt, or evan killed, evan
' iflwulep 1lyprotected,lwouldfeel
morally reapot•B11>1e.•
Seay was lucky. He will live to
s. LIABllJTY, . . . 21

The Warlord stood
up, dazed from being
slammed to the
tarpaulin. Kokina hit
him in the jaw, and
The \Varlord's sinews
cracked like rubber
bands as the spiked
chain smashed his

mouth.
Dazed and reeling, he

•

U. THE NATIONAL C OLLEGE NEWS PAPER

a party! Travel, have a
.fan club, and beat pe<>pl e up for money!
Great!' " He shakes his
head, smiling, ''Now,
I'm a retired pinhead."
There was more to the
sport for Forman than
fame and recognition.
"You are always sore
and banged up , and
everyone hates you ....
I would go out to eat in
public and little kids
would be throwing
garbage at me , old
ladies would spit on me
- that's something
hard to deal with," he
says.
The training became
as grueling as the

B y Madeline Cohen

•

• The Miscellany News

Vassar College

Women under the age of 25 represent the first gen·
eration of women who have never known life without .
the option of safe, legal abortion. Many wonder how
this affect.s their views.
So, Wendy Wasserman, a senior at Vassar College,
and Veena Cabreros-Sud, a recent Columbia U. graduate, are editing a book they call "a historic blueprint
about what our generation fee ls about reproductive
right.s."
Wasserman became interested in compiling such a
chronicle while wor king for Representative Pat
Schroeder, D-Colo. She then began consulting for
Students Organizing Students, a national reproduc·
tive-right.s activist group.
SOS was formed by students from colleges around
the country, including Columbia U. and Rutgers U.,
who realized that although college-age students statistically have more abortions than any other group, they

PHOTO COURTESY OF SOS

Wendy Wasserman and Veena Cabreros-Sud are co-editing a
chronicle about this generation 's views on rsproductive ri ghtS.
are often ignored. The organization is now sponsoring
the publication.
The book will consist of writings by college, high
school andjunior high school students. Wasserman and
Cabreros-Sud have been meeting with publishers, gen·
erating funds and soliciting articles since last year.
Submissions are due by the end of this month.

Wasserman said she is targeting not only average
women, but also troubl~ and underprivileged women
by posting requests for articles at homeless shelters
tllld havens for runaways.
· °"'We hope to tske the project into th~streets," she said,
in an effort to create a "completely diverse• picture.
Response so far has been favorable, and the students _
ha ve r ece ived assistance from as far away as
J erusalem, where an Israeli yvomen's network is
spreading news of the plans for publication.
The subject of reproductive rights does not just relate
to abortion, Wasserman said. "Its a whole gamut of .
other things," including sex education, pre- and postnatal care, and birth control access.
. Those rights, said Cabreros·Sud, include "not just the
ability to control your own body, but the right to be able
to feed, clothe, house and take care of your children
without being penalized because you're a woman."
Along the way to reaching her goals, Wasserman said
she hopes to open some eyes and educate the uninformed. '"What reproductive rights means t.o me is tliat
the body becomes something political," she said.

RESERVE 0 FF ICE RS' TR A I N I NG
..

fought for solid ground.
Crimson against the
gray told him he had
met the concrete floor;
his jaw unhinged, and
blood pumped wildly
from his mouth. He
insult.s. Ted Williamson,
shook uncontrollably.
the owner of the gym 1
The Warlord \Vas
where Forman began
his training, said, ''I
sCared for the first time
in his World Pacific
knew that Tom was a
DAttA MCC<IY , THE Oo\ILY NEXUS. u. OF CALIFORNIA, SANTA BARBARA
great athlete, but I also ~)
\Vrestling Federation
career.
knew that t.o survive in
Tom Forman as The Warlord: "They said I was too ugly to be a good guy."
The wrestler's real
.
the ring, you need to
name is Tom Forman, a 6·foot-5·inch,
adopt a inore aggressive attitude. It's Sim·
"I saw a grown
ply a rough sport."
_
265·pound student at the U. pf
man holding his
California, Santa Barbara. The 24·year·
Forman spent months simply learning
tiny little daughter
old now is willing to talk openly about
ho"' to fall and bowice off the ropes, and -·
up to see me beat
his professional wrestling career, which
it was almost a year before his first offi- ·
this guy senseless... cial fight.
ended about twb years ago.
I bad enough.
The dividing line between Forman and
"I was a villian," hesays, "because they
The Warlord had grown fuzzy, he says.
said I was too ugly to be a good £uy."
"It eats you up," he recalls, leaning
Bodybuilding champion Troy Zuccolutto
- Tom Form.an
back in his chair. "You get so caught up
suggested Fonnallls ring naine , "The
in yqur character that soon there is no weight lifting and sprinting, Combined Warlord," during a training session. His
difference. You train six days a \Veek, 12 with a 15,000-calorie-a.day diet.
trademark scream, neck chain and blond
hours a day."
Forman became interested in mohawk came soon after.
Kilisi Vailu'u, known to ring fans as wrestling at the U. of California,
Looking back at the videos of his
Captain Paradise, managed Forman, plac· Riverside. "I thought it was all fake, just matches, Forman reminisces. On screen,
ing him on a strict regimen that included like everybody else. I thought, '.Hey, what
See WARLORO, Page 23
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Banking on sperm
Some students donate for cash, others for society
By T. Christian Miller
• The Daily Califomian

U. of California, Berkeley

Eric, a U. ofCalifomiB., Berkeley, student, works at a job that
pays about $70 an hour, offers a flexible schedule and ~quires
him to have an orgasm each time he goes to the office.
He is a sperm donor.
.
"During the ~mester, I consid~r it like a job. I do it just to
make money," said Eric, who usually donates two times a week.
Eric is one of about 35 to 40 regular donors at the California
Cryobank of Berkeley, where 90 percent of the clients are UC
Berkeley students, manager Chris Haskell said.
~e target college students because the unive~ity has a
more relaxed atmosphere, and men are more willing to participate than in areas where it's not considered correct," Haskell
said.
While the demand for donors far exceeds the supply, students
may encounter difficulties getting the job. The Cryobank
accepts only one out of six prospective donors, while the Sperm
Bank of Oakland accepts one out of 10 applicants. Rejectio.n s
are usuall,Y based on the quality of the sperm.
Problems may occur with a donor's family health history, the
count and activity of the sperm, and its survival rate during
freezing, said Barbara Raboy, director of the Sperm Bank.

21

When the body becomes 'something political'

H EALTH

By Sc ott Eas ley

OCTOBER 1990 • Student Body

Once a doruu:..has....b.een...accepteclin~ a program, he must
agree to visit the bank fairly regular})'· The Oakland center
has donors sign a legal contract requiring a one.year commitment to insure that clients who want to haVe more than one
child can use the same donor.
Tu donate, participants masturbate two or three times a
week, ejaculating into a bottle similar to a urine specimen jar,
Haskell said.
"'We have three collection rooms, and there are (pornograph·
ic) ir.agazines in the cabinets if the donors want them," he said.
Both sperm banks recommend that a donor abstain from sex
for two to three days before going to the clinic, in order to boost
the activity and number of his sperm.
Cryobank pays $35 per sample, while the Sperm Bank, a
rl-Onprofit organization, pays on an indiVidual basis.
.:.
'lb receive sperm, a woman must fill out a health application,
and then select a donor from a list describing donors' physical
appearances. The cost for samples varies, avera~ about $100.
Once it has been det.erm.ined that there is no possibility of )
hereditary or other diseases, the woman learns more about the
donor, although his anonymity remains intact.
Those seeking impregnation are usually distributed evenly
among three sociological groups, Raboy said.
.
"'We get 35 perce_nt lesbian couples, 30 percent married cou·
See SPERM, Page 23

Liabi~ity
Continued from page 20

catch another football, help another
yoU:fh, and most importantly, celebrate
another holiday with Tashawnda.
He was also lucky he went t.o a small
school like Long Beach State - a school
where winning on t he football field
doesn't translate into millions of dollars
worth of revenue.
But there are others who haven't been
so lucky. Loyola Marymount U. basketball player Hank Gathers collapsed on
the court last spring and died of a ll!BSsive heart attack. shortly thereafter.
No one was, or probably ever will be,
held legally responsible for his death.
And maybe no one should be.
But looking back, one has to wonder if
winning athletic games (and thus col~
lecting millions of dollars) at larger,
Division I universities, such as LMU, has
become more important than the safety,
and sometimes the lives, of the play~rs
themselves.

U you're a freshman or sophomore with good
grades, apply n0w for a three-year or two-year
scholaiship. From Army ROTC.
•
Army ROTC scholarships pay tuition, most
boola; and fees, plus $100-school month. They
also payoff with leadership experience and ollicer
credentials imprwsive to fixture employen:.
1b apply, contact the Professor of Military
Science at your campus or one nearby.

•

ABMYBOTC
THE SMAii EST OOJJ.EGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

•
•
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OPPORTUNITIES

GET PAID FOR READING BOOKS!
SUNGLASSES

TRAVEL
OHE HALF lllWOH MOVIE POSI EkS
Newest
illslraB:I• l:igie$2.00
VISA\!Cordels (901) :\'iJ·1649. LUTCH'S
Bat 2762t·U Mta1Vti, TN 38127
t

RAYBANS
VUARNETS
SERENGETIS

BEATLES MEMORABILIA CATALOG,
Wictb'JMls, [);)Is, GUtn, Flea:>rm, MoWr
Items. LOOi Mote! Send $2: Sd1ebit, P.O.
Box 2704 (1861.1), Htiitil>#l Beadi, CA
92647. l Buy Mei liOlabk!

SUNGUSSES
SAVE 4CW.. Graal Gifts!
'•

""'""-

Fl88 c:atak>gne.
FAST SHIPPING.

BEATLES Vtdeos, Books. CD's, Shir1S,

Cali 1-81J0.4RAYBAN

Pooters, Towels,Watches&Mcear1neyTw
Mertten:fise. l...argest Selaclioi I in:i LO'MISI
Prm. Prompt ~ MCNISA/DIS.

MISCELLANEOUS

COVERaccei:ted. 1-aoo.BEATI.ESorsmd
klr FREE catabj Bsmlelesl, Box 436-A.
Westwcod, NJ 07675.

WILLIAN BOAROS -achallengllgD
tare won:1 game hit wi cure any case of
Or's bb:k. The ?&rfed {jft lo< the word
wiza1ds in your li1e. $12.95 Includes
IXIStage and handling. Williamboards,
2012 Central, W*ne!te, IL 60091

TESTING
TAKING GRE, LSAT, GMAT, MCAT?
IMPROVE YOUR VOCABUL,ARY and
SCOfe ltigh with the Master Word list.
SYNONYMSandANTONYMStoowr890
Collegiate Words. Send SS.DO to
ColegeWare, SUile 152T, 9728 3n:l Ave,

GIFTS
VooO:oOol~MJtpilsandiSn.c

llons $7.95 ppd., Toad HaK, Box 169,
Yachats. OR 97498

~NY11209

MUSIC

FIGHT NffiMALE.SEXISMl Read "TliE
LIBERATOR." Monthly News Mag.
Cammon Sense on Gender Issues. If )'OlJ"
school gets leminist literature, demand
equalty. $19.00 per year. MEN'S RIGHTS
ASSOC., 17854 Lyons, Rns! Lake MN

""'

llAIWIAS
SAILING ADVENTURES
Sldpperad barablat, full-pa~
goupcharters 1ron1 Miami Boolt Now
for Spring Break. For flklrination, caH
us collect Scuba Diving available.

AllYEHT\llE ,,.,.
Specialists In Trans·Alrica, Trans·SA,
Tia as As;a 5-26 v.eeks aterlcni. rda art!
Nepal experts. Frae brodu'es. Force 10
~15,P:O. B::rl~.RatJ;ta!.AZ.

8SXll 1~·149t

LOOKING FOR EXCITEMENT THIS
WINTER.b'!tunadsrlalllegesbtents
in ISra8l . VCilrlleef on army bases, kbbl.W:n. l'ospials. VERY INEXPENSIVE
FLIGKTS AVAIL.ABLE. F«morerdom\a·
lion, cal {212) 64J:4848
STUDY ABROAD in Southern F1ance
Summer, Semesler, Year programs.
Contact: FAE 313 C Street NE,
wastn;,toi. oc 3XXl2

INTBOO.TIOfW.. PftESS REVIEW
Free s.nple $1 &'Yr klr 1st line .sul;
scribers. IPA, P.O. Box 6455,
Alexandria, VA 22306

plls $2.00

SIH in U.SA

XJO Corp1 2023 W. C&rroll Ave.
Chicago, IL 60612 /(312) 22$: 1299
COMPACT OISCS. Prices star11ng at
S.S.99. Send $2.00 lo< catmg ref\ntable
wih purchase. Harris Housed Music. Box
388759, Dept. U., ~. ll 60638.

DEAIJ.EAos. T~ slDe!s, lh*Js,

mere. SeldS1.2Sklrcatabg(3Rliedk:>fU·

ctiase} to: tbli"g fun:ler Q5U Bmnar
Plaza, Mar91N.Wi1iligb~OE19810

__..........,.""""""'
DEADHEAD NIRVANA II

MOVIE P05tERSo Al OJrren! releases.
Thousards.1950s·1980s. Compare-Best
Pi icel Fat:est Service. VISMIASTER·
CARD- (904) 373-7202. catalog $2.00.
RICK'S, Box 237CQ'U10, Ganesvie, Fl

MOVIE POSTER, From 7Cls to current.
catalog $2.00. FLICKERING IMAGES
1001 Bannilg St. Dept. U., WJ'l'lipeg, MB,
canada P2E 2.JI. (204) 25&6030.

32602·3709.

AUTOGRAPHS

POSTERS ONLY·LA.RGEST SELEC.
TlON anywhere. Musi:, Imports, Movies,
Att, Esdw!r. Psychedeiic, Men, Women.
92-page caralng $3.00. Posler.;er;ce, 255
NOltllai ldBM:I. 1625Ci'lci1nri. OH45246

_..._--·"

co !Kl209

ANARCHIST COOKBOOK Available

IS IT TRUE?... Jeeps fa" 544 llYu llll U.S.
Gov'!? Cal lorlads! 51)4.649.5747, ext S.
2'00.

-

--

a--- . --.-··
"' ~- "'"'• n ..

l'• •a.-.

Moscow. lcWlo 83643

ri.1us1c VIDEOS FOR SALE"'

1.f!00.562·~- Add $2.0Mape
S&H. Cafaklg$2.00. smcrtJARY
MUSIC SAll:S, P.O. Box Q95..U,
Sa.Cltuy, CT <&188.
•
lt.f'QRT & R-\RECD's.~f.de•

a•+ •"le

210

$1 .00 refundable wlord&r. AB-CD,
L*t'ette $1., Sift. 11XKJ.U, N.Y., N. Y. 10012

TWENTY FREE RECORDS, CAS·
SETTES, CD's with membership. Blue
Ridge, Rt. s. Box mu, BasseU, VA2«!55
DEADHEADS: Best catalog printed; T·

shirts, stickers, dothes, crystals, \taleido.
scopes, sandals, jewelry, wan hangings,
ualemalanand Indian items. Gypsy RoSe,

iWl'desale
ox 624·U, Rlchboro, PA 18954.
Available. 215-968-8740.
CONCERT TIX
FREE! CONCERT11X & PASSE$1 leam
fb.iEasy.Send$11.95ctedtorM.0.:Dri!I
P.wkas. P.O. Ebi: 2'2:1.i, Mari, R. :D243

CD-BINDER 40™

....,
__ ___
__
..,,,,,..,--·""_
---

Portable• Compact• Convenient• Safe

WIN A FREE ROUND TRIP
TICXET TO EUROPE !!!

,

.,

.....

GREEKS

CAMPUS·

Studen! Grtq15neededtoco-spoosorlilm
presentalion on campus. Very profitable.

Organize 40 CDs in

1-800-456-2722.
•

SUPERWEIGHT
SWEATSHIRTS
PURE COTTON
T·SHIRTS
COOL BOXERS
, NEON CAPS

ADOPTION

~ l3'l be a g::ol q:tl:n Selad. a

fimyl!a'ntu CWig ~ t.atare al
e&!)el" lo IMtl ia.oe and 5ealtf O'l '/OX
Im/. We wl pn;M;le )'Otl wfl tie
i;oWe seMCeS N: 'lot~)QJ mali:f a
co1dort<tlle a<Xlplioi opBt. No COS1 lo
)<U SerWg he MIMesl. Mi parertS

*

r> Order Tuday-

1-1-ear It 1bmorrow!
FREE CATALOG. CALL NOW!

""'"'"""'

24 hrs. o doy

ATTENTION GREEKS!
cn.r,,on Aw. ""· wt ~
sweatshirts w/3 Mega Greek le!·
ters flctJded: $44.95 ea. + S&H.
Same as above wfo llrg.: $36.95.
. Bkgmd. letters $1 ea. Cus!om let·
ters no xtra chg.: Plaids, Paisley,
Neon etc. Pledge, Greek Wkend.,
Class of '91 Shirts our specialty.
Campus reps wtd. FREE Ga1'1og'
- -•• .....,St.Conlw<l,
NY 13045. 1-800-628:1465.

••

.........

100'4 Natural. No side ehcts.
Money t:ecl<. ~
VIA, MC or C.O.O.
Thf9ll weeks wpply $19.95
c.ii 1.8Q0.242-46'9
!.'81!001 . . ad and gel

A SECONO BOTTLE FREE.

EDUCATION

MANUAL Over100~favorites.

Updated rrlOI 1Hily will! the very llllesl
recipes. ShootetS, punches, Kahlua
drinks, jello, hangover cures and
more! Accept no suDstitutesl Grnt
Christmas gift! Send $7.95: Ma&bu
Max Enl., 1223 Wd&IWe BiYd., Ste.
719, Sa:'lll Monica, CA 00103.

$1 gets catalog & SS coupon I
HIGHER YIELD
2111211 ·U N.L Wyll Rd, ca....., WA llllD7

'

.

ACE YOUR EXAMS
ANO CLASSES

OON'T GRADUATE
INTO DEBT

With ~most iTipJr1in book you I'll

milM>ns of dollars available 'tr grantS
and donations from !he federal gov-&rnmen1 and Fortune 500 corps
never used. Comple1e listing send
$4.95 for prooessiigto: Grants/Suite
315, 2020 Penn. Ave. N.W
Wasllngtoo, D.C. 200l6

ever buy; The Ivy League GUde To
Academ(; E•ce~ ice. SeM $9.95 ICI:

Ivy Texts, Box 20009. Alexandria.

vrg.r.a 22320
TATTOOS
•""•"'..

. ' ~

"

PC STRESS
FRUSTRATED WITH COMPUTERS?
Pound SMACK·N·TOSS. The Squishy
Squawky-computef toy. Abusers glide
n::ludecl 1.8:1).726-8983.

MONEY

COl·A PUTER

PC

*
Macintosh
problems?

VIDE O

We're here lo help.
1·900-446-2468

SUPEFIOR CUAUTY lh I ased ildos

$2permin.

pfi:es! FREE'CATALOGI T. Perkins. CP
373, SL Lambelt. Quebec, CANADA. J4P

Kinn lnfl Corp.

."""'' """" """"· "'""""'
3N8.

TYPIST·SSOO WEEKLY AT HOME!
, ... 11181i:i1? Sn:! SASE lo N.eAsscc..
P.O. B::rl tSS.U, l!aiDl, MA tr2131

14214 E..-..:r et.d

GRADES
JOBS
Ti.ilions. Get out d datt
CrealiYe, lresh . . . send klr
free 11e1·s1e11eo.

OOSTON RESEAAai,

~~ST., SUITE 319,

BOSTON, MAllll15

FINANCIAl All SOURCES
GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY
BACK. FREE lhFORMATION.
1-«JG.USA-1221EXT.9261>

Millionl In unclllmed ICholnhips,
avaitable, Guaranteed program! fe~

- e>ei:t............. """"n.
Mcmett.

llNCN 1317().8 Ca1ral!we.
SE, &ile 18', ~. P'.M 87123

SCHCUASllPS OO LOANS b uclents" aootication~le; PatOCt;
n:. P.o;em 11u10, Fat Smti.
1

=

LMm Clicull,IJ! Wfie: A. T~. 505
I IDIJ'\llOC!d Dr., K/1Qx".ie, TN 37919

FReE REPORT ON SCHOLARSHIPS,
GRANTS, · LOANS.
RESULTS
GUARANTEED. CALl {918) 33 MO'lEY
XT: Ul o(24 HOORS)
Waittoplaceaciasslled?can Eric or Jason
al (213) 450-2921 k:day!

o...:'=':79-338083°
illll'!' Oew

F(ffQI STl.IEfl's GUde lo Cbti i (j
~nl '-1c.d
Sn!

nu.s.
soc scamp for a«idi •i.tl intoonation.
Si..'&11 Nillil(IPCS7856-ll, '' . a ,
GA ms

EYE CONTACT
ReplacemeA: and spare lanw starti1g
at$19.95each.1-6(X).25S-2020.

lltha

8a11Vest

$13

Bali Harem P'anb
Hamn !"ants - India
Mexkan PuUovas I, x.I
Bel.I Anklets
Badecl canings
Kenyan 69
Request our catak>g for our ruu line
of jewdry. dothlng and ace• s OOa.

CIC'

$25

S 18
S 12
$ ~
$ 6

$ 14

Write P.O. 80x 1241C8pltola. CA9501 0
whc: I e'-lnqulrim k1w.b :d -~-

SECOND INCOME Sbllng Eno.elopes.
Proven Successful. No Experience
Mei es et f'lrl.Tn Opporlrity. Eamas
nu::tiasS100's ~ Q.11 a¥ine: '/OX
le"9ll d scay~ dlllilll! Detals n New
Era Enterprises, BASC. 1589 Abon.
Re:odale. lXMrk> tl:N 186. Sen:! a big
SASE.

CULTURED SINGLES, NATIONW10E!
Older women/younger men; younger
women/o!de1 men. Send SASE:

!SS

'Me don't
Inherit 1he e uth

from our jlnc:esrors
'Me borrow it from
our children .

..(JBS IN

RADIO! Radio stations nati)n.
wQe are bokilg tor Radical OUOes and
Babes10lli ieresli igpo:Yi)rlS. Howt>Get
k'ki Rado Bmw . S: I 'ti· f'n:Mw1 ~lchlds!

Anad'lron, Box U·m, NYq 11367

PENFRIENDS·ENGLANO·USA. Malce
lasting lliendships. Send age, flterests.
Free Reply. Harmony. Box 82295 U.

SendS11 lo: RADIO. P.O. Bax 1416,Poway,
CA 92704-1416

Ph<lfnx, ~ 85071

HELP WANTED
BIG BUCKS salrlg licensed SIMPSONS
products on campus. CAll NOW soo-

762·1359

ALASKA SUMMER
EMPlOYMENT
FISHERIES
Earn S60Q+lweek in caflfMlry. $8,000·
$12.000 +for two morilhs on lisMg vessel Om 8.000 openi!gs. No experielice
I il!C ! ary. Male Of ffrnale. for 58iN1ge
~ booklet, send $6.95 to M&L
Research, Box 84008-PX, SNttie, WA
98124-30 day, unconditional, 100%
money back guaranlet.

.)

-

18035, Tuc:sorl, AZ 86731

-0.il ION 'l=lllMI

Tll
•

_,

....

• ICfl.M

IT"S EA Fl THAN YOU TtftQ
Siar! YIU" OIM1 business
sit .,

"'*

NEED MONEY FA'sn?? Forge1 bans or
p1ts Iha! ci'larVe fees n j do nollwig tor
you! ~ Try our lisl of r.:ti l)8l:IPle 'M'lo tjYe
away money lor al purposes. <Her 100
r.ames!! ! Serll 55.00lorlist Mc:Ul..IWI. Box
216228. San Arclnio, TX 78227-62211

"

sto:iSl.OnsM:-QkilllJllMll
b.tnss41.......... ~-.
~a:asttFordmlilllnwualdi>' . , ..
busnsses send $14.95 IO: Yola'1g
~ .. 3:15De'libWQ:.Sle122.

t.lJLe10 CA D«l.
l.EAfll.l l.EOITATION as a ..a'i:I Sl!W'o'll2.
For bi1oll-.Y mMerial Wlie: ~ Bea:
566-U. q.. CA.9:1124. Vct.naryall1rbltr:ins Sl4lPOl1 the 'Ml!k. Also ., Spnsh.

AttorslActreSlei:fof key casting IXll'lladsand idei •il!AS will dir"""4 ~
8IS and agentS ii llciS'tMlOd Will or <31:
c.- llanagment Inn, 9000 Sullllt
_ t405, Hollywood, CA 90069. 21W!il·

EARNINGS UNLlllfTED! llAIL.OUR
BURGLAR alarm act.ertisements llUITI
i'o:ne' REIM 1leettadsa ig. Box 5931W.
Chcago. L 6l&i9

""·

S150-S400 Nt'EEX. 100'5 cA Nam/ jobs.
No fee 1-aoo.722-445.1 CUSde MN. 612566s 1561 in MN. I yr. commitment.'•
Nma181 Nam/ Resctm IRI R1'1 181

.....-

,...._.XL

...""""....

BAO<

__
___
..
_""_
...
_
ID-·_, IOCl.ro. -

-.Ja. l . . .

- I--

"" """' -

SE ND CHECK
OR MONE Y OROER TO:
EWE INC .

101 N . MAIN
S U.TE 150- 205
ANN ARBOR .Ml. 4a104

NEW TECHNOLOGY! Perfect hlr
ot*lr 11x17 ~ rl&rtpto.
klgll[:il'I «t T-slallllboxei st1ol16.
• ~ Ph:M. Greeb, [):lms
• Emberrassing Photos: Parties,

Photography by Brad Willis

I

VOLUPTUOUS
WOMEN OF THE 90'5!

-

Limited
Time Offer!

•

Send name address and checll or money order to:
Secret PilSSIOOS, Oef,i. YUNZ-rP.O. Box 8870 • Chapel H~I. NC 27Sf5
VISA Ch' MasterCard Cu~ Call TOLL FflEE 1-800-334-5474

WANT TO ReAal • I IONS OF ro I E<iE SIUJEKTS wmt ~ fltDE CAl.l.?
U. rllild •more stutllD5 more alel'l fal srtolher m1ilgrt pi i i • 1 L Ftt irt>rma·
tioo Drl llllw you e111 r1lild1 hr cdege maib1. cal Eric or JasO'l 11 (213) 451).2921 .

m' LErSn:u

~a,

IS DEAD '

• 1iU110R

VHeiNeor1LQ9) s.M-l·XL
Tees'Tris-$'11.95 .._$2.00 S1i.

9 7 d•ts-S19.95'+S2.00S.H.
Tl< TEES

""'"""'""""

• m ..te.R.322DS
Tl'e~ila11ous RATFACET. llwl'f

Continued'"""
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The Warlord lumber.! into the ring. A leering Captain
Pat'8dise restrains him on a 5-foot leash. The video is
shaky, the camera obviously band-held. But the figure
on the screen is clearly Forman
Despite appearances, professional wrestling involves
intense violence. "You just can't walk in there and do an
act. You've got to be a little ... off. You've got to be a
little wacko. Something has to be a little wrong upstairs.
Essentially, it's a freak show," Forman says.
He then turns off the television and stops smiling.
"There's a point when two wrestlers just hate each other
so much they-have a one-onsQne match for themselves.
They forget the audience," he says.
His finale came when he faced off against Koki na and
ended up getting his jaw broken with his own collar and
leash. He then got so angry that he threw a man out of
his front-row seat, ripped the chair out of the floor and
used it to beat his opponent.
"{Kokina) fell back on the mat, eyes rolling up; he was
out. I looked around. People were going nuts - yelling,
screaming, applauding. My manager was standing
there yelling, 'Kill himl Kill the guy! Kill him!'
-rhen, I looked to my side, and l saw somethi,ng ru
never forget. I saw a grown man holding his tiny little
daughter up to see me beat this guy senseless with a
chair, and she was giving me the finger."
Forman shakes his head. "l just walked out. I had
enough. I just had enough," he said.
Returning to Riverside, Forman withdrew from peon
pie for about four months. But, he says, "It took about
two years to entirely detox from being The Warlord.
"The biggest thing I had to unwind from was the pain
endUrance. You learn to like it. Pain is a drug, and you
can get addicted."
Forman used to look for fights, but now simply walks
away. "I've been there and I know what it's like to
destroy your opponent. It's empty," he says.
· -,--Afu!r he left wrestling, he diverted his energy toward
opening a restaurant and writing a book about his experiences to encourage parents to stop their children from
watching what he calls '\riolence personified."
Forman, who once thought professional wrestling was
just an act, now has a metal collarbone and suffers from
occassional blindness .
He looks around his room, surveying the photos and
promotional pictures left over from his days as The
Warlord. "'l'here are two myths about big guys. The first
is that we're all slow. The next is that we're dumb. rm
at UCSB for a reason.
"I was a professional athlete ... but people still didn't
give me any respect because I didn't have the college
degree."
Forman points to his textbooks, folds his arms and
says, ..So, here I am. This is my current fight."

Continued from page 20

AIWllG PIUIO SI LllS!

24MONTHSOF
BEAUTIFUL WOME~

8 1/2" X 11"
Super-Glossy,
Full-Color Photos.

Warlord

Sperm

F OR VISA OR MC
eefi - 2272-E X T 20 5

Hiads
lrdlD )'OlJ" captiois. F191!1 litdue:
1 ~ (Earn S NIP
• \I

stru:tm. ciltolipllr lies,~

FREE KODAK FILll..• 250 RoUs with
' SASE lor
.'trio. Carmel Research Colp., P.O. Box

&1 1

••'lj'I'·
•

LAI • •

Assooates. Bax51()6.l.U. Ourtlam, NC

EXCmNG JOBS INALA.SK.A !iring
Mmarw:! Wctnen &rimer, YearAoood.
F-.sl"iig, caneries, logljig. nriig. cm

~lri;:ed

Ct• T-

.,,,,,

(<:al~)

PH OTO SERVICES

874 4790

$500 WEEKLY rnaiilg ads. Ad mailers

CRUISE SHIPS

1rntorma&ailapecatq~
45().lJ ~Ave., NewYork, NY 10123.

a1m1 des91S

I"' ""'·1 i.i...1lili1g fii!llos. P.o.11ox
TTTTl, lb1dl1 f1is, Otegou 97601

READ BOOKS! 51 OtYTlTL.E.! wen horn
lune. You"ho.n. Guai3"IMd l100l1'l8, 24
IY. l'iOClne (415) 257·51l19. EU 114.

NOW HIRING M.of"
Si.mmer & Car0ef ~ (Wie
Trail). Exc8len! pay_Pus '<'<Ort:l tra'o'lli.
Hawai. Batwnat,'Cerri>ean, elC.
CAli NOW: 20).7J&7CXXl, Ext~

SUPEILEAPlllNGI TJlE learrwig speed
1hroi.41 muS1C... Data, wabailary, Ian·
guages. Empower memory, potentials.
SUessless, FREE book ofter; persooal

~dim

T'llUTw:tA.

SOUTHEAST JOB OPPORTUNITIES.
, AL·FL·GAsNC..SC-VA. DIRECTORY·
oYer 1600 ol lhe latgeSt employers and
where lo apply. NEWSl.ETIEfl.llsts hundreds of currentopenngs. Send $26.95 +
S3 postage & handling: Business &
Employmen1 Publicalions. Inc. 2216
Dakland Pa'11 Blvd, Fl Lauderdale. FL
Im6 (800) 654-5773 INC, Visa, Amx

NEW AGE

yiu !Iii 111

luooil"':~ inlel IOO?
Ull 11 wrile... ..1Siii!)OJ0

~,.aoo

$SKI EMPLOYMENTS Earn 14) \o $7.000
a season at ski resorts west d the rod11es
For complete details oo wtio lo contact,
OOusLng, job lists and other vital rnorma·
1ion needed k:> obtain employmen1, send

TlirlSjXlllalion Six/VO'ed i:t15~.
Cal t«M. 1·~73&7COJ, 11.11 «XS

Tred d .

NEED FAST CASH ? OVERWEIGHT?
LN>ERPAI>? 1l'is progizm is speaci9
Ile wHn! Earn la ta; mcney trGq\
tu rieli=OIS heailh cookie progiam! No
IICI ISel i5e! We d;) ft WOik. you make fie
pdls! Free o:d:ie sa14*!S! ACT HOW!
(916) 552-1657, Ell 6

LOOKING FOR A JOB? "How To
Desklop Nllsh You1 Resi..me" is your
answer! Book includes FREE Mac disk.
Send 516.00 to: Ma'11!.ynn Publishing,
P.O. Box 757·A. Sol/th Hadley, MA 01075.

All sites.

FICIOfY'dirKI 5ilVIOgS!

HAYE MORE AND
BEITER SEX wrrH APHRO

s.w

P.O. Box 570 • Dublin, OhlO 43017 • (614) 761·2669

1351 . ~AR72023

eqllipm11n1 & supplies.

$2.0)afl.~Hl

AUSTRALIA WANTS YOU! BIG PAY!
Transportation! New Employme nt
Handtlook, S3.00. !n1ernalional, Box
19107·RB, Waslwlg1on. 0C 20036

Shows
$10.00
klr<Dnplele rapoit,PHOTONICS,P.O. Box

~I mUirenance.

--

GbwiihDllk

Mon•y-baokgua'8ntee . F"eca!a!og.

UPTO 8T1MES
THE OUTOOOA YIELot

llAU8U MAX'S WXOLOGY

HEALTH

,

INDOOR GARDENING

DRINK RECIPE S

'

space !

-

For l'kee <)da!og or Vlsa/lllC Onlea s
(>di 408/479-3380

Ne!win/AcMias
• Persorialy sueeied fa<nies
• Qne.YearC011••ili•a• ,., ei wy

COHOONS

SS.9510 Alpine Employment SeMC8 box
242~ Lake OsweQo, OR 97034

~ lietis,
h:;Jw in:I ~~works. Send

ma.ss aid
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• Extensive N;niy ~

Your collection protected in soft "safety.sleeve'"" pages.
Executive version $29.95 includes shipping in U.S.

·

S1a1•~·1he--ar1 Hyclroporic

rl.::

A l'igt'ly .-.- f,. hlrtlill brmM o;n.
tMwig ~La-. Cfl.\"lllr.I.
Af#oQIPMra)
PMNllo Blnies,
SibenanGo-'11- ~
FVp.na. Gotu Kela, Fo.Tl and

SCIENCE
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1 31,~

1·800·992·8262
UN I VENTURE

Unplanned Piegnancy?.

• Top SalaneslBMefcs/Airlare
• Oter 1,500 Narries Anedy

MAKE EXTfVI INCOME PLACING Tak~
cine !)OSlers on campus. Flexible hours
(;aft (714) 96~9327.

REGGAE

111a11

AUDIO-VIDEO SALES REPRESENTA·
TIYES WANTED. Low, low prices! For
O'.llliplete Rormalion cal Audio America.
1..goo.m.sm.

INTELLIGENCE JOBS. CI A, US
CUSTOMS, DEA, ETC. NOW HIRING
CAU. (1) 8()5.687.0000. EXT.K·2674
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11 Ole FASTEST GRC1tYl«i 1rn1S11y d
the 90s! Cre6e an:l a 1ibii:d; sludera
1aQd. N:tieY&Financial F188dor11V"1ie
5'I il Scmoi! F'e.cllle I-tu$. No Sales.
Send S3.95 lor complete inlo pkg:
Madison/Maxwell Ent., 1223 Wilsliire

BOSTON NANNIES
HAVE llORE FtlH

PERSONALS

Factory fresh IWtl a money ta::k
guaiclltee. $39.99 ea.: Bar.tlaus.
Pstd*: TV, Sex Pistols. $34.99 ea:
Fiekisci'lheNep'liiu,TheCul, PIL,
Slsleo; d """"· Sa ,....,,
OMO. $29.99 ea.: New Order, The
t>llmed..._fu MCIVISA cal
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DOOR TO 11IE WORLD

BIYd.. SI!! 71~A. Sara -'biica, CA 90403

•

---·-·---..................

FUNDRAISERS

Unusual. Mo! available in book slores!
~ FSS, Bot 232 (u), F.0., CA

-to.olgll

_

HEY STUOENTS!ll SPECIAL ORDER all
your DOMESTIC and IMPORT 7', 12',
LPs, Cassettes, and Compact Discs Mlti
me. No artist or grolip too Bizar1e or
Mainstream. Why waste time? Let me
bmg the musical 'Mlrld ti~ door. Wrie
now for FREE inlorma!ion. PSYCHO
PSAMS'S CO'S& TAPES. P.O. Bat 8045

l-..~-.. - . "' -*"°'II
• -,.. -

AUTOMOBILES

UnclergfCU'ld Books, ContlOftlSial and

-••00'•.. _TRAVEL
_
_

more. Send for FRE~ caiakig 10: TRADING POST P.O. Box 582, Centon, CT
06019 Ph:ine: (203) 693-467:1

WORK

BOOKS

1401-C. S''ra "''\ ti) 07006

LW ,..-,.,FREE
STUDY

AUTOGRAPHS: 8' x 10' autogaphed pielureS d he slats. For ca!ak1g send SASE
110 to; "SW sq,s•, &G So, Hani5m St,

Denver.

EUROPE
EUROPE
FOR • UIT C FOR

MAMIES ODl!ll l!om pre scree ied
la11 I 11
· 1e New Ei ..... d. Top
salaries. ber oelb, mom. board. nl
aitafe. Yafy jXl!DJ• oo¥Cin lor
Kids, P.O. Box 'll, Rowayton, CT
00853 (203}-852'811 1

~ l.b'rttlly si.mrnary of world events.

CompacTime"'
Compact Disc Clock
$14.95

-

K<HIATtCJO"
r.aico P\dsltiQ (DepL D-37}. 500 Soull Blm:l St. .... m ~ CT 06450

55015

CDs-lPs-Cass, Guatemalan ciolhl'lg &

BEST PRICES, All CU!f9n1 Titles plus,.
Thousands more. VISA, MC, Dis. DIAL
1·816-353-7300. Catalog $2.00:
POSTER EMPORIUM, Box 16681·U,
Raytown, MO 64133

NEWSLETTERS

FLY FREEi T"*1$p1Jitil QOoc:unents
To 085~nations Worldwidtl Send
$7.95: COURIERGUIDE: 2301
Pennland, (NC) Sacramemo, CA

From $325/wk or $425/2wk. Capt
StevenA.Saiem, 15600HancockRd,
Sarasota, Fl 34240. (800) 243-7245.

LaoDtci-Sl5D$1Cl)psDclllll
r QI ·s.a..,-: 0 , .
lane. Brxts Bf free.Nnal iWIW! fl to.am pwlillt 51iac:t I $ Jg
11 I ill )Q,1111!. Send no llD'llJ, m, yoll'll!ll an:l ••I z b' CDFl.ETE

APPAREL

-,,

100'll. oobi:n Sizes L. XL S«id 514.00
dl8CI! ti" M."0 . lo.: Rel Fa T's, 4600 PM
Rd., Ste. 1000. O•kAi. NC 28209. t«:
1esid&la ldd s" salerstax. "TheF!m'Fa
walches 'fOI b8li.

Lipit, loCi:rs nl 11111 ,. . o:t:lr Cllalog. S«id S2 lo.: R:Xa! s. Erl, 40) E.
~ 'T'olk. sa..ZJS.U, Allola,
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pies who are having problems conceiving and as percent
are single women," Raboy said.
There is some danger involved in artificial insemina,
tion because so much of the information the donors give
cannot be scientifically verified, Raboy said.
. 'Despite these risks and the ethical debates that sur·
round sperm donation, many student donors say they
think of the program as a positive contribution to society.
"Sure, there's the joke about 'x' dollars a pop, and how
the hourly rate is great, but I would like to be able to
think I can contribute to people who want to have children," said Mark, a U. of California, Santa Cruz, grad·
uate who donates at Cryobank.
Neither Eric nor Mark said he feels any attachment
to the children the sperm might conceive. "Just beCa.use
they are genetically part of me doesn't give me any tie
to the child,• Eric said.
.
Mark agreed. "I don't have any curiosity \;o know
where my seeds are being sown. It's a clinical situation;
there's no strong love or intimacy with the person who's
having the baby.' he said.
"I feel like rm contributing, in my own small way, my
good qualities and hereditacy strengths without feeling
any possesmveness.
"I just thank God rv1! left somebody on the planet who
has my genes.•
Th£ 111lm€S of th£ donors haue been changed.
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